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THE IMPACT OF THE GOVERNMENT REVENUE AND 

EXPENDITURE ON THE ECONOMIC GROWTH IN MYANMAR 

 

SI THU KYAW 

 

Abstract 

The study focuses on investigation of co-integration between 

revenue and expenditure of government and GDP growth. The study aims to 

find to examine the relationship and causality between government revenue 

and expenditure. The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression results show 

that an expending expenditure raise government revenue, and both are 

positively related in Myanmar. According to the Granger Causality test, 

Government expenditure cause revenue and revenue also cause expenditure. 

According to Auto-regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bound test, the 

government expenditure have positive influence on GDP growth in the long 

run and negative influence in the short run. The government revenue has 

effect on GDP growth negative in the short run and positive in the long run. 

Besides, they have co-integration and long-run relationship in Myanmar 

economy.  

 

Keywords:  Myanmar, GDP Growth, Government Revenue and Expenditure, 

co-integration 

 

1. Introduction 

Fiscal Policy is conducted to balance the macroeconomic situations. 

Both fiscal and monetary policies play important role in an economy. 

Government taxation and expenditure deal with fiscal policy which is a useful 

instrument for achieving sustainable economic growth. Thus, economic 

mailto:inyaeconomicjournal@gmail.com
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policymakers have been concerned with fiscal policy adjustments put to task 

in the economy and then implications. In developing countries, government 

intervenes in the market usually because private institutions cannot fully 

drive the economic boom, where government mainly supports fundamental 

institutions (such as road infrastructure, electricity, transportation, rule of law 

and etc.) that cannot be potentially initiated by private organizations. 

 In fact, countries need to invest in such fundamental institutions. 

On the other hand, the government in most developing countries rely on 

income from taxation which mainly provides revenue. In such a case if the 

government has low revenue the expenditure will also decrease unless the 

government increases a fiscal deficit which means the expenditure exceeds 

revenue. The fiscal deficit resulting from growing government spending can 

lead to trade deficits and exchange rate depreciation and thereon slow 

economic growth in the economy. The fiscal deficit has potential to cause 

interest rate increase and higher inflation rate, where increased interest rate 

leads to increased cost in doing business; thus business booming can be 

delayed in an economy. 

Myanmar generated fiscal deficits through its budget system since 

the last two decades when the economy had been undertaking market 

economic system. The economy failed to stabilize itself because of 

mismanagement of market system where economic and political ideas were 

forced to convert to centralization form. Unstable political situations have 

impacts on economic conditions in the country which will cause government 

inefficient spending and lost revenue. 

 

1.1 Budget Mechanism of Myanmar’s Economy  

There are two main sources of government revenues, from internal 

receipt and foreign receipts. The internal receipts are combined with current, 

capital and financial accounts. The foreign account is composed of foreign 

loans and foreign aids and grants. The government contributes its 

expenditures from four sources, the current, capital and financial accounts 

and reserve fund. 
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Figure (1) Budget flows mechanism 

 

 Sources: CSO, Myanmar (2017) 

 

1.2. Overview of Budget Receipts and Expenditures in the Economy 

Government receipts are mainly from taxation in general. Taxation 

systems in Myanmar have been making reforms since the country opened in 

2011, with impacts on government receipts and economic situations.  The 

following figures explain the difference between government receipts and 

expenditures in various accounts.  

In figure (1-a) receipts and expenditure in capital account is shown, 

both explaining how the capital account expenditure positively influences 

GDP growth, with the expenditure and growth declined in 2011-2012. 

Continuously, the increased expenditure causes growth again in 2012-2013. 

Although the evidence explained positive relation in the two variables, 

sometimes negative relationship can be seen as in the figure.  During the 

period of study, the capital account caused the economic growth.      
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Figure (1) Relationship between GDP growth and Government Capital 

receipts and expenditures 

 
Data Source: CSO, Myanmar (2017)  

  

Mostly, the government conducts current expenditures from current 

receipts and capital expenditure from capital receipts. In figure (2), current 

account has been increasing during six years from   2011 to 2016, except 

2012-2014 fiscal year. Both receipts and expenditures had been increasing in 

which the increment of expenditure was growing at almost equal volume 

yearly, and the increment of receipts happens fluctuation. The current receipts 

increment were positively related to GDP growth during four fiscal years, 

from 2010-2011 to 2013-2014. In 2014-2015 fiscal year, the current account 

expenditure declined leading to GDP growth fall, with the growth gradually 

falling until 2015-2016 fiscal year.  

Figure (2) Relationship between GDP growth and Government receipts 

and expenditure 

 Source: CSO. Myanmar (2017)  
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The current account balance of payment is mainly concerned with 

exports and imports sector. So the balance of payment deficit and surplus 

have a larger impact on the current account. According to figure (current 

account), the trade deficit had a direct impact on growth so that a large 

amount of deficit lead to slow GDP growth rate in Myanmar. From 2012-

2013 to 2015-2016, the trade deficits became large volume that effects to 

current account. 

Figure (3) GDP growth, government receipts and expenditures 

     

 Source: CSO, Myanmar (2017), calculation of growth1 

 

According to the figure (3), both receipts and expenditures moved 

together with GDP growth during the first three fiscal years. It is noted that 

the growth caused increase in government receipts and expenditures. It can 

also be concluded that the expenditures led to growth and created more 

government receipts. Both total receipts and expenditures growth rate is 

based on year to year movements. Starting from 2013-2014 fiscal year, the 

economy of the may not have mainly depended upon government. “Because 

                                                 

 

1 Base year is 2010-2011, government total receipts and expenditure are calculated  
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starting in 2012, the government of Burma initiated taking steps to decrease 

SOEs’ (State Own Enterprises) dependence on government funding and to 

create them to be more competitive through joint ventures.  This comprised 

reducing budget subsidies for financing the raw material supplies of 

SOEs.  The government of Burma moved in policy in the direction of public 

private partnership, corporatization, and privatization. 2”Moreover Myanmar 

Oil and Gas Enterprises (MOGE) payment sharply increased in FY 2012-

2013 although SEE (State Economic Enterprises) payment declined and 

revenue from taxpayers and non-SEE was improved. In April 2012, tax 

reforms were made in commercial tax, income tax which includes corporate 

income tax, individual income tax, capital gains tax, and withholding tax 

(World, 2015). 

The gas sector through MOGE has the highest turnover among all 

SEEs, though 85 percent of MOGE’s income is recorded as Other Income 

rather than Sales Revenue. The Other Income represents MOGE’s profit 

share from Joint Venture projects. The decline in MOGE’s Other Income 

started in 2015/16 with the impact of declining international commodity 

prices (Bank, 2017).  

Therefore, during the period between 2012-2013 and 2015-2016 

fiscal years, the privatization have not led to GDP growth because of external 

impacts, which caused decline in government receipts. The decline in capital 

expenditure caused shocks to GDP growth and the government is also 

necessary to ensure its legal and regulatory reforms to have a success of 

privatization process, to have benefits from both external and internal 

environment, which will increase GDP growth and lead to increase 

government revenue. Political and economic reforms had been undertaken, 

which promote government receipts and expenditures during 2011 to 2013 

years. Starting from the fiscal year 2014-2015, the economy has been slowing 

down until 2016-20173 fiscal year. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

2 https://www.export.gov/article?id=Burma-state-owned-enterprises 
3The fiscal year is changed by U Htin Kyaw, President from (1st April to 31st 

March) to ( 1 October to 30th September) 
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2. Literature Reviews 

The role of government is necessarily important to determine an 

economic policy choices. Most economic activities are dependent on 

government policies and plans which are used to initiate gains of sustainable 

economic growth and development. Revenue for government is needed to 

provide public well-being due to inefficiencies in the market system with 

market failure to provide all human needs.  

The classical economists believe that the government should get 

involved market activities because the less-efficient market cannot carry out 

its equilibrium conditions. In “The Wealth of Nation” Adam Smith (1776) 

stated the “Laissez Faire Market” as a market where demand and supply can 

balance in market conditions with no government interventions. The ideas 

were opposed by John Maynard Keynes after the Great Depression which 

occurred in 1929-1930. In 1936, Keynes pointed out the classical economists 

emphasized too much on the long term, but in the long-run all are dead, 

meaning that the short-run period is therefore important, so the government 

should involve itself in market activities. Increase in government expenditure 

can create more production and more employment in the economy leading to 

growing per capita income and consumption and expense.  

There are many theoretical economic benefits that are associated 

with the process of privatization. One of the central reasons is countries 

attempts privatization in order to reduce the size of the existing government. 

Based on the idea, many governments have tried to limit its roles in the 

market because of needless layers of bureaucracy. Therefore, many countries 

call for restructuring in order to develop efficiency, which can be 

accomplished through privatization. The private sector replies to incentives 

in the market, while the public sector often takes non-economic goals. In 

other words, the public sector is not highly driven to maximize production 

and allocate resources well, causing the government to run high-cost, low-

income enterprises. Privatization directly moves the focus from political 

goals to economic goals, which causes development of the market economy 

(Poole, 1996). The downsizing aspect of privatization is a significant one 

since bad government policies and government corruption can play a large, 

negative role in economic growth (Easterly, 2001). By privatizing, the role 

of the government in the economy is reduced, thus there is less chance for the 

government to negatively impact the economy (Poole, 1996). Cook and 

Uchida’s study suggested that the lack of proper governmental reforms might 

be the cause for a negative relationship between privatization and economic 
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growth. Although privatization is a fairly recent economic policy pointed at 

promoting economic growth, it is harmless to conclude that privatization 

alone will not be the magical solution to the indefinable mission for growth. 

It is essential to note that the achievement of privatization largely depends on 

the government keeping its promise to legal and regulatory reforms (Filipovic, 

2006). 

Solow (1956), in his pioneer theory in this regard, namely the neo-

classical growth model, concluded that taxes do not affect the steady-state of 

growth rate. This implies that although tax policies are distortionary they 

have no impact on long term economic growth rate and total factor 

productivity. The advocate of this theory was Friedman (1978), who argued 

that raising tax revenue either through increasing tax rates or tax base would 

lead to more fiscal space which will drive growth, by (Dzingirai Canicio, 

Tambudzai Zachary, 2014).  

In the Nigerian economy public revenue had positive effects of 

promoting economic growth, the study pointed out that oil revenues in the 

economy was of very significant amount, so the government should revise its 

macroeconomic policies to improve efficiency in natural resource allocations 

in the economy. Besides government should reexamine its non-oil revenue 

by increasing tax rate and introducing new taxes in such a way that it does 

not distort the working of the economy. This study examined the years 

between 1980–2008 and used the OLS model, F-test and t-test, by (Jegede, 

2014) 

In addition to these two hypotheses, the view of Solow (Solow, 

1956) in his neo-classical growth model was that there is no long run impact 

of government expenditures on economic growth rate. The neo-classical 

growth models suggest that fiscal policies cannot bring about changes in 

long-run growth of output. Neo-classical economists suggested that the long 

run growth rate is driven by population growth, the rate of labor force growth, 

and the rate of technological progress which is determined exogenously. 

Wagner (1883) suggested that government expenditure is an endogenous 

factor or an outcome, but not a cause of economic development. 

Mathematically, his hypothesis can be formulated as, 𝐺𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑌𝑡 ), where G 

refers to the size of the public sector which reflect the level of government 

expenditure and Y stands for the level of economic performance or growth. 

In modest words, Wagner’s law suggested that government expenditure 

increase because of the economic growth that were stated by (Hasnul, 2016).  

Bounds testing procedure is a powerful statistical tool in the 

estimation of level relationships when the underlying property of time series 
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is entirely I (0), entirely I (1) or jointly co-integrated. Bounds testing as an 

extension of ARDL modelling uses F and t-statistics to test the significance 

of the lagged levels of the variables in a unilabiate equilibrium correction 

system when it is unclear if the data generating process underlying a time 

series is trend or first difference stationary. Empirical analysis shows that 

these macroeconomic variables have a highly significant level of relationship 

with the exchange rate irrespective of the underlying properties of their series. 

The conditional level relationship model and the associated conditional 

unrestricted error correction model (ECM) in the long-run and short-run 

relate crude oil prices negatively and inflation rate positively with exchange 

rate. The long run speed of adjustment to equilibrium reveals that exchange 

rate in Nigeria is slow to react to shocks on crude oil prices and inflation rate 

(Lawal Ganiyu Omoniyi, Aweda Nurudeen Olawale, 2015).  The study was 

conducted on Serbia economy by (Lojanica, 2015) with the title of 

Government Expenditure and Government Revenue – The Causality study 

on the Republic of Serbia. Monthly data from M12003 to M112014 was used 

to investigate the co-integration and Granger cause between variables, used 

ARDL model and Granger causality test. Also, the analysis has shown that, 

in the long run, there is a unidirectional causality moving from government 

expenditure towards government revenues. 

 

3. Methodology 

The study is conducted by using time series data from secondary sources. 

There are time series data models to make an empirical study. It also studies 

the relationship between government revenues and expenditures. Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is used to find the stationary variables. To 

investigate the relationship, it applied Ordinary least square (OLS) model 

because both time series are stationary at level, I (0). The characteristics of 

the best regression model are as follow; 

  R2  value must be high 

 residual should not have serial correlation 

 residual should be normally distributed 

 regression have no heteroskedasticity  

The R2value will be obtained from OLS regression. Based on OLS regression 

result, serial correlation will be checked by using Serial Correlation LM test, 

and Histogram Normality test is applying to trace normal distribution in the 

model.   

In this study, government revenue, government expenditure and GDP 

growth are also considered to analyze co-integration between them by using 
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suitable time series model. According to the feature of time series model, unit 

root testing is applied to those three variables, and the fitted model determines 

to find out co-integration among the variables. Then, Granger causality test 

is used because the study intend to examine existence of causality among the 

variables. Many scholars agreed that unit root is a fundamental test to 

continue finding relations between the variables, and the results from unit 

root testing enable to choice of the fitted model from the chosen time series 

data. Thus, the study applies ARDL bound test to investigate the co-

integration among variables, because unit root test examines that government 

revenue (GR ) and government expenditure  (GE) series are stationary at the 

integrated level, I (0) and GDP at the first difference, I(1). According to Dave 

Giles, the ARDL / Bounds Testing methodology of Pesaran and Shin (1999) 

and Pesaran et al. (2001) has a number of features that pursued many 

researchers to give it some preference over conventional co-integration 

testing. For instance: 

 It can be used with a mixture of I (0) and I (1) data. 

 It involves just a single-equation set-up, making it simple to 

implement and interpret. 

 Different variables can be assigned different lag-lengths as they 

enter the model. 

The following steps are suggested to conduct in ARDL bounds test model_ 

 Make sure than none of the variables are I (2), as such data will 

invalidate the methodology. 

 Formulate an "unrestricted" error-correction model (ECM). This 

will be a particular type of ARDL model. 

 Determine the appropriate lag structure for the model in step 2. 

 Make sure that the errors of this model are serially independent. 

 Make sure that the model is "dynamically stable". 

 Perform a "Bounds Test" to see if there is evidence of a long-run 

relationship between the variables.  

 If the outcome at this step is positive, estimate a long-run "levels 

model", as well as a separate "restricted" ECM. 

 Use the results of the estimated models to measure short-run 

dynamic effects, and the long-run equilibrating relationship between 

the variables.4 

                                                 

 

4 Econometrics Beat: Dave Giles' Blog: ARDL Models - Part II - Bounds 
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  3.1 Model 

The study is to investigate the short-run and long-run co-integration between 

Government expenditure (GE), government revenue (GR) and GDP growth 

(Gross Domestic Product) in Myanmar. The constructed model is as follow_  

GR= g +b GE   (1) 

GDP= c +a GE + a1GR   (2) 

GDP = Gross Domestic Product 

   GE= Government Expenditure 

  GR= Government Revenue 

    g and c = Constant 

  b,a and a1= coefficient variables 

 

The constructed equation (1) examines the relationship between government 

revenue (GR) and expenditure (GE), where GE and GR is are explanatory 

variable and explained variable. The equation (2) investigates the co-

integration and long-run relation in the time series variables which are GDP 

growth (GDP), government revenue and government expenditure in which 

government revenue and government expenditure are explanatory variables 

and GDP is an explained variable. 

 

4. Empirical Results 

Government revenue and expenditure time series data are from various 

issues of central statistical organization books of Myanmar year (CSO). The 

GDP growth series is collected from World Bank data sources. Unit root test 

is performed using the time series data to find the stationary and non-

stationary series and to avoid the spurious regression. ADF test is applied to 

test the unit root from the data. 
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Table (1) Unit Root Test Result 

 

 

 

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values. All results based on constant  

 

Based on ADF unit test in table (1), GE and GR are stationary at I 

(0) meaning that both are stationary at 5% level. GDP is I (1) variables 

meaning that without taking first difference to GDP will not be stationary 

series. D (GDP) is stationary at 5%level. It is concluded that GE and GR are 

I (0) variables and GDP is I (1) variable. 

In the table (2), the OLS regression result and other supported tests are written 

down. It is based on equation (1) to investigate the relationship between GE 

and GE. The result show that the GE has positive relation to GR meaning that 

1 percent increase in government expenditure leads to 92 percent increase of 

government revenue according to the equation the GE = 0.0318104175947  

+ 0.853320730985 * GR. To be the best regression Serial Correlation LM 

Test, normality test and Heteroskedasticity Test are applied step by step. The 

hypothesis of the tests are as follows_ 

 Serial Correlation LM Test  

H0: there is no serial correlation 

Variables 

Critical 

value 

at1%, 

5%,10% 

T-statistics P(Value) Significance 

GE 

-3.711457 

-5.463404 0.0001 Stationary -2.981038 

-2.629906 

GR 

-3.711457 

-5.820000 0.0000 Stationary -2.981038 

-2.629906 

D(GDP) 

-3.724070 

-6.785775 0.0000 Stationary 
   -

2.986225 

-2.632604 

GDP 

   -

3.711457 
-2.300856 0.1791 

Non-

Stationary -2.981038 

-2.629906 
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H1: there is serial correlation 

The result accepts H because the probability value is more than 5 percent. 

 Normality test 

H0: the data is normally distributed 

H1: the data is not normally distributed 

According to Jarque-Bera statistics, the result is good for the equation (1) 

because the probability value is more than 5 percent. So H0 is accepted  

 Heteroskedasticity Test 

H0: the model have no Heteroskedasticity 

H1: the model have Heteroskedasticity 

Based on Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test result, H is accepted for the model. It 

is also good for the OLS model. 

Table (2) OLS Model results 

Variables Coefficient t-Statistic Prob.   

C 0.025188 0.7671 0.4502 

GR 0.929713 9.796607 0.000 

R-squared 0.793343 

Adjusted R-squared 0.785077 

F-statistic 95.9735 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000 

Serial Colleration LM Test 

F-statistic 1.635834     Prob. F(2,23) 0.2167 

Obs*R-squared 
3.362368 

    Prob. Chi-

Square(2) 0.1862 

Normality Test 

Jarque-Bera 0.434 0.805 

Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey 

F-statistic 2.13E-05     Prob. F(1,25) 0.9964 

Obs*R-squared 
2.30E-05 

    Prob. Chi-

Square(1) 0.9962 

Scaled explained SS 
2.21E-05 

    Prob. Chi-

Square(1) 0.9963 
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In table (2) the lags selection is undertaken by Akaike information 

criterion (AIC) and Schwarz information criterion (SIC) because the model 

assumed the lowest AIC supports to be fitted the regression. In the estimated 

regression the numbers of five lags have been chosen and the value of AIC is 

1.9. R2 and Adjusted R-squared values in the model is a good fit because the 

value is 90% of the variations. 

Table (3) Estimated Coefficients of ARDL bound Test 

Variables Coefficient P -Value t-Statistics 

D(GDP(-1)) 0.599431 0.0556 4.062426 

D(GDP(-2)) 0.753705 0.0543 4.114086 

D(GDP(-3)) 0.386186 0.0812 3.292489 

D(GDP(-4)) -0.10424 0.3649 -1.16272 

D(GDP(-5)) -0.057 0.5421 -0.7284 

D(GR(-1)) 153.4828 0.0201 6.948217 

D(GR(-2)) 118.5951 0.0226 6.534719 

D(GR(-3)) 59.21541 0.0399 4.856822 

D(GR(-4)) 24.01234 0.0938 3.031394 

D(GR(-5)) 12.08874 0.11 2.760224 

D(GE(-1)) -186.561 0.0179 -7.3813 

D(GE(-2)) -145.487 0.0193 -7.08559 

D(GE(-3)) -92.4584 0.0234 -6.42139 

D(GE(-4)) -50.4658 0.026 -6.07819 

D(GE(-5)) -24.3236 0.0318 -5.47133 

GDP(-1) -0.33254 0.0606 -3.87576 

GR(-1) -164.959 0.0208 -6.82085 

GE(-1) 208.7229 0.0175 7.452975 

C -10.4528 0.0288 -5.76722 

𝑅2 0.980892 

Adjusted R-

squared  
0.808919 

        

In the figure (4) Serial Correlation LM test is conducted to capture 

Heteroskectricity problem in the regression, which results there is no serial 

correlation in the model that is good sign for the model because the spikes 

are within the bound. CUSUM test in the figure (5) also explains the 

regression as stable at 5% level, which is good sign also, explaining that the 

model has no serial correlation and is a stable model.  
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According to Wald test, F-statistics is applied to decide co-

integration existence between the variables. In the table (4) Wald test is 

therefore computed in given equation (2), the value of F-Statistics as 22.17 

which is greater than the given lower bound and upper bound values. The 

hypothesis of the Wald test is that, the value of F-statistics in the test result 

should be greater than Pesaran Critical value, lower bound and upper bound 

values at 5% level in the table, which means the model is an unrestricted 

intercept and no trend. The results show that the GE, GE and GDP growth 

are long run variables meaning that they move together in the long run. Co-

integration also exits between those variables.  

 

Table (4) ARDL Bound Test 

Lower Bound Value Upper Bound Value Critical Value 

4.25 6.13 1% 

3.16 4.79 5% 

2.74 3.62 10% 

Notes: Computed F-statistic = 22.17207 (with lags, k = 5).The upper and lower bounds were 

obtained using unrestricted intercept with no trend. The critical values are obtained from 

Pesaran et al. (2001), table CI (iii). 

 

 In the summary of the result, the estimated coefficients are 

presented: according to table (4), the GR has short run positive influences to 

GDP growth and negative impacts in the long run. The GE have negative 

relation to GDP growth and positive relation to GDP in the long run.    
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Table (5) Granger-Causality Test 

    

    

 Null Hypothesis:  F-Statistic Prob.  

    

    

 GE does not Granger Cause GDP   0.11991 0.9729 

 GDP does not Granger Cause GE  0.54025 0.7090 

    

    

 GR does not Granger Cause GDP    0.34414 0.8434 

 GDP does not Granger Cause GR  0.14085 0.9639 

    

    

 GR does not Granger Cause GE   4.24892 0.0186 

 GE does not Granger Cause GR  3.78657 0.0274 

    
    
 

The Granger test is shown in the table.  The hypothesis can be denied if the 

probability value exceed 5%, unless the hypothesis in the model is acceptable. 

So. GE does not granger cause to GDP, GDP does not cause GE , GR does 

not Granger Cause GDP and GDP does not Granger Cause GR hypotheses 

are acceptable because their probability values are greater than the 5% level. 

GR does not Granger Cause GE and GE does not Granger Cause GR 

hypotheses are denied because they are significant at 5% level meaning that 

the more the government expenditure leads to the more revenue and the large 

revenue is from the increased in expenditure. 

 

5. Conclusion 

How do Government revenue and expenditure affect GDP growth in 

Myanmar? Does government expenditure rise with raising revenue in 

Myanmar? To answer these questions, the theoretical and empirical study has 

been implemented. Choosing the time series models for related series 

variables, step by step empirical analysis is conducted. The result of unit root 

OLS estimation is conducted by equation, which explains that the GE has 

positive relation to GR meaning that 1 percent increase in government 
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expenditure leads to 92 percent increase of government revenue. Then, for 

the equation (2), the variables are stationary at mix levels resulted by Unit 

root test but many scholars suggest that ARDL-bound test model is suitable 

model for I (0) and I (1) time series variables to trace short-run and long-run 

co-integration. The model explain, GE, GR and GDP variables as having 

long-run relationship, which means they move together. To test the causality, 

Granger causality test is applied, which explains that GE and GR cause each 

other in granger causality test. The study suggests that government 

expenditure positive relation to GDP growth in the long run and negative 

relation in short run. The revenue is positively related to GDP both short-run 

and long-run in the model. Descriptive study examines how capital receipts 

and expenditure cause GDP growth rate. The study also found that law and 

regulation reforms mainly impact GDP growth; capital expenditure should be 

gradually reduced to make privatizations, and government should revise 

investment laws and regulations.  

 

5.1 Suggestions for Further Study 

 The above study uses time series variables for the time period 1989 

to 2015. A further study should add longer time period and consider political 

situations also by creating dummy variables. This will make the result 

stronger for making decisive, policy recommendation. 
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THE NEXUS BETWEEN ECONOMIC GROWTH AND 

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE IN MYANMAR 

PYAI NYEIN KYAW 

Abstract 

This paper attempts to study the nexus between economic growth 

and government expenditure of Myanmar. The data is applied from World 

Bank’s database and it is annual data from 2000 to 2016. The Engle and 

Granger two steps method is employed to test cointegration and Error 

Correction Model. To trace the causality between two variables, Granger 

causality test is employed to investigate. The empirical findings present that 

both variables are cointegrated in long-run. Furthermore, in the result of 

Granger causality, there has unidirectional causality. This means that 

government expenditure does cause economic growth. In the interpretation, 

when government expends more money, the economy leads to growth in 

long-run. 

Keyword: Government Expenditure, Economic growth, Unit root, 

Cointegration, Error Correction Model and Causality 

1. Introduction 

In this study, the period under question is determined as year 2000 

to 2016. In the period it can be seen that three government administration eras 

are involved such as the military regime, Union Solidarity and Development 

Party (USDP) government and National League for Democracy (NLD) 

government. More precisely, the military regime can be determined as 

existing before 2010 general election, and the period 2010-2015 can be 

described as former president U Thein Sein administration (USDP 

government). Finally, NLD became an elected government in 2015.  

Before 2015, military government spent huge budget upon military 

sector, higher than the budget spending on health and education (MDRI-

CESD and IGC, June 2015). The budget deficit had been happening overtime 

and the government financed those budget deficits with money printed by the 

central bank. As scenarios, high inflation happened. On the other hand, the 

existing official exchange rate discouraged Myanmar’s economic growth. In 

that military government, tax regime did not work well and taxation was not 

the main source of revenue for Myanmar. The government mainly relied for 

revenue on the country’s natural resources. The impacts of the military 

mailto:inyaeconomicjournal@gmail.com
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government’s mismanagement or complicated administration is still in effect 

even to this present day.  

Notwithstanding, the government reformed the legal frameworks 

relevant to economic sectors and initiated enter is the international 

community in 2012. Foreign investment and entitled business activities 

flowed to the country. Various positive changes did happen in the USDP 

government era; nevertheless, uncompleted activities of USDP government 

remained for NLD government. NLD government continues to carry out 

those activities, though some policy priorities have been modified.  

According to Myanmar government’s expenditure policy (Citizen's 

Budget (2017-2018), May 2017), the top point is to increase and expend more 

money on education, health care and social security and as a second priority 

to spend on sectors which immediately return benefits from the expenditure. 

The following figure (1), distribution of expenditure of Union government by 

sector shows more has been spent on the energy and social services sectors 

than other sectors in both fiscal years. Expenditure on defence and 

government administration sectors followed as a second vast volume. The 

resulting expenditure on social services in Fiscal Year 2014-2015 was more 

than Fiscal Year 2013-2014. 

Figure (1): Expenditure of Union Government by sector (FY 2013-14 and 

FY 2014-15) 

 
Source: (CSO, 2016), Note: described data on current account is from Public Finance, 

Banking and Financial Market section 
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Following figure (2) presents a graphical presentation using 

Myanmar’s historical data from World Bank database. Annual growth rate in 

time series data express the fluctuation of economic growth in Myanmar over 

time. The trend of growth on extreme ups and downs and led long run to 

decline. (Myint, December 2009)  

Figure (2): Economic growth rate from year 1961-2015   

 
Source: (The World Bank, 2017), Note: described data is from country data of Myanmar in the 

World Bank database 

Following figure (3) shows the economic growth of Myanmar from 

year 2000 to year 2016. It with annual growth rates of Myanmar in general 

decline. The growth rates in year 2010 and 2011 dropped sharply from 9.6 % 

to 5.6 %. It can be said that a critical change in economic growth may be 

effected by political reform and other factors.  

Figure (3): Economic growth rate from year 2000-2016   

 
Source: (The World Bank, 2017), described data shows the country data of Myanmar from the 

World Bank database.  
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Similar empirical findings, the nexus between government 

expenditure and economic growth of Myanmar, has not been found before. 

Therefore, this study attempts to support an empirical finding to policy 

makers. The limitation in this study is that the number of observations (annual 

data) are insufficient to time series analysis. 

1.1 Objective of the study  

The purpose of the study is to investigate the nexus between the 

government expenditure and economic growth. Moreover, the investigation 

forwards the idea that government expenditure could have positive or 

negative effects on the economic growth over time. The author tries to 

support a productive recommendation in consideration of the policy matters 

in the long term.  

2. Literature Review  

This section is about the previous findings which are related to this 

empirical analysis from other researcher’s findings and other countries. There 

are similar studies in other countries on the relationship between economic 

growth and government expenditure, and, applied similar methodologies and 

variables. Nevertheless, different associations were found. (SRINIVASAN, 

2013), the research found that the cointegration test result confirms the 

existence of long-run relationship between public expenditure and economic 

growth in India. The study applied the cointegration approach and error 

correction model to investigate the relationship and causality among the 

variables which are public expenditure and economic growth. Time series 

was applied from 1973 to 2012. Moreover, the results of error correction 

model said that unidirectional causality could be found in this testing, 

meaning one-way direction from economic growth to public expenditure in 

the short-run and long-run; the author said that the result supports Wagner’s 

law of public expenditure. In his research, public expenditure of the India 

government exceeded the revenue of the government in the practical 

condition.  

A cross-country study by (Landau, 1983) investigated and presented the 

results that a negative relationship existing between the share of government 

consumption expenditure in GDP and the rate of growth of par capita GDP 

could be found, generally, because of the existence of various and many 

countries in this panel study is not favorable to reach one decision or one 

finding for all selected countries. Therefore, the negative relationship was 
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found for the full sample of counties, unweighted or weighted by population. 

In that study, over 100 countries were studied.   

This paper (Sinha, December 1998) attempts to test the long run 

relationship and between GDP and government expenditure in Malaysia 

using time series data from 1950 to 1992. To find the cointegration, the author 

applied the Johansen cointegration and optimal lag selection sensitive in the 

test. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian 

Criterion (BIC) were used to find the optimal lag selection. The study found 

that the variables have a long run positive relationship. Granger causality was 

applied and the result indicated that the changing in GDP does not cause 

changing in government expenditure. A finding of long-run relationship 

between GDP and government expenditure which supports the theory in 

Wagner’s law, state causality between those variables said that the different 

stories.  

The study “Government Expenditure and Economic Growth in Nigeria” 

by (Abu Nurudeen, Abdullahi Usman, 2010), reveals a result that the 

government total capital expenditure, total recurrent expenditure and 

expenditure on education have negative effect on economic growth. But 

rising government expenditure on transport and communication and health 

sector lead to increase economic growth. In this study, the author applied 

disaggregated analysis, using time series data from 1970 to 2008. 

Furthermore, cointegration and error correction methods were used to 

analyze the between government expenditure and economic growth. A 

finding in this study, for instance, is the relationship 1 percentage increase in 

total capital expenditure in the previous two years causes economic growth 

to decline by 0.004 percentage. Similarly, 1 percentage increase in total 

recurrent expenditure in the previous one year leads to 0.005 percentage 

decrease in economic growth. Lastly, the resulting error correction showed 

that long-run relationship or long run equilibrium exists between the 

variables.  

The study by (Ejaz Ghani and Musleh-ud Din, Spring 2006) concluded 

the investigation was conducted to trace the relationship between the public 

investment and economic growth of Pakistan. To trace this impact of public 

investment on economic growth, the vector autoregressive (VAR) approach 

was applied. Time series data from 1973 to 2004 were used in this 

investigation. In the methodologies used, VAR and error correction 

modelling were applied. Moreover, Johansen cointegration test were applied 
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to determine where or not the variables have long-run equilibrium 

relationship. For the VAR, optimal lag length selection criteria were 

determined by using with Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), and Schwarz 

Criterion (SC). The empirical results showed that economic growth of 

Pakistan is largely driven by public investment.   

According to the (Jiranyakul, 2007), the relationship between 

government expenditure and economic growth in Thailand. The author 

applied the Granger causality test to find the causality among the variables. 

Furthermore, cointegration test and ordinary least square were applied in that 

study. The empirical finding reveals there was no cointegration among both 

variables and unidirectional causality existed from government expenditure 

to economic growth. In other word, when government expenditure increases, 

economic growth can be effected.  

According to (Magazzino, May 2012), studied variables are cointegrated 

in long run. Time series are employed for the period 1960-2008 of Italy’s 

county data. In this study, cointegration test and Granger causality test are 

employed. Not only empirical analysis but theoretical analysis also are 

applied.  

3. Theory and Methodology  

Government expenditure plays a vital role in the economic growth of a 

country. Increasing government expenditure or government purchases can 

contribute to aggregate economic growth, more precisely, job opportunities 

can be created. In other words, unemployment rate will decline, then, higher 

earning or income of household will occur because of the multiplier effect 

(Mankiw, 2009). Furthermore, government expenditure effects also 

distribution of income among the citizens (Hyman, 2011). Richard Musgrave 

(1959) described essentially three roles for government: allocation, 

stabilization, and distribution. The first role, allocation of society’s resources, 

occurs when market failure exists and the private market is not efficient. 

Government steps in to correct the market inefficiency. An example would 

be the provision of national defense. Stabilization is the second role of 

government, according to Musgrave. Stabilization pertains to 

macroeconomic concerns about policy areas such as inflation, the monetary 

system, interest rates, and the overall employment rate. The third and final 

role of government according to Musgrave is distribution. This is primarily 

concerned with the division of income and other resources such as in-kind 

aid among citizens (Musgrave, 1959). It typically involves redistributing 
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resources from the wealthy to the poor. Examples of redistribution at the 

national level are the Social Security and Medicare programs, which provide 

a safety net for elderly and poor people who, prior to the programs, were over 

represented among the poor (Leland, 2005).  

On the other hand, different theories exist regarding government 

spending. Three different theories can be demonstrated briefly. They are (1) 

the public choice theory of bureaucracy, (2) the displacement effect 

hypothesis and (3) Wagner’s law. The theory of bureaucracy proposed by 

(Niskanen, 2007) emphasizes the role of self-interest of the bureaucrats. The 

bureaucrats are interested in maximizing the bureau’s budget. Therefore, this 

theory relates to the activities of politicians for their budgets. The second 

approach is the displacement effect hypothesis that was propounded by 

Peacock and Jack Wiseman (Peacock and Jack Wiseman, 1961). They argue 

that under normal conditions of peace and economic stability, changes in 

public expenditure are rather limited (Sinha, December 1998). Wagner’s Law 

is one of the first surely most known model for the determinants of public 

spending (Magazzino, May 2012). According to Wagner’s Law, during the 

process of economic development, the share of public spending in national 

income contribute to expend. The reasons are public function substitute 

private activities and when the development results in an expansion of 

spending on culture and welfare, public intervention might be necessary to 

manage natural monopolies (Magazzino, May 2012).  

The study considers employ meant of the time series analysis for both 

variables. In the quantitative analysis, existing relevant policy, laws, 

respective institution and the role of key players are explored. It is assumed 

that the above factors can cause economic growth. Become to be known the 

causation upon the economic growth, quantitative and qualitative study 

should be used. Sole empirical analysis is imperfect for this study.  

In this study, the following variables are defined as a notations; 

g= economic growth 

e= government expenditure 

Here unit root test, cointegration (Engle & Granger two steps approach) and 

causality are attempted. Step by step process can be displayed as following; 
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Step (1): Unit root test  

This test is aimed to investigate the stochastic trend in a time series, sometime 

called a “Random walk with drift”. The three possible forms of the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test are given by the following equations: 

∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛿𝑌𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑡 − − − − − − − − − − − −(1) 

∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛿𝑌𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑡  − − − − − − − − − −(2) 

∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑇 + 𝛿𝑌𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

∆𝑌𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑡 − − − − − − − −(3) 

The above equations are applied to estimate the series whether 

stationary or nonstationary (Bình, 2013). (Brooks, 2008), unit root test would 

be to examine the autocorrelation function of the series of interest. Various 

literature reviews expressed that before an analysis of time series regression 

is begun, the series much be defined clearly whether or not it is stationary. 

The process is required to be moving forward.  

Step (2) Cointegration  

The present author considers investigation of the cointegration 

between economic growth and government expenditure in the long run and 

short run in Myanmar. This experiment is to trace the relationship and to 

produce appropriate policy suggestion. Therefore, the relationships between 

these variables should be tested. Common equation for cointegration can be 

described as following; 

𝑌𝑡 =∝ +𝛽𝑋𝑡 + 𝑈𝑡 , − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −(4) 

The above equation states the long run equilibrium between two variables 

and obtains the residuals for this equation (Bình, 2013) . Studied variables 

are substituted into above equation;  

𝑔 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2(𝑒) + 𝛽3𝑇, − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −(5) 
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Where g is economic growth and e is government expenditure. It is known as 

a cointegrating regression and the slope parameters 𝛽2 and 𝛽3 are known as 

cointegrating parameters (Bình, 2013).  

In this step, cointegration test is applied to investigate the long-run 

and short-run association between studied variables. For this test, an 

estimation which is ordinary least square (OLS) is applied. According to 

(Bình, 2013), ECM model are stationary and the standard OLS estimation is 

therefore valid. 

Step (3) Error Correction Model (ECM) 

An ECM allows us to study the short-run dynamics in the 

relationship between studied variables. In addition, following, ECM model 

can be described.  

∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛾0∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝛿(𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝛽𝑥𝑡−1) + 𝑢𝑡 , − − − − − − (6) 

Where 𝛿< 0. If 𝑦𝑡−1>𝛽𝑥𝑡−1, then 𝑦 in this previous period has overshot the 

equilibrium; because 𝛿< 0, the error correction term works to push 𝑦 back 

toward the equilibrium. Similarly, if 𝑦𝑡−1<𝛽𝑥𝑡−1, the error correction term 

induces a positive change in 𝑦 back toward the equilibrium (Wooldridge, 

2009). For example, changes in  𝑦𝑡  relate changes in 𝑥𝑡 according 𝛽1 (Bình, 

2013).   

Step (4) Causality  

The Granger Causality Test (Gujarati, 2004), the causality test refers 

to the ability of one variable to predict the other. In this study, e (government 

expenditure) is predicted as having causality to economic growth (g) and vice 

versa, g is predicted that it effects causality to e.  

𝑌𝑡 = ∑ 𝛼𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑌𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑋𝑡−𝑗 + 𝑈1𝑡 − − − − − − − − − −(7) 

𝑋𝑡 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑌𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛿𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑋𝑡−𝑗 + 𝑈2𝑡 − − − − − − − − − −(8) 
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Studied variables are substituted into the equations of the Granger causality; 

𝑒𝑡 = ∑ 𝛼𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑒𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑔𝑡−𝑗 + 𝑈1𝑡 − − − − − − − − − −(9) 

𝑔𝑡 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑒𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛿𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑔𝑡−𝑗 + 𝑈2𝑡  − − − − − − − − − −(10) 

Where, e is public expenditure and g is economic growth. Equation 

(9) postulates that the e is related to past value of itself as well as that of g, 

and then equation (10) a similar behavior for g. For the estimation, four cases 

can be found that 1) unidirectional causality from e to g, 2) unidirectional 

causality from g to e, 3) bilateral causality and 4) independence. An 

explanation for first case, if the estimated coefficients on the lagged e in 

equation (1) are statistically different from zero as group (i.e.,∑ 𝛼𝑖 ≠ 0) and 

the set of estimated coefficient on the lagged G in equation (2) is not 

statistically different from zero (i.e.,∑ 𝛿𝑖 = 0). Then explanation for second 

case, the set of lagged e coefficient in equation (1) is not statistically different 

from zero (i.e.,∑ ∝𝑖 = 0) and the set of the lagged g coefficients in equation 

(2) is statistically different from zero (i.e.,∑ 𝛿𝑖 ≠ 0). For third case, bilateral 

causality can be indicated when the sets of e and g coefficient are statistically 

significantly different from zero in both regressions. In the final case, 

independence is determined when the sets of e and g coefficients are not 

statistically significant in both the regressions (Gujarati, 2004).  One 

guideline to test the Granger causality, the variables are needed to stationary 

test and are proven to be integrated of either I(1) or I(2), because economic 

variables are non-stationary traditionally (Awe).  

Hypothesis for Granger Causality Test, unidirectional causality from e to g, 

Null Hypothesis, H0: e does Granger-cause g 

Alternative Hypothesis, H1: e does not Granger-cause g  

Hypothesis for Granger Causality Test, unidirectional causality from g to e, 

Null Hypothesis, H0: g does Granger-cause e 

Alternative Hypothesis, H1: g does not Granger-cause e 
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4. Empirical Results  

(1) The result of unit root test 

The first step in this study, both variables are tested for being stationary or 

non-stationary. A nature of macroeconomic variables are traditionally non-

stationary at level. It also occurs in this study, especially, that both variables 

are non-stationary at the Level (level zero), but they integrated at I (1) with 

95 % confidence.  

 

Table (1) the results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots 

Level of 

Significance. 

Variables Constant Constant 

& trend 

Without 

constant & 

trend 

1: Level 
𝑔𝑡 -0.944109 -2.216676 -1.423990 

𝑒𝑡 -0.325445 -2.325500 -2.735973 

2: 1st 

difference 

∆𝑔𝑡 -4.126476* -4.083772* -4.075586* 

∆𝑒𝑡 -3.990520* -4.022952* -2.333002* 

—Confidence level at 95 %, and t-value are presented above. g and e are Growth rate and 

Public Expenditure respectively. *---- represent significantly at 5 percent level, respectively. 

Optimal lag length is determined by the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC). 

Table (1) shows that the results of the unit root performed by 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller testing. Both variables, Economic Growth (∆𝑔𝑡) 

and Government Expenditure (∆𝑒𝑡) are integrated at first different level, I (1). 

Furthermore, both variables can be concluded as being stationary at first 

different level.  

(2) The result of cointegration (Engle-Granger 2-Step Method) 

For next step in this study, cointegration test is performed to 

investigate a cointegration between those two variables. In order to 

investigate the cointegration test, Engle & Granger 2 step method is 

appropriate. The reason is the characteristic of the data which are stationary 

at I (1) level, in other word, both variables are cointegrated or no longer 

spurious. In the step of cointegration test, the residual value is needed to 

investigate that it will be stationary or nonstationary. The purpose of the test 

is an attempt to explain the long run relationship between variables.  
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As a decision guideline, if the residual value is statistically 

significant at a level of 1%, 5% and 10%, it can be defined a stationary. It 

means that if the residual value is stationary, both variables move together 

and we can say that they have long-run relationship.  

Decision guideline is H0 can be rejected when t-statistic is greater 

than critical values1. The results in the table show that t-statistic is greater 

than critical values which are 5 percent and 10 percent. In addition, p value 

(probability value) is also significant at 5 percent level. Therefore, null 

hypothesis can rejected and it means that residual does not have a unit root, 

in other words, residual (error term) is stationary. In the interpretation, both 

variables become contegrated; furthermore, they move together and have 

long-run relationship.  

Null Hypothesis, H0: residual has a unit root. 

Alternative Hypothesis, H1: residual does not has a unit root 

After the residuals is investigated, the result indicates that the residual does 

not has unit root, in other words, the residual exists nonstationary. Moreover, 

the R-square becomes less than Durbin-Watson Statistic. Hence, the null 

hypothesis can be rejected, when the value of T statistic is greater than critical 

values which are 5 percent and 10 percent. Therefore, the model becomes a 

non-spurious model, both variables are cointegrated in long run relationship. 

The following table shows the detailed results; 

Table (2) the result of unit root test for Residual (Error Correction 

Term) 

 Variables t-statistic Critical value p value 

Residual  3.475185 
3.119910* 

0.0273 
2.701103** 

* refer to 5 percent level and ** refer to 10 percent level. R2 = 0.609312 and Durbin-Watson 

stat = 2.042683, R2 < Durbin-Watson stat. 

(3) Error Correction Model 

Hence, error correction model allows the test when the variables are 

cointegrated. The purpose of the test is to analyze the long run and short run 

effects of the variables as well as to see the adjustment coefficient (Bình, 

                                                           
1 p value, it depends on the author’s selection whether 1% or 5% or 10%. 
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2013). The result shows that e which is stationary at first difference represents 

for the short run relationship and its p value is insignificant to explain the 

relationship between two variables in short run. Therefore, the variables 

which of economic growth and government expenditure have no association 

in short run. It is meaning that when the government increases or decreases 

public expenditure, economic growth cannot be effected in short run. 

Moreover, the value of error correction term has negative sign while the p 

value is greater than 5 percent. It can be said that Error Correction Model 

(ECM) is insignificant. Nevertheless, the model can be said to be a 

nonspurious model, because the R2 is greater than Durbin-Watson Statistic. 

Table (3) the result of Error Correction Model   

Variables Coefficient t-statistic p value 

C -0.035645 -0.056934 0.9556 

D(e) -4.808513 -0.761772 0.4622 

ECT(-1) -0.007232 -0.024942 0.9805 

Note: R2 is 0.050 and Drubin-Watson stat is 1.954, R2< Drubin-Watson stat. 

p value of ECT is insignificant.  

(4) Granger Causality  

Nevertheless, Granger Causality test is employed to give a robust 

evidence of causality between economic growth and government 

expenditure. Granger Causality test becomes to investigate the bidirectional 

or unidirectional association among two variables. According to following 

table (4), each result of the causality show with various lag selections. 

According to (Gujarati, 2004), the lower the values of Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) can be determined that the model is better. Therefore, lag 

decision guideline suggests that the lower value of AIC should be chosen. 

That is why, according to this decision guideline, lag 4 is appropriate to be 

chosen as an optimal lag selection. Therefore, the finding shows that log e 

does not cause g, and also g does not cause log e. The selected lags do not 

have evidence significantly to explain the causality between economic 

growth and government expenditure. In addition, hypothesis statements can 

be exhibited as following; 

Null Hypothesis: e does not cause g 

Alternative Hypothesis: e does cause g 
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Decision rule is that null hypothesis can be rejected if p value is less than 

0.052.  

Table (4) the results of Granger Causality test  

Null Hypothesis p value Lags Decision Outcome 

H0: log e does not 

cause g 

0.0119 

(<5%=0.05) 

2 Reject 

Null  

log e cause g 

H0: g does not 

cause log e 

0.7585 

(>5%=0.05) 

2 Do not 

reject 

Null 

g does not cause 

log e 

H0: log e does not 

cause g 

0.0412 

(<5%=0.05) 

3 Reject 

Null 

log e cause g 

H0: g does not 

cause log e 

0.2422 

(>5%=0.05) 

3 Do not 

reject 

Null 

g does not cause 

log e 

H0: log e does not 

cause g 

0.2481 

(>5%=0.05) 

4 Do not 

reject Null 

log e does not 

cause g 

H0: g does not 

cause log e 

0.0940 

(>5%=0.05) 

4 Do not 

reject Null 

g does not cause 

log e 

Note: p value is determined 5% (0.05). 

Following table shows the optimal lag selection for Granger 

causality among the economic growth and government expenditure. 

Following displayed results are generated from optimal lags selection applied 

via unrestricted Vector Autoregression estimation. It is aimed to identify an 

optimal lag selection. In the following table, total system value and individual 

value of AIC are compared and shown. Various literature reviews suggest 

that lower total system value of AIC is a best model to explain the causality.  

Table (5) the optimal lag selection  

 
Individual AIC value Total System Value 

Lag (1) Lag (2) Lag (3) Lag (4) Lag (1) Lag (2) Lag (3) Lag (4) 

g 3.3221

89 

3.2577

52 

3.2174

37 

3.4982

12 
1.4336

75 

0.9707

54 

0.5941

89 

0.0376

62 
lo

g 

e 

-

1.8539

60 

-

2.2339

31 

-

2.4706

54 

-

3.4367

30 

                                                           
2 In this study, author determine that p value is 5 percent level.  
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5. Discussion and Conclusion  

According to empirical results, economic growth and government 

expenditure are cointegrated in long-run equilibrium. In the interpretation, 

economic growth will increase when expenditure is increased. In contrast, 

economic growth will decline when government spends less. One limitation 

is that this study cannot cover specific sector of spending by the government; 

it means that the finding cannot say which sector is determinant for the 

economic growth of Myanmar. Therefore, this study can contribute the result 

that there is long-run cointegration between the two variables. Furthermore, 

according to Granger causality, government expenditure does cause 

economic growth unidirectionally in the previous two to three years (lag 2 to 

lag 3). But, in previous four year (lag 4), causality does not exist. The results 

can be interpreted that increasing government expenditure contributes 

positively to economic growth. Therefore, theoretically, increasing of 

government spending (even if budget deficit is happened) can support 

increasing of economic growth in long-run. 

5.1 Suggestions for future research 

For future research, the following investigations should be addressed: the 

empirical investigation of the determinants of economic growth using 

government expenditure by sectors. Short-run and long-run relationships 

should be tested. Eventually, a model should be invented for policy 

implication in government expenditure and economic growth of Myanmar.       
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ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PURCHASING 

POWER PARITY, EXCHANGE RATE AND INFLATION IN 

TERMS OF THE DEPRECIATION RATE OF MYANMAR 

CURRENCY 

 

SAW LALBWEL HTOO 

 

Abstract 

This empirical study examines the cause and effect and the 

relationship between purchasing power parity, exchange rate, and inflation in 

terms of the depreciation rate of Myanmar currency which is Kyats in terms 

of US dollar during 1990- 2015. This research concerns the pros and cons of 

the depreciation rate of Myanmar currency as an increased amount of export 

of Myanmar yields literally a less amount of import. In this situation, 

Myanmar suffers from a negative effect of the depreciation rate of Myanmar 

currency (in terms of US dollars). The advantages of depreciates rate of 

currency in reducing the government debt, shrinking the trade deficit, and 

achieving the economic policy of a country should be given previously over 

the higher export rate. The analysis would undergo time-series for 26 

observations. The dataset would be tested under the Levin, Lin and Chu test, 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Phillip-Peron test for stochastic trend. At 

the 01% - 05 % significant level, the hypothesis is that a variable has unit root 

test for the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), the Inflation (INF) and the 

Exchange rate (Ex) are rejected at 1st difference level. They are found to be 

moderately correlated to each other. The dataset estimated for analysis by 

equation shows the PPP has negative long-run relationship with both the INF 

and the Ex. Furthermore, there is seen to be no short-run relationship between 

PPP and Ex but PPP is short-run related to INF.  Under Granger Causality 

test to find cause and effect between the variables, the results are that (1) PPP 

Granger Causes Ex, but Ex does not, (2) INF Granger Causes PPP, but PPP 

does not, and (3) Ex and INF do not Granger Cause each other.  

Keywords: Purchasing Power Parity, Exchange Rate, Inflation, Granger  
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1. Introduction 

Myanmar is rising out of decades of isolation with much hope and 

support from the global and regional communities. The country is highly 

potential for quick growth and development by virtue of its rich natural 

resources, adequate labor force, and strategic location between the two 

economic giants of the region: the People’s Republic of China and India, and 

ports out to seas. As Myanmar is during the democratic transition by 

reforming Myanmar Economy and taking processes to peace between 

Tatmadaw and Ethnic Armed Organizations (EAOs) at the same time as a de 

facto president took a seat in 2015, the country paces to fulfill the Sustainable 

Development Goals by 2025.  

Strategic ports out to link the world economy by Special Economic 

Zones (SEZs) can unlock the growth potential arising from increased trade 

and cross-border investment. Myanmar is encouraged by ties with the 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and is utilize for its 

geographic position as a bridge between South and Southeast Asia, which 

creates a bunch of new opportunities. Working in cooperation with other 

countries will provide a solid platform for Myanmar’s renaissance. 

The following table shows strengths, constraints, opportunities and 

risks in Myanmar. As de jure leader Daw Aung San Suu Kyi undertakes the 

reforming of the country, constraints and risks are not issues to consider 

investment in the country.  

 

Table 1: Strengths, Constraints, Opportunities and Risks in Myanmar 

Strengths 

1. Strong commitments to 

reform economically and 

politically 

2. Adequate labor-force to 

attract foreign investment  

3. Rich supply of natural 

resource-land, water, gas, 

and minerals  

4. Abundant agricultural 

resources to be exploited 

for productivity 

improvement 

5. Tourism potential  

Constraints 

1. Weak macroeconomic 

management and lack of 

experience with market 

mechanisms  

2. Limited fiscal resource 

mobilization 

3. Underdeveloped financial 

sector 

4. Inadequate infrastructure, 

particularly in transport, 

electricity access and 

telecommunications 

5. Low education and health 

achievement  
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6. Limited economics 

diversification 

Opportunities  

1. Strategic location 

2. Potential of renewable 

energy  

3. Potential for investment 

in a range of sector 

Risks  

1. Risks from economic 

reform and liberalization 

2. Risks from climate change  

3. Pollution from economic 

activities  

4. Tension from internal 

conflicts  

Source: ADB 

 

The world’s Purchasing Power Parity (% of GDP) is equal to 

87,250,000 million USD. The Purchasing Power Parity (% of GDP) of 

Myanmar is 111 billion USD with a global rank of 70 and a positive growth 

of 60.8% in five years during 2008 to 2013.  
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Table 2: The world rank of purchasing power parity in 2013 

Country Name Global Rank 

GDP - Purchasing 

Power Parity ( billions 

of $) 

Angola 65 132 

Puerto Rico 66 127 

Cuba 67 121 

Ethiopia 68 118 

Uzbekistan 69 113 

Myanmar ** 70 111 

Tunisia 71 108 

Syrian Arab Republic 72 108 

Bulgaria 73 105 

Azerbaijan 74 103 

Dominican Republic 75 101 

     Source: Meconmeter  

Figure 1: Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) of Myanmar 

 
Source: World Bank   
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Table 3: Currency Appreciation and Depreciation Rate  

 

 

*White box: Currency Appreciation rate in percentage, *Red box: Currency Depreciation rate 

in percentage  

Source: Author’s calculation 

The economy is significantly stagnant, since 1997, owing to poor 

macroeconomic management, a large public sector debt, economic sanctions, 

and a slow surge in foreign investment. GDP in current US dollars was 

estimated at 56 billion USD, making per capita income $876 ($1,405 in 

purchasing-power parity terms) in 2012: one of the bottom-line rates in Asia.  

Cross-country analysis also suggests that countries without 

significant growth have been unable to achieve significant poverty reduction. 

But the extent to which growth contributes to poverty reduction depends on 

a country’s specific circumstances and policies. Growth alone is often found 

insufficient for effective poverty reduction. 

The above paragraph means that growth in Myanmar is uncertain 

and will depend on the speed of technical progress, changes in country-

specific structural conditions, and, more importantly, on the implementation 

of economic reforms and policies. Several recent studies have proposed 

various potential growth paths. The Asian Development Bank suggests that 

Myanmar could grow 7%–8% every year and achieve real per capita GDP 

ranging from $2,000 to $3,000 by 2030. The McKinsey Global Institute 

(2013) argues that the country has the potential to achieve growth of 8% a 

year by tapping key sectors, particularly agriculture, energy and mining, 

financial services, infrastructure, manufacturing, telecommunications, and 

tourism. This would push GDP up to over $200 billion, with per capita GDP 

at $5,100 in purchasing power parity by 2030.  

Myanmar is emerging from five decades of isolation, both 

economically and politically. With its rich natural resources and strategic 
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location, the country shows good potential for growth. Myanmar could 

become one of the next rising star in Asia if it can successfully leverage its 

rich endowments—such as its natural resources, labor force, and geographic 

advantage—for economic development and growth. Myanmar could grow at 

7%–8% per year for a decade or more and raise its per capita income to 

$2,000–$3,000 by 2030.  

Every country's development experience is unique, shaped by its 

specific history, culture, domestic conditions, and the prevailing international 

environment. Yet important lessons can also be drawn from the experiences 

of other successful countries. Three broad lessons are apparent from Asia’s 

rise. First, inflation must be kept low and stable through effective 

macroeconomic management. Second, high domestic savings levels are 

needed to finance investment. And third, agriculture is important but the 

economy needs to undergo a structural transformation to industry and services 

as a means to improve productivity, expand exports, and create employment. 

Along with these broad lessons, Asia’s growth has required investments in 

human capital and efficient infrastructure, the creation of sound institutions 

and social stability, and the use of the market mechanism to allocate 

resources. 

Asia would open Myanmar to a range of new opportunities. About 

26% of ASEAN’s total trade takes place among member countries. The 

group's trade with the PRC has grown significantly-from less than 4% in 

2000 to more than 10% in 2011. During the same period, the share of 

ASEAN’s trade with industrialized economies has declined from 54% to 

36%. The examples of Cambodia and Viet Nam show that Myanmar can 

leverage its affiliation with sub regional groups and expand from there. 

Key development agendas include the following: 

• Provide macroeconomic stability. A stable macro environment 

provides a foundation for investment and long-term growth. Key 

elements of sound macroeconomic policy include low and stable 

inflation; a sustainable fiscal position; and a flexible, market-based 

exchange rate. 

• Mobilize resources for investment. Increased domestic and 

foreign savings are critical to meeting the enormous requirements 

of the private and public sectors. In addition, higher government 

revenues (e.g., taxation) and more efficient financial 

intermediation will also help to provide sustainable financing for 

development. 

• Improve infrastructure and human capital. The removal of 

structural impediments in the key areas of education, health, and 
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infrastructure can provide a basis for human capital development 

and improve connectivity. 

• Diversify into industry and services, while improving 

agriculture. Broadening the economic base beyond primary 

industries can raise productivity and value addition. Yet 

agriculture, fisheries, and resource industries are not to be 

neglected as they contain considerable potential for expansion. 

• Reduce the state’s role in production. A further reduction in the 

government’s ownership and control of productive activities can 

help spur competition and increase investment by creating a level 

playing field. 

• Strengthen government institutions. Economic transformation 

can be supported by effective government institutions, although 

building institutions and their capacity may take time. Attention 

might focus on nurturing administrative and regulatory systems; 

managing resources; and, most importantly, enhancing the 

capabilities of government personnel throughout the system. 

Economic activity in Myanmar did not pick up strongly during the 1980s and 

1990s though in the 1960s, Myanmar was one of Asia’s leading economies. 

Its per capita income in 1960 was about $670—more than three times that of 

Indonesia, more than twice that of Thailand, and slightly lower than that of 

the Philippines (Booth 2003). However, the IMF estimates that in 2010, 

Myanmar had Southeast Asia’s lowest per capita GDP in purchasing power 

parity despite relatively good growth during 2000– 2010. 

Inflation stood at 4.2% for 2011 and is expected to rise to 6.2% in 

2012 as the effect of the recent moderation in food prices fades. These signal-

digit rates, however, hide the fact that the inflation rate was historically high 

and variable. The price level in Myanmar nearly quadrupled from 2001 to 

2007 with an average annual inflation of 25.3%. While Myanmar’s official 

figures may not be fully reliable, it is clear that the country has experienced 

periods of exceedingly high inflation. The monetization by the Central Bank 

of Myanmar (CBM) of government debt has contributed to this high 

inflation. 

Myanmar announced an overhaul of its complex exchange rate 

system in March 2012 as a part of broad reforms to modernize its economy. 

Myanmar’s multiple exchange rate regime included official, semi-official, 

and unofficial rates. The official government rate, which was fixed at about 

6 Kyats per US dollar, was widely ignored, as the running rate on the black 

market averaged about 800Kyats per US dollar. The new managed floating 
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exchange rate regime, which came to effect in April 2012, has a single, 

market-determined rate. (Park, Khan & Vandenberg, 2012) 

 

2. Literature review 

At the heart of the modelling the relationship between exchange rate 

and interest rate and inflation are theories and postulates that underpin 

volatility in their periodic values, which include but are not limited to: 

 

2.1 Exchange Rate Theories 

Exchange rate is one of the basic economic tools that are used to 

correct a number of economic misalignments facing nations. It has been 

widely applied in most structural adjustment programmes across the world. 

It has been used as a strategic policy vehicle for directing the direction of 

flow of economic resources (skilled labour, Capital, managerial know-how, 

and foreign exchange) into import and export sectors. However, for this to 

result in sustainable economic growth and development stability must be 

maintained in exchange rate regime (Schaling, 2008). A number of theories 

have been postulated for the determination of exchange rate. 

They include Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Theory, Interest Rate 

Parity theory, Demand and Supply Theory, Portfolio-balance Theory.  

 

2.1.1 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Theory 

The purchasing power theorem as posit by (Kuttner & Posen, 2010) 

assumes that the normal equilibrium rate of exchange existing between two 

inconvertible currencies is determined by the ratios of their purchasing 

powers, hence the rate of exchange tends to be established at the point of 

equality between the purchasing powers of the two currencies. In essence, 

when one country’s inflation rate rises relative to that of another country, 

decreased exports and increased imports depress the country’s currency. The 

theory attempts to quantify inflation-exchange rate relationship by insisting 

that changes in exchange rate are caused by the inflation rate differentials 

(Allsopp, Kara, & Nelson, 2006).In absolute terms, PPP theory states that the 

exchange rate between the currencies of two countries equals the ratio 

between the prices of goods in these countries (Khodeir, 2012), implying that 

exchange rate must change to adjust to the change in the prices of goods in 

the two countries. However, the expected inflation differential equals the 

current spot rate and the expected spot rate differential (Kamin, 1997). 

The PPP in its simplest form asserts that in the long run, changes in exchange 

rate among countries will tend to reflect changes in relative price level. 
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(Kamin & Klau, 2003) are of the view that if exchange rates are floating, the 

observed movement can be explained entirely in terms of changes in relative 

purchasing power, while if it is fixed, equilibrium can be determined by 

comparing satisfactory methods for: 

 Explaining the observed movements in exchange rates for countries 

whose rates were floating 

 Determining equilibrium parity rates for those countries whose 

surviving rates were out of line with post war market conditions. 

 Assessing the appropriateness of an exchange rate. 

Despite criticisms of PPP theory, the theoretical foundation and 

explanation may sound reasonable and acceptable but its practical application 

in real situation may be an illusion, especially in the long run.  

The pitfalls notwithstanding, PPP theory is generally a sine-quo-non 

in the exchange rate determination literature, and continues to remain 

relevant in the determination of exchange rate among countries of the world 

(Nucu, 2011).  

 

2.1.2 Interest Rate Parity Theory 

The interest rate parity characterizes the relationship between interest rate 

and exchange rate of two countries. It assumes that the exchange rate of two 

countries will be affected by their interest rate differentials. The interest rate 

parity tries to relate interest rate of one country to the exchange value of her 

trading partner. In other words, interest rate change in a country is a reflection 

of the exchange value of the currency of that country and her trading 

partners(s). 

Accordingly, the difference in the rate of interest in two countries should be 

able to explain the exchange value of the currencies of the countries. Thus, 

when interest rates are low, exchange value of the domestic currency in 

relation to international currencies will be low (devaluation). The reverse is 

the case if interest rates are high. But where relative interest rates levels exist, 

an increase in a country’s interest rates will lead to a depreciation of its 

currency (Bergen, Hawton, Waters, Cooper, & Kapur, 2010). This is the same 

as in the traditional flow model, which posits that increase in domestic 

interest rate relative to foreign interest rate causes an appreciation of the 

exchange rate through induced capital inflow. Thus, changes in interest rate 

(interest rate differentials) can cause major changes in the exchange rates 

(Carrera & Restout, 2008).In the views of Abdul & Husain (2010) the nexus 

between exchange rate and interest rates can be explained in the following 

steps: 
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  Increasing domestic present interest attracts more foreign capital 

  Increasing preference to purchase more foreign-dominated bonds. 

  Increasing demand for foreign currency put pressure on the value 

of foreign currency. 

This therefore goes to show that the relationship between interest 

rate changes and the exchange rate volatility is usually inverse relationship. 

Hence, the interest rate structures between two economies show their 

exchange rates. Interest rates differentials are therefore a major determinant 

of exchange rate. 

 

2.1.3 Inflation Theories 

Demand Pull: The demand pull suggests that the inflation occurs 

when the aggregate demand for goods and services is greater than aggregate 

supply, such that the resultant excess cannot be satisfied by running down the 

existing stock, diverting surplus from exports market to the domestic market. 

The cost push school: The cost push school suggests that inflation 

arises from increase in the cost of production, rise in wages from trade union 

activities and embodies a socio-political view (Alpanda, et al; 2010). The cost 

push views attribute inflation to a host of non-monetary supply oriented 

influences of shocks that raise costs and consequently price.  

The structuralists: The structuralists according to (G. E. Ezirim, 

2012) explains the long run inflationary trend in developing countries in 

terms of structural rigidities, market imperfection and social tension, relative 

inelasticity of food supply, shortage of foreign exchange, contracting 

protective measures, rise in demand for food, fall in export earnings, hording 

import substations, industrialization, political instabilities. 

The Monetarists: The Monetarists opined that “inflation is always 

and everywhere” hence prices tend to rise when the rate of increase in money 

supply is greater than the rate of increase in real output of goods and services. 

This is explained, is in line with Fisher’s equation of exchange. 

                                                                MV=PT                                                  (1) 

Where: M = Supply of money 

V = Velocity of money in circulation 

P = Price of goods and services and 

T = the transaction (output) 

On the other hand, it is argued imported inflation arises from international 

trade where inflation is transmitted from inflationary country to the other, 

especially during the period of rising price all over the world. 
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2.2 Empirical Literature 

One of the view is that the high interest rate policy does not defend 

currencies against speculative attacks; implying that there is a stinking lack 

of any systematic association between interest rates and the outcome of 

speculative attack. However, (Utami & Inanga, 2009) examined the influence 

of interest rate differentials on exchange rate changes based on the IFE theory 

and the influence of inflation rate and interest rate differentials in Indonesia 

using quarterly and yearly data for the interest , inflation differentials and 

changes in exchange rate over a five year period, 2003-2008, using four 

foreign countries namely the USA, Japan, Singapore and the UK, and 

Indonesia as the home country, found that interest rate differentials have 

positive but no significant influence on changes in exchange rate for the USA, 

Singapore and the UK, relative to that of Indonesia. On the other hand, 

interest rate differentials have negative significant influence on changes in 

exchange rate for Japan. 

The results also showed that several inflation rate differentials have 

significant positive influence on interest rate differentials. Another study 

investigating the relationship between expected inflation and nominal interest 

rates in South Africa and the extent to which the Fisher Effect hypothesis 

holds using 3months banker’s acceptance rate and the 10 year government 

bond rate to proxy both short and long term interest rates, found the existence 

of long term unit proportional relationship between nominal interest rates and 

expected inflation using Johansen co-integration test. (Nucu, 2011) 

examining the influence of gross domestic product (GDP), inflation rate, 

money supply, interest rates and balance of payments on exchange rate of 

Romanian currency against the most important currencies (EUR, USD) for 

the period 2000 to 2010 and found an inverse relationship between these 

variable, GDP, and money supply. On the other hand a direct relationship 

was found between EUR/RON, Inflation and Interest rate. The validation of 

the correlation between exchange rate and balance of payment could not be 

established because it is not significant. (Odedokun, 1995) using data from 

35 countries for the period 1971 to 1990, obtained results suggesting that 

monetary growth, rate of domestic currency depreciation, and the expectation 

of inflation have positive effects on inflation, while expansion of per capita 

food production as well as overall economic growth serve to reduce inflation 

rates. 

(C. Ezirim, Nwibere, & Emecheta, 2012) investigated the interdependencies 

between exchange rates and inflation rates behavior in Nigeria. Using 

autoregressive distributed lag analytical framework, they found that 

exchange rates movements and inflation spiral are cointegrated, associating 
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both in the short run and in the long run. Thus, indicating that in a regime of 

inflation targeting, policy aimed at exchange rates manipulation becomes a 

proper monetary action, and vice versa. The present study includes interest 

rate as one of the explanatory variables given that it is one of the important 

monetary phenomena, which is a key driver of exchange rate in an economy. 

 

3. Methodology  

3.1 Research Design  

The analysis of the relationship between Purchasing Power Parity 

(PPP), Exchange Rate (EX) and Inflation Rate (INF) was under taken under 

Vector Error Correlation Model (VECM) for equation estimation. The 

research is going under the process of econometrics to study relations and 

Granger Causality Effect between the endogenous variables which is PPP and 

the exogenous variables which are EX and INF.   

The time-series dataset covering the time period 1990 to 2015 in 

Myanmar  is tested for being not stochastic by Levin, Lin and Chu Unit Root 

test, Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root test and Philip-Peron Unit root test, 

then co-integration test. Eventually, Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) 

test is to estimate an econometric equation. Whereby, the relationship 

between PPP, EX and INF is to distinguish positive or negative. Moreover, 

to find out cause and effect of the endogenous variable and exogenous 

variables, the Granger Causality test was used.   

 

3.2 Augmented Dicker Fuller Test  

The augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) statistic, used in the test, is a 

negative number. The more negative it is, the stronger the rejection of the 

hypothesis that there is a unit root at some level of confidence. Augmented 

Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test is conducted by “augmenting” the preceding three 

equations by adding the lagged values of the dependent variable _Yt . To be 

specific, suppose we use eq(1). The ADF test here consists of estimating the 

following regression:  

∆𝒀𝒕 = 𝜶 +  𝜷𝒕 +  𝜸𝒀𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜹𝟏 ∆𝒀𝒕−𝟏 + ⋯ + 𝜹𝒑−𝟏 +  ∆𝒀𝒕−𝒑=𝟏 + 𝜺𝒕   (2) 

Where,  

α = a constant, 

β = the coefficient on a time trend 

p = the lag order of the autoregressive process.  
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Imposing the constraints α = 0 and β = 0 corresponds to modelling a random 

walk and using the constraint corresponds to modeling a random walk with a 

drift. By including lags of the order p the ADF formulation allows for higher-

order autoregressive processes. This means that the lag length p has to be 

determined when applying the test. One possible approach is to test down 

from high orders and examine the t-values on coefficients. 

 

3.3 Phillip-Perron Test  

Phillips and Perron (1988) developed a number of unit root tests that have 

become popular in the analysis of financial time series. The Phillips-Perron 

(PP) unit root tests differ from the ADF tests mainly in how they deal with 

serial correlation and heteroskedasticity in the errors. In particular, where the 

ADF tests use a parametric auto regression to approximate the ARMA 

structure of the errors in the test regression, the PP tests ignore any serial 

correlation in the test regression. The test regression for the PP tests is:  

 

∆𝒚𝒕 = 𝜷′𝑫𝒕 + 𝝅𝒚𝒕−𝟏 + 𝝁𝒕     (3) 

where error term (ut) is level I(0) and may be heteroskedastic. The PP tests 

correct for any serial correlation and heteroskedasticity in the errors ut of the 

test regression by directly modifying the test statistics tπ=0 and T ˆπ. These 

modified statistics, denoted Zt and Zπ, are given by 

 

𝒁𝒕 = 𝑻�̂� − 𝟏/𝟐 [
𝑻𝟐𝑺𝑬 �̂�

�̂�𝟐 ] [𝝀𝟐 − �̂�𝟐]    (4) 

The terms �̂�𝟐 and 𝝀𝟐 are consistent estimates of the variance parameters.  

The sample variance of the least squares residual ˆut is a consistent estimate 

of σ2, and the Newey-West long-run variance estimate of ut using ˆut is a 

consistent estimate of λ2. 

Under the null hypothesis that π = 0, the PP Zt and Zπ statistics have 

the same asymptotic distributions as the ADF t-statistic and normalized bias 

statistics. One advantage of the PP tests over the ADF tests is that the PP tests 

are robust to general forms of heteroskedasticity in the error term ut. Another 

advantage is that the user does not have to specify a lag length for the test 

regression. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 The Johansen Cointegration Test 
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The Johansen test uses the likelihood ratio to test for cointegration. 

Up to (r-1) co-integrating relationships may exist between a set of r variables. 

The hypothesis of cointegration is accepted if the number of cointegrating 

relationships is greater than or equal to one. The decision rule compares the 

likelihood ratio to the critical value for a hypothesised number of 

cointegrating relationships. If the likelihood ratio is greater than the critical 

value, the hypotheses of co-integration is accepted, if not it is rejected. 

Johansen co-integration test defines the numbers of co-integrating 

vectors in a nonstationary time series of Vector Autoregressive (VAR) with 

some restriction imposed, namely Vector Error Correction model (VECM). 

Johansen co-integration test can be expressed as follows: 

𝑦𝑡 =  𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛼𝑡−𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0 𝑥𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑡−𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑦𝑡−𝑗 + 𝜀𝑡   (5) 

 

3.5 Vector Error Correction (VEC) model 

The vector autoregressive (VAR) model is a general framework 

used to describe the dynamic interrelation among stationary variables. If all 

the variables are stationary at first difference and cointegration is found, 

vector error correction (VEC) model can be used. A simple VEC term can be 

present as the follows; 

  ∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽𝑦0 + 𝛽𝑦1∆𝑦𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑦𝑝∆𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑦𝑦1∆𝑥𝑡−1 +

⋯ + 𝑦𝑦𝑝∆𝑥𝑡−𝑝_𝜆𝑦(𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝛼0−𝛼1𝑥𝑡−1)  + 𝑣𝑡
𝑥   (6) 

  ∆𝑥𝑡 =  𝛽𝑥0 + 𝛽𝑥1∆𝑦𝑡−1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑥𝑝∆𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑦𝑥1∆𝑥𝑡−1 +

⋯ + 𝑦𝑥𝑝∆𝑥𝑡−𝑝_𝜆𝑥(𝑦𝑡−1 −  𝛼0_
𝛼1𝑥𝑡−1) + 𝑣𝑡

𝑥     (7) 

 

3.6 Granger Causality Test 

Granger Causality Test is used to estimate the causality between 

variables. This test also shows the direction of the causality among variables. 

It can simply check where the past values of one variable could explain or 

affect a change in the present values of another variable or not. If a change in 

variable X causes variable Y to change, then it can be argued that X Granger 

causes Y, i.e., if the past value of variable X increase the forecasting of 

variable Y, then it can be said that X Granger cause Y. 

 

  This test consists of estimating the following equations: 
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  𝑌𝑡 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑌𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝑏𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑋𝑡−𝑗 +∈𝑡  (8) 

  𝑋𝑡 =  𝛽0 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑋𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝑑𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑦𝑡−𝑗 + 𝜇𝑡  (9) 

Where it is assumed to have that both 𝑒𝑦𝑡 and 𝑒𝑥𝑡 are uncorrelated white noise 

erro 

 

4. Empirical result 

4.1 Unit Root Test 

Unit root tests are taken to investigate that there are no random walk in 

respective variables which are purchasing power parity (PPP), exchange rate 

(Ex) and inflation rate (Inf) under Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test and 

Philip-Peron (PP) test. Table (4) shows the determination of degree of 

stationary of those variables used in the model.  

 

Table 4: The degree of stationary of variables 

 ADF test PP test 

 Level 1st different Level 1st different 

PPP 
0.9945 

( 0.958204)* 

0.0235 

(-

3.362027)* 

 0.9976  

(1.257000)* 

 0.1307 

(-

2.487717)* 

Ex 
0.9988 

( 1.516191)* 

0.0358 

(-

3.154237)* 

0.9971 

(1.183438)* 

0.0395 

(-

3.106725)* 

Inf 
0.9972 

( 1.240718)* 

0.0014 

(-

4.699772)* 

0.0792 

(-

2.755273)* 

0.0000 

(-

7.594616)* 

Source: Author’s calculation  

 

All variables are not determined stochastic under 5% significant 

levels. Under the Schwarz Info criterion, the numbers of lag are taken 5 at 

maximum. In the table, P-values are shown and t-statistics values are show 

in bracket; (-)*.  

 

H0: PPP has unit root  

H1: PPP has no unit root 

 

Under the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test, Purchasing power 

parity (PPP) is resulted, at level, P-value (0.9945) and t-statistics (0.958204)* 
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and at 1st difference level, P-value thereof is (0.0235) and t-statistics is (-

3.362027)*.  

Under the Philip-Peron test, the result of PPP is P-value (0.9976) 

and t-statistics (1.2570)* at level, and P-value (0.1307) and t-statistics (-

2.487717) at 1st difference level.  

According to those results under ADF test and PP test, the null hypothesis is 

rejected as P-value is under 5% significant: 2.35% at ADF and 1.307% at PP 

and those t-statistics values are taken negative. On the other hand, PPP is 

stationary at 1st difference.  

H0 : Ex has unit root  

H1 : Ex has no unit root 

Under the ADF test and PP test, Exchange rate is resulted, at level, 

P-value (0.9988) and t-statistics (1.516191)* and at 1st difference level, P-

value thereof is (0.0358) and t-statistics is (-3.154237)* 

Under the Philip-Peron test, the result of Ex is P-value (0.9971) and 

t-statistics (1.183438)* at level, and P-value (0.0395) and t-statistics (-

3.106725) at 1st difference level. According to those results under ADF test 

and PP test, the null hypothesis is rejected as P-value is under 5% 

significance: 3.58% at ADF and 3.95% at PP and those t-statistics values are 

taken negative. So that, EX has no unit root at 1st difference.  

H0: Inf has unit root 

H1: Inf has no unit root 

Under the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test, Inflation rate (Inf) 

is resulted, at level, P-value (0.9972) and t-statistics (1.240718)* and at 1st 

difference level, P-value thereof is (0.0014) and t-statistics is (-4.699772)* 

Under the Philip-Peron test, the result of PPP is P-vale (0.0792) and 

t-statistics (-2.755273)* at level, and P-value (0.0000) and t-statistics (-

7.594616) at 1st difference level.      

According to those results under ADF test and PP test, the null 

hypothesis is rejected as P-value is under 5% significant: 0.14% at ADF and 

0.00% at PP and those t-statistics values are taken negative. Hence, Inf has 

no random-walk at 1st difference.  

 

4.2 Johansson Cointegration test 
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Table 5: Trace test under Johansson Cointegration test 

     
     
Hypothesized  Trace   

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 

     
     
None *  0.719914  43.35512  29.79707  0.0008 

At most 1  0.374896  12.81130  15.49471  0.1219 

At most 2  0.061964  1.535202  3.841466  0.2153 

     
     
 Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  

Source: Author’s calculation  

 

H0: There is no cointegration among variables (None) 

H1: There is cointegration among variables 

 

According to the table 5, Trace Statistics (43.35512) is greater than 

0.05 critical value (29.79707); besides, P-values is (0.0008) which is less than 

5% significant level. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is no cointegration 

among variables is rejected. On other words, there is cointegration among 

variables.  

 

H0 : There is at most 1 cointegration (at most 1) 

H1 : There is no at most 1 cointegration 

 

As it is calculated under the Trace Test of Johansson Cointegration 

test, Trace value (12.81130) is less than 0.05 critical value (15.49471), 

moreover, P-value (0.1219) is greater than 5% significance level. Whereby, 

the null hypothesis is accepted; there is at most 2 cointegrations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Maximum Eigenvalue test under Johansson Cointegration test 
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     Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05  

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 

     
     None *  0.719914  30.54382  21.13162  0.0018 

At most 1  0.374896  11.27609  14.26460  0.1409 

At most 2  0.061964  1.535202  3.841466  0.2153 

     
     

 Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  

 

H0: There is no cointegration among variables (None) 

H1: There is cointegration among variables 

 

According to the table 6, Max-Eigen Statistics (30.54382) is greater 

than 0.05 critical value (21.13162); besides, P-values is (0.0018) which is less 

than the 5% significance level. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is no 

cointegration among variables is rejected; it means that there is cointegration 

among variables.  

 

H0: There is at most 1 cointegration (at most 1) 

H1: There is no at most 2 cointegration 

 

As it is calculated under the Maximum Eigenvalue test of Johansson 

Cointegration test, Max-Eigen value (11.27609) is less than 0.05 critical 

value (14.26460), moreover, P-value (0.1409) is greater than 5% significance 

level. Whereby, the null hypothesis is accepted; there is at most 1 

cointegrations.  

  Trace test and Maximum Eigenvalue test under the Johansson 

Cointegration test show the same result; means that there is one error term 

but variables have long rum relationship. As a result of that, Vector Error 

Correlation Model (VECM) is able to be tested for model estimation.  

 

 

 

 

4.3 Vector Error Correlation Model (VECM) 
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Table 7: VECM equation-estimation for long run 

D(PPP) = C(1)*( PPP(-1) + 0.0236509021397*EX(-1) + 

14.400419083*INF( -1) - 399.440559643 ) + C(2)*D(PPP(-1)) + 

C(3)*D(PPP(-2)) + C(4)*D(EX(-1)) + C(5)*D(EX(-2)) + C(6)*D(INF(-1)) + 

C(7)*D(INF(-2)) + C(8) 

     
     
 Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     
C(1) -0.137715 0.071862 -1.916382 0.0746 

C(2) 0.793953 0.308985 2.569556 0.0214 

C(3) 0.133746 0.324263 0.412462 0.6858 

C(4) 0.009911 0.020932 0.473467 0.6427 

C(5) 0.001769 0.020823 0.084962 0.9334 

C(6) 1.563792 0.667092 2.344192 0.0333 

C(7) 0.680192 0.489622 1.389218 0.1850 

C(8) 3.504656 4.994149 0.701752 0.4936 

     
     
 Source: Author’s calculation  

The following equation is estimated by Vector Error Correlation 

Model (VECM); at the hypothesis of C(1), P-value is 0.0746 which is 

significant under 10% significance level, furthermore  the value of coefficient 

is negative. It shows that Purchasing power parity (PPP) has negative long 

run relationship with or long run casualties on Exchange rate (Ex) and 

Inflation (Inf).  

 

 

Table 8: VECM equation estimation for short-run between PPP and Ex 

    
    Test Statistic Value df Probability 

    
    F-statistic  0.147638 (2, 15)  0.8640 

Chi-square  0.295276  2  0.8627 

    
        

Null Hypothesis: C(4)=C(5)=0  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  

    
    Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
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    C(4)  0.009911  0.020932 

C(5)  0.001769  0.020823 

        Source: Author’s calculation  

H0: There is no short run causalities from PPP to Ex [ C(4)=C(5)=0 ] 

H1: There is shot run casualties from PPP to Ex 

 

The P-value is 0.8627 which is not significant even under 5% and 

10 % significance level. As a result, null hypothesis which mentions there is 

no short run casualties from PPP to Ex is accepted. 

 

Table 9: VECM equation estimation for short-run between PPP and Inf 

Test Statistic Value df Probability 

F-statistic  3.161018 (2, 15)  0.0715 

Chi-square  6.322037  2  0.0424 

Null Hypothesis: C(6)=C(7)=0  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  

Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 

C(6)  1.563792  0.667092 

C(7)  0.680192  0.489622 

Source: Author’s Calculation 

 

H0: There is no short run causalities from PPP to Inf [C (6)=C(7)=0 ] 

H1: There is shot run casualties from PPP to Inf 

The P-value is 0.0424 which is significance even under 5% and 10 

% significant level. Since null hypothesis which mentions there is no short 

run casualties from PPP to Ex is rejected, it means PPP has short run 

casualties on Inf.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Granger Casualties test  

Table 10: Granger Casualties Test  
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Sample: 1990 2015 

Lags: 2   

    

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob.  

    

 EX does not Granger Cause PPP  24  0.48491 0.6232 

 PPP does not Granger Cause EX  4.10236 0.0330 

    

 INF does not Granger Cause PPP  24  3.54717 0.0491 

 PPP does not Granger Cause INF  21.1540 1.E-05 

    

 INF does not Granger Cause EX  24  1.05039 0.3693 

 EX does not Granger Cause INF  1.43072 0.2638 

    
Source: Author’s calculation  

Kjsdf;lksjafk 
   

 

Granger causality measures precedence and information content but does 

not by itself indicate causality in the more common use of the term, and it’s 

important to note that the statement “Granger causes” does not imply that is 

the effect or the result of the P-value being significant under the 5% 

significance level. According to table 10, Exchange does not Granger Cause 

Purchasing Power Parity but Purchasing power parity Granger Causes 

Exchange rate.  Inflation Granger Cause Purchasing Power Parity but 

Purchasing power parity does not Granger Cause inflation. Exchange rate and 

Inflation do not Granger Cause each other.  

 

5. Conclusion 

According to empirical result, the exogenous variable which is 

Purchasing Power Parity has negative relationship with or casualties on the 

endogenous variables which are Exchange rate and Inflation. In Myanmar, 

Inflation rate and Exchange rate are going up, so that Purchasing Power 

Parity gets decreased. On the other hand, Myanmar currency is depreciating 

year by year.  

There are advantages and disadvantages of currency depreciation.  

 

  

Advantages of currency depreciation 
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1. Exports become cheaper and more competitive to foreign buyers. 

Therefore, this provides a boost for domestic demand and could 

lead to job creation in the export sector. 

2. Higher level of exports should lead to an improvement in the 

current account deficit. 

3. Higher exports level with higher level of production can lead to 

higher rates of economic growth. 

Disadvantages of currency depreciation 

1. It is likely to cause inflation because: 

 Imports use more expensive (any imported good or raw material 

will increase in price) 

 Aggregate demand increases causes demand pull inflation. 

  Firms / exporters have less incentive to cut costs because they can 

rely on the depreciation to improve competitiveness. The concern is 

in the long-term depreciation and devaluation may lead to lower 

productivity because of the decline in enterprise incentives. 

2. Reduces the purchasing power of citizens abroad. E.g. more 

expensive to go on holiday abroad. 

3. If consumers have debts, e.g. mortgages in foreign currency – if 

Myanmar currency is depreciated, they will see a sharp rise in the 

cost of their debt repayments. 

 

To be able to increase the value of Myanmar Currency:  

 Sell foreign exchange assets and buy foreign currency 

If Myanmar government sold Treasury bills and brought back the 

proceeds to Myanmar, this would cause a depreciation in the dollar, 

and the Myanmar Kyats would appreciate (supply of dollars would 

rise, and demand for Myanmar Kyat would increase). Because 

Myanmar Central Bank has a certain amount of dollar assets, they 

could cause a reasonably significant fall in the value of the dollar. 

 Higher interest rates 

Higher interest rates would attract some hot money flows.  Hot 

money flows occur when banks and financial institutions move 

money to other countries to take advantage of a better rate of return 

on saving. Given interest rates are close to zero in the US, higher 

interest rates in developing countries give a significant incentive to 

move money and savings there. However, as a drawback, higher 
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interest rates may reduce the rate of economic growth. In many 

circumstances, e.g. in recession, higher interest rates would not be 

suitable due to side effect on economic growth. However, if the 

economy was booming, higher interest rates would cause an 

appreciation and moderate the rate of economic growth.  

 Long-term supply-side policies 

In the long term, a strong currency depends on economic 

fundamentals. To have a stronger exchange rate, countries will need 

a combination of low inflation, productivity growth, economic and 

political stability. To increase the value of the currency in the long-

term, the government will need to try supply-side policies to 

increase competitiveness and cut costs of production, for example, 

privatization and cutting regulations may help the export industry to 

become more competitive in the long-term. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INFLATION AND BUDGET 

DEFICIT IN MYANMAR (1986 – 2016) 

 

THUREIN LWIN 

 

Abstract  

Many scholars believe that budget deficit is the main cause of 

inflation. This paper attempts to investigate the relationship between inflation 

and budget deficit in Myanmar from 1986 to 2016.This study applied time 

series data from CSO and World Bank. In the empirical analysis, ADF unit-

root test, co-integration test and Granger-causality test are applied. 

According to the co-integration test, there was long run negative co-

integration between inflation and budget deficit in Myanmar. The Granger 

Causality test’s results show that budget deficit causes inflation in Myanmar.  

 

Keyword: Inflation, Budget Deficit and Cointegration 

 

1. Introduction 

The relationship between the inflation and budget deficit from 1986 to 

2016, is necessary to study for Myanmar development while the country is 

facing both budget deficit and inflation problems in long-term. 

Alan Greenspan (2007) cited Professor Burns that “Excess government 

spending cause’s inflation”. Inflation is one of the important issues for a 

developing country to apply its monetary tools. Inflation can impact on the 

people by the rising of the price of services and products. And the budget 

deficit is the long term relationship with inflation in Myanmar. Indeed, in 

Myanmar the budget deficit has a root cause of inflation (Thein, 2009). 

 Comparing with ASEAN countries, Myanmar got highest inflation 

rate and long run budget deficit. According to Olivera-Tanzi Effect, budget 

deficit can cause inflation and vice versa, inflation can cause on budget 

deficit. This paper aims to examine the relationship between inflation and 

budget deficit.  

Macroeconomic stabilization can support economic development. To 

control the inflation rate, Central Bank plays as a big role not only for low 

and steady stage on inflation but also for economic development. Professor 

Rajan (2018) suggested that as the central bank of a developing country, we 

have additional tools to generate growth – we can accelerate financial 

development and inclusion. The best way for the central bank to generate 

mailto:inyaeconomicjournal@gmail.com
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growth in the long run is for it to keep inflation low and steady. The above 

statement is a concept that attempts to be lower inflation rate encourage 

directly and indirectly to economic development.  

 

1.1 Comparison of Inflation Rates between ASEAN Countries 

within 1986 to 2016 

The Asian Financial Crisis occurred on 2 July 1997 when the Thailand 

government burdened with a huge foreign debt decided to float its Baht after 

currency speculators had been attacking the country’s foreign exchange 

reserves. This monetary shift was aimed at stimulating export revenues but 

proved to be in vain. It soon led to a contagion effect in other Asian countries 

as foreign investors who had been pouring money into the “Asian Economic 

Miracle countries” since a decade prior to 1997 – lost confidence in Asian 

markets and dumped Asian currencies and assets as quickly as possible.  

 As show in figure (1), the period of 1997s, most of the ASEAN 

countries had high inflation because of the Asian Financial Crisis. Among 

them, Lao PDR had the highest inflation rate with 125% in 1999, Indonesia 

had 98%in 1998 and Myanmar had 51% in 1998. Other ASEAN countries 

each also faced their countries’ highest rate in this period. 

  Zamorski, M. J., & Lee, M. (2015) suggested that one of the triggers 

for the Global Financial Crisis was the sudden cessation of interbank lending 

among large global banks. The requirements are that central banks, regulators 

and governmental officials need to act very quickly even if the situation is 

short of complete information. Some interventions proved to be quite 

controversial due to the moral hazard they posed and, in some cases, 

taxpayers’ funds were put at substantial risk.  
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Figure (1) Comparison of Inflation (Consumer Prices) within ASEAN 

Countries, from 1986 to 2016(Annual %) 

 
Noted: *Cambodia inflation data is not available from 1985 to 1994. 

 **Lao PDR inflation data is not available from1985 to 1988. 

 ***Vietnam inflation data is not available from 1985 to 1995. 

Source: World Bank Dataset (Various Countries) 

 

The global financial crisis began in 2007 with a crisis in the 

subprime mortgage market in the United States. During the 2007 global 

financial crisis, Myanmar, Cambodia and Lao PDR had the highest inflation 

rate among ASEAN countries.  

According to the table (1), Myanmar still has highest inflation rate 

of 9.5percent among ASEAN countries and Indonesia has the second highest 

inflation rate of 6.4percent in 2015. Cambodia, Lao, Malaysia and Philippines 

are second lowest group of inflation rates with an average 1.5 percent in 2015. 

Brunei Darussalam, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam countries are lowest in 

inflation rate, among ASEAN countries in 2015.  

Table (1) Inflation, Consumer Prices (Annual %Change) in ASEAN 

Countries 2015 and 2016 

Year 
Brunei 

Darussalam 

Cam-

bodia 

Indo-

nesia 

Lao 

PDR 
Malaysia Myanmar 

Philip-

pines 
Singapore 

Thai-

land 
Vietnam 

2015 -0.4 1.2 6.4 1.3 2.1 9.5 1.4 -0.5 -0.9 0.9 

2016 -0.7 3.0 3.5 1.5 2.1 7.0 1.8 -0.5 0.2 3.2 

Source: World Bank (2017)  
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Myanmar experienced the highest inflation rate (7 percent) in ASEAN 

in 2016. Cambodia, Indonesia and Vietnam followed with the second highest 

inflation rate with average 3.2 percent. At the time Lao, Malaysia and 

Philippines faced second lowest inflation rate in ASEAN in average 1.8 

percent at 2016. And Brunei Darussalam, Singapore and Thailand had lowest 

inflation rate group in ASEAN in 2016. 

 

1.1 An Overview on Relationship of Inflation and Budget Deficit in 

Myanmar 

 

1.1.1 Periods of Political System and Economic System (1986 to 2016) 

 The political system in Myanmar during the period of 1974 – 1988 

was depicted as the Burmese way to socialism under military rule with one 

party system (Burma Socialist Programme Party) and the economic system 

of Command economy, Self-reliance and isolation. (Myat Thein, 2001). After 

taking power in September 1988, the State Law and Order Restoration 

Council adopted new economic policies that moved Myanmar away from its 

traditional closed economy. Following the years 1974 to 1988, the political 

system of Myanmar in the period of 1988-2010 was driven by the military 

regime called the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC)/State 

Peace and Development Council (SPDC) and the economic system was based 

on transition market – oriented economy. During the military regime, the 

Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar was formulated on 3rd 

September, 2007 and this came into force on 29th May, 2008. Under the 2008 

constitution the political system of the state is based on multi-party 

democracy and its economic system is based on market economy. As the 

Union Solidarity and Development Party(USDP) won the general election 

held in 2010, a former top-general U Thein Sein became the president of the 

state until 2015. After his presidency, U Htin Kyaw from the National League 

for Democracy (NLD) took the office with a landslide victory in the 2015 

multi-party general election.  

 

1.1.2 The Inflationary Mechanism in Myanmar 

 According to the figure 2, budget deficit is mainly caused by four 

kinds of factors in Myanmar, (i) Low tax revenue, (ii) Subsidies to State 

Economic Enterprises (State Owned Enterprises), (iii) Subsidies to public 

utilities and (iv) Public investment.  
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Figure (2) The Inflationary Mechanism in Myanmar 

 

 
Source: Myat Thein (2009), Money Matters Essays on Money and Banking 

Note: CB = Central Bank, V = Velocity  

 

(i) Low tax revenues 

 Myanmar has the lowest tax revenues in ASEAN countries. Low tax 

revenues can be the cause of budget deficit that lead to increase in inflation 

rate because government has to borrow money from Central Bank of 

Myanmar to expend. The Budget department in Myanmar practices the policy 

of maximizing the tax rate in order to minimize inflation if the budget deficit 

occurs. On the other hand, that policy directly increases the commodities 

prices in the market. 

 

(ii) Subsidies to State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) 

 State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) is an additional cost in 

government expenditure. There is no need to transfer all SEEs to the private 

sector. Some SEEs are profitable and some are not. The government has to 

implement the maximizing of economics of scale for the state’s vital 

manufacturing products.  

 

(iii) Subsidies to Public Utilities 

 Public utilities are services provided to the people by the 

government, such as supply of electricity, and road. These costs of 

government expenditure are a kind of burden for budget deficit. On the other 

hand, the government has responsibility to provide vital public service.  
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(iv) Public Investment  

 Public Investment is the money that government spends on public 

services and goods such as education and health for the long run. As 

Myanmar is a developing country, it must invest in such services. Which 

however may not have direct impacts in the short run. Thus this depends on 

the government policy.   

1.1.3 Inflation Rate in Myanmar 1986 to 2016  

 Burma Socialist Programme Party government announced the 

demonetization of K45 and K90 at 19871 to cut inflation and black money in 

the market. According to the figure 3, the inflation rate from 1987 to 1995 

averaged around 25 percent per year. The average inflation rate from 1994 to 

2002 was 30.5 percent, mainly due to the monetization of the fiscal deficit. 

(Fumiharu Mieno, 2009). Between the period of 1996 to 1998, inflation rate 

increased 25 percent because of Asian Financial Crisis and dropped nearly 

50 percent from 1998 to 2000. While the worsening fiscal conditions included 

chronic inflation through the monetization of the fiscal deficit, the 

mechanism was temporarily, in the late 1990s, when the emerging private 

banking sector started to absorb the treasury bonds in 1993.  After 2001, 

inflation surged, the real exchange depreciated. The local asset markets 

appeared prosperous until 2002, but fell subject to panic during the banking 

crisis of February 20032; the pausing of multiplier effect of banks and 

                                                 
1 Many regarded the demonetization of 1964, 1985, and 1987 as having destroyed the “banking 

habits” of Myanmar households and arrested the development of banking in Myanmar (Myat 
Thein, 2001). 

 
2 The bank run was started by a rumour about a scandal in the largest private commercial bank 

the Asia Wealth Bank (Asia Dana), at the beginning of February 2003, and as early as 6 

February, long queues for the withdrawal of deposits at AWB branches were reported. The 

rumour was preceded by the bankruptcy of several informal financial so-called “general 
service companies (GSCs)”. The banks requested liquidity support from the Central Bank at 

the outset of the bank run. It was not until 21 February that the Central Bank announced 

private commercial banks, including AWB. However, this liquidity assistance amounted to 
less than 10 percent of the deposits of the AWB alone (250 billion kyats as the end of 2002). 

(Koji Kubo, Ryu Fukui and FumiharuMieno, 2009) 

 
 In the panic a flight to cash led to a rapidly and appropriately supplied by the Central Bank of 

Myanmar could have limited the contagion. Such liquidity support from the CBM, however, 
was too little and too late. Worse, the CBM’s orders endorsing restrictions on withdrawals 

and the recalling of loans from borrowers greatly impaired trust – the indispensable ingredient 

of financial stability. (Sean Turnell, 2009). 
 
2 The contraction of the economy continued in 2004, but entered a recovery phase in 2005  

(F. Mieno, 2009). 
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informal financial enterprises caused rapidly falling inflation in 2003 bank 

crisis. The period of 2004 to 2007 is recovery stage of the Myanmar economy 

but during 2008 the Global Financial Crisis, inflation decreased dramatically, 

average 30percent. Therefore, in the last part of 2009, inflation rate became 

both stable and low. The inflation rate in Myanmar, during the period of 

2010s, is also both stable and low.  

Figure (3) Inflation (consumer price, annual %) and Consumer Prices 

Index in Myanmar 1986 to 2016  

 
Source: World Bank (2017)  

According to figure (3), Consumer Price Index (CPI) was stable in 

Myanmar and the period 1986 to1990s. But after the Asian Financial Crisis 

(1997) CPI started tremendously increasing till 1998 and significantly fell 

again till 2000. The 2000s showed instability because of bank crisis faced in 

Myanmar in 2003. The period of 2008 Global Financial Crisis, CPI rate was 

in the stage of slumpflation. During the fiscal year (FY) 2012-2013, CBM 

explained that the inflation rate had gradually climbed up, because of the 

price rise for imported items such as fuel, medicine etc. And during the FY 

2013-2014, CBM summarized the average annual rate of inflation as having 

increased 5.72 percent due to exchange rate depreciation pressure, increase 

in electricity tariff and real estate price together with global oil price increase. 

CBM analyzed that the increasing 0.18 percent annual rate of inflation FY 

2014-2015 that moderate due to the exchange rate depreciation, property 

price increased and increased in electricity charges. 

 The Governor of the CBM stated that the slowdown of economic 

growth in the first half of 2016 was mainly caused by the heavy flood in Mid-

2015 which destroyed agricultural output and was depressed investment in 

oil and gas sector. Inflation had reached double digit in November 2015 

caused by money supply growth resulting from Central Bank of Myanmar’s 
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purchase of government securities and the increase in food and rental prices 

(Kyaw Kyaw Maung, 2017).  

 With CPI increasing tremendously year by year, the question is why 

the inflation rate is fall. The possible answer is that price of food items, which 

account for 59 percent of the new CPI basket but non-food component of CPI 

items’ price and services price are averagely stable. IMF (2016) also 

explained that the higher inflation rates appear to have mainly resulted from 

rising food prices, which represented more than two-thirds of the CPI basket. 

That is one of the reason, prices of foods in the market are high but low rate 

in the data. Therefore, it is case of problems in CPI calculation method and 

assumption of CPI basket items. 

 In fact, Myanmar may be facing both the Demand Pull Inflation and 

Cost Push Inflation occurs at the same time and other factors.  

 

1.1.4 Budget Deficit in Myanmar 1986 to 2016 

 According to National Planning, Budget means what government 

has to expend to implement projects; how much revenue will be collected and 

how to expend (manage) the collected revenue in the upcoming fiscal year, 

through listing the finances.3 

 In Myanmar, the fiscal year includes twelve months starting from 

April 1stto March 31st. But U Htin Kyaw government changed the period 

budget year (April 1st to March 31st) to start October 1 and end September 30 

so that construction of key infrastructure projects will not be hampered by the 

onset of the rainy season. The proposal to change the budget year was 

approved during a cabinet meeting on September 7, 2017. 

 In Myanmar, the State Budget is divided into six particulars with 

four main segments of Current Account, Capital Account, Financial Account 

and Receipts. All of these segments are divided into receipts and 

expenditures. The six main particulars are as follows; 

(i) State Administrative Organizations (SAOs) 

(ii) State Economic Enterprises (SEEs) 

(iii) Development Committees (DCs) 

(iv) Nay Pyi Taw Council  

(v) Nay Pyi Taw Development Committee and 

(vi) Social Security of Union Ministry and Department (Undertaken 

Outside the Union Fund).   

                                                 
3 This is translated from official Burmese version. 
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 Central Statistical Organization added new accounts of Nay Pyi Taw 

Council, Nay Pyi Taw Development Committee and Social Security of Union 

Ministry and Department (Undertaken Outside the Union Fund) in the State 

Budget in 2013 – 2014.  

U Myat Thein (2009) pointed out that many scholars believe budget 

deficits to be root cause of inflation in developing countries. Myanmar faced 

long term budget deficit problem for many years. Fischer and Easterly (1990) 

has this to say. “Militon Friedman’s famous statement that inflation is always 

and everywhere a monetary phenomenon is correct. However, governments 

does not print money at a rapid rate out of a clear blue sky. They generally 

print money to cover their budget deficit. Rapid money growth is conceivable 

without an underlying fiscal imbalance, but is unlikely. Thus rapid inflation 

is almost always a fiscal phenomenon.  

 The World Bank (1988) explained that “Excessive reliance on 

money creation is particularly risky if inflation worsens the deficits because 

expenditures keep pace with rising prices while revenues do not”. This means 

that the more money creation becomes necessary the further the worsening 

of the inflationary spiral. 

 Professor Jeffrey Sachs (1997) pointed out with two examples on this 

issue, quasi-fiscal deficits are (1) extra-budgetary funds for social and regional 

spending, and (2) loans by the central bank and other state banks to state owned 

enterprises. Thus, the money supply may grow excessively as a result of three 

main factors: budget deficits, extra-budgetary expenditures and loans from the 

state banking system. 

In Myanmar, these three kinds of factor effect growth of money 

supply. Between the years 1986 to 2016, most of the years experienced 

budget deficit. Government has to expend according to the country’s 

situation, borrowing from the Central Bank which then has to print money. 

Looking at the following figure 3.4, Myanmar is seen to have budget deficit 

between the years 1986 and 2016, excepting the year of 2012-2013 had 

budget surpluses due to the high degree of international interests in 

democratic transition period. On that period of 2012-2013, Myanmar 

received a lot of foreign receipts as shown in figure (4).  
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Figure (4) Budget Deficit and Foreign Receipts in Myanmar 1986 

to 2016 (Kyat Million) 

 

 
Note: Foreign receipts includes foreign loans, foreign grants and foreign aids  

Source: Statistical Year Book (Various Issues) 

Compared to USDP government, the NLD government received 

foreign receipts more than USDP government did after it had taken the office 

officially on March, 2016. The main point is that NLD government faced 

high budget deficit in 2016. But budget deficit of the year 2015 (-782129.4) 

Kyats Million increased one digit number (284% Change) in 2016 to (-

3005043) Kyat Million. That is marked as the highest budget deficit point in 

Myanmar during the years of 1986-2016.   

 

1.1.5 Political Pressure on Inflation in Myanmar (1986 – 2016) 

 Myanmar adopted the “Burmese Way to Socialism” from 1960 to 

1988. In the period 1989 -90, the rice price rose because of the liberalization 

of domestic rice market resulting in dynamic inflation (Fujita and Okamoto 

2006).  

 The 1987 demonetization was indeed the catalyst for the political 

upheaval of 1988. In 1988, the uprisings and strikes took place because of the 

stagnation of the economy during Burma Socialist Programme Party era and 

the absence of significant economic development in Myanmar (Myat Thein, 

2001, p.121). Some scholars see “a clear correlation between economic 

growth, money and political unrest” (Collignon 2001, p.88).  After the 

demonstrations, the military took power and the situation of economy became 

one of slow down. At that time, the amount of budget deficit increased 

because of the mostly long-term borrowing of money from other countries. 
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Therefore, the military government tend to control to for economic stability 

by printing money process.    

When the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) took 

over the reins of government, the country was for all practical purposes 

almost bankrupt. U Myat Thein(2001) pointed out that they did a great job in 

that endeavor although some of the measures might have done irreparable 

damage such as the institution authorized to issue notes and currency was put 

under the control of the army may be regarded as an ill-advised decision that 

perhaps has done irreparable damage to Myanmar. Those effects caused 

decreasing amount of GDP growth and the government faced with the budget 

deficit. The long term high inflation and fiscal deficit because of monetization 

of fiscal deficit had been root problem in Myanmar. 

Figure (5) Comparison of Consumer Price Index of States and Regions 

from 2015-2016 to 2016 – 2017  

 
Note: CPI Base year 2012 = 100  

Source: Statistical Year Book (2016) 

According to the figure (5), Rakhine state became the second 

highest inflation state during 2015 -2016; the highest inflation state in the 

Chin State in 2015 -2016 with infrastructure and development at the lowest 

level among the States and Regions. Rakhine State again followed with the 

second highest inflation rate among others areas during the 2016 – 2017 year 

with immigration crisis and political pressure which eventually affected the 

inflation rate. Travelling cost and consumption cost in Rakhine state is also 

significantly higher than in any other States and Regions. 

 On the political front, transparency is an indispensable attribute of 

central banks accountability (Ortiz, 2009), especially where central banks are 

independent and monetary policy implementation is not subject to democratic 

scrutiny by the legislature. Correcting this “democratic deficit” is important 
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for securing public support for policy actions which may entail short-run 

costs for longer-run gain (Minegishi & Cournède, 2009). The Deputy 

Governor of the CBM presented that the Central Bank’s independency is the 

degree of freedom given to the Central Bank on the monetary policy without 

political interference. Independence from the fiscal authority is particularly 

important as a protection against monetization of debt. Political control can 

lead to higher inflation. Politicians often have a short-term perspective driven 

by the need to impress voters before the next election. This may mean 

sacrificing a stable price level to achieve immediate improvements in 

unemployment, growth or house mortgage rates. The populace, also often 

short-sighted sees the immediate improvement not knowing the long terms 

impacts. It is only a year or so later that people suffer the effects of economic 

stability. Politically insulated Central Bank is more likely to take decisions 

which are beneficial over the long term even if they cause a little pain now. 

(Soe Thein, 2018) 

 Actually, under the Central Bank of Myanmar Law (2013)4, CBM 

can provide loans as follows: 

 The Central Bank may provide loans and advances to the Union 

Government with the approval of Pyidaungsu Hluttaw. Such provision of 

loans and advances shall be in accordance with the following conditions: 

(a) The terms and conditions for loan and advance shall be prescribed 

from time to time by consultation between the Ministry and Central 

Bank; 

(b) Such loans and advances shall be guaranteed by interest-bearing 

negotiable instruments of government securities with a maximum 

term of 92 days delivered by the Ministry to the Central Bank 

(section 91) 

 According to the CBM law (2013), the Union Government needs 

Union Budget Bill proposal approval by the Union Parliament (Pyidaungsu 

Hluttaw). On the other hand, the determinations of submission process of the 

Union Budget Bill by the Constitution of the Republic of the Union of 

Myanmar (2008) is following objectives:- 

(a) The President or the person assigned by him, on behalf of the Union 

Government, shall submit the Union Budget Bill to the Pyidaungsu 

Hluttaw. 

                                                 
4 The English language of the Central Bank of Myanmar Law (2013) uploaded at CBM website 

and that is unofficial translation version.  
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(b) The following matters included in the Union Budget Bill shall be 

discussed at the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw but not refused or curtailed: 

(i) Salary and allowance of Heads and Members of the Union 

level organizations formed under the Constitution and 

expenditures of those organizations; 

(ii) Debts for which the Union is liable and expenses relating 

to the debts, and other expenses relating to the loans taken 

out by the Union; 

(iii) Expenditures required to satisfy judgment, order, decree of 

any Court or Tribunal; 

(iv) Other expenditures which are to be charged by any existing 

law or any international treaty (section 103)5. 

 According the law (section 103), union government can pass the 

submitting process of the Union Budget Bill without Pyidaungsu Hluttaw 

approval. Thus, even in the Central Bank of Myanmar Law (2013) giving 

more power to Central Bank of Myanmar than 1990 CBM Law, the union 

government still has power to get loans from CBM through Union Parliament 

because of the 2008 Constitution.  

 

1.1.6 Effect of Hidden Factors on Inflation 

 Besides the fact that increase in budget deficit and money supply 

causes inflation, the expansions in the import cost and currency exchange rate 

are additional factors that lead to inflation for a country in which the economy 

mainly depends on imports. Furthermore, the issues on inflation may be very 

complex and it is difficult to give 100 percent reliable answer of which factors 

are the root causes of inflation.  At the same time, printing money to solve 

the problems in huge budget deficit causes the informal inflation which also 

causes the Demand Pull Inflation, buying goods and services by using big 

amount of money. Apart from that, Cost Push Inflation can occur due to the 

unnecessary costs called indirect costs in Myanmar. 

 On the other hand, in legislating minimum wage in Myanmar, the 

government passes the legislation only for private sector but not for 

government sector because enterprises in Myanmar control of speculative 

motive while increasing wage for government (public) servants. 

 The impact of nature disasters such as Cyclone Nargis in 2008 and 

Komen 2015 are significantly increase the inflationary pressure.   

                                                 
5 Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (2008), Chapter IV, Legislature, The 

Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, Submission of the Union Budget Bill, section 103. 
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1.1.7 Role of Treasury Bills, Treasury Bonds, and these Relation to Inflation 

in Myanmar 

 In order to invest for the public, Myanmar started selling Treasury 

Bonds since 1993. In 2012, it has also started selling the two-year treasury 

bonds. The role of treasury bonds is to solve the government’s deficit by 

utilizing public’s money through the method of selling the bonds. According 

to the following figures, there is increased selling and buying ponds since 

2009. 

 To stabilize the inflation rate, CBM tries to put the total reserve 

money and the separate reserve money into their target-amount framework. 

The inflation rate in Myanmar averaged 9.99 percent in 2015-2016 financial 

year, 6.81 percent in 2016-2017 financial year, and dropped to 4.61 percent 

on December 2017. The Governor of the CBM stated that one of the main 

reasons for inflation is that CBM has to print more money to fill in the 

government spending. To reduce that, CBM and the Ministry of Planning and 

Finance have cooperated to hold monthly auctions for treasury bills and 

treasury bonds to private and state-owned banks. (Kyaw Kyaw Maung, 2018)  

 

Figure (6) Government Treasury Bonds 1993 – 1994 to 2015 – 2016 (Kyat 

Million) 

 

 
Note: Treasury Bonds include two-year, three-year and five year bonds. 

Source: CSO (Various Issues) 

 

 Thus treasury bills and bonds play a big role in controlling the 

inflation rate. According to figures (6 and 7), the Treasury Bills and Treasury 
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Bonds released by the Central Bank are not significantly strong enough in 

their use as the monetary tool. This occurs because their defined interest rate 

is lower than the average deposit interest rate in private banks. Private 

domestic banks mainly buy the treasury bonds and treasury bills more than 

the public because of the interest rate. Treasury bills and bonds are the one of 

the effective monetary tools but the difference of interest rate is the key 

problem. Central Bank of Myanmar published three months Treasury 

bills6interest rate is 4 percent, two year treasury bonds interest rate is 8.75 

percent, Three Year Treasury bonds interest rate is 9 percent and five year 

Treasury bonds interest rate is 9.5 percent in 2017. The lending interest rate 

is 13 percent and saving account interest rate is 10 percent. People do not buy 

the certificates from the central bank or save money in private banks due to 

such big variance in interest rates. Thus, IMF (2015) also advised to allow 

the interest rate at Treasury-bill auction to rise. 

Figure (7) Comparison of Treasury Bonds and Money Supply (M1) (2010 

to 2015) 

 
Source: CSO Various Issues  

Another possibility is that the public has not enough awareness to 

buy these treasury bills and treasury bonds. And there may be many 

difficulties in purchasing and selling them for the public because these 

activities can only be done in Myanmar Economic Bank.7  Thus there are 

limitations in selling and purchasing treasury bonds and bills which are 

distributed by auction method in Inter-Bank market and public. This tool not 

working well means lack of a weapon to fight the inflation. The Governor of 

                                                 
6 The name of three months Treasury bill is same old treasury bills. 
7 Myanmar Economic Bank (MEB), was established on 2 April 1976. MEB opened 307 bank 

branches, 14 State and Divisional Banking Offices and 6 Head office Departments across the 
country.  
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the CBM stated that the Central Bank will review its interest rate policy based 

on inflation and the fiscal deficit (Kyaw Kyaw Maung, 2018). 

Figure (8) Interest Rates of Treasury Bills and Treasury Bonds 1986 to 

2016 (Percent per annum) 

 
Note: The Central Bank of Myanmar has issued two-years treasury bonds since 1st January 2010.  

Source: CSO (Various Issues) 

Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) stated that Government Treasury 

Bill Auction has been conducted since January 2015 in order to lessen 

inflationary pressure due to the bank’s direct financing of budget deficit as 

well as to facilitate effective public debt management and market determined 

interest rate on government securities.   

 According to the figure (8), the interest rate for three months 

treasury bills did not change since 1993 of 4 percent. But interest rate of other 

kinds of treasury bonds’ increased in average 4 percent in 1996, decreased 

average 4 percent in 1999 after the period of Asian Financial Crisis. It 

continued to decrease by average 2 percent in 2000. During the recovery stage 

of bank crisis in Myanmar, CBM raised average 4 percent of treasury bonds’ 

interest rate and reduced it in average 2 percent again from 2012 till 2016. 

 

1.1.8 Deficit Account of State Budget in Myanmar  

 Generally, the balance of payment includes three accounts, namely 

(a) Current Account, (b) Capital Account and (c) Financial Account.  

(a) The Current Account8 can be categorized into two types such as the 

Current Revenue and Current Expenditure. The Current Revenue is as 

following; 

                                                 
8 This is translated from official Burmese version. 
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1.  Revenues gained from sales and services, fines and other current 

revenue, 

2.  Revenues collected by certain governmental departments and 

organizations in accordance with existing laws, 

3.  Interests gained from domestic or international firms and 

4.  International Assistance Fund for the Current Expenditure. 

Whereas the Current Expenditure is as following; 

1. Costs of annual payments, transportation costs, costs of maintenance 

and services, transfers of expenditure, and hosting costs   and other 

expenditures, 

2.  Costs for pensions and bonus 

3. Costs of buying raw materials for State Owned Enterprises, Costs of 

production, costs of administration and research, costs of 

distribution, costs of commercial tax and income tax or fund 

transferred to State’s Budget,  

4.  Costs subscribed annually to international associations and 

organizations and general grants to domestic or inter-governmental 

organizations such as to states and regions and municipalities and 

5.  Interests for Treasury Bills and Treasury Bonds and interests for 

external debt. 

 

(b) Capital Account can be divided into Capital Revenue and Capital 

Expenditure. 

The Capital Revenue is as following; 

1.  Revenue gained by selling capital goods, other fund received from 

the dissolved departments and revenue rewarded from capital 

expenditure 

Whereas the Capital Expenditure is as following; 

1.  Expenditures for planning projects (e.g. factory, school, hospital, 

building infrastructure, roads and dams) 

2.   Maintenance costs for existing roads, buildings and dams  

3.  Costs for buying machinery materials such as cars, airplanes, ships, 

trains 

4.  Costs of office materials, furniture, cars and other office expenses 

and 

5.  Costs of service charge, compensation costs for land and other 

expense. 
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(c) The Financial Account includes the Financial Revenue and Financial 

Expenditure.  

The Financial Revenue is as following; 

1.  Revenue gained from Interest and investment of domestic firms 

2.  Revenue gained from Interest and investment of international firms  

3.  Revenue gained from capital investment in organizations and 

4.  Savings.  

The Financial Expenditure is as following; 

1.  Expenditure for redeeming domestic debts, 

2.  Expenditure for redeeming international debts, 

3.  Expenditure for Capital Investment in Financial Organizations and 

4.  Expenditure for payment on savings through saving note.  

 

Figure (9) Organization structure of summary of the State Budget 
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Figure (10) Balance of SAOs, SEEs and DCs (Current Account, Capital 

Account and Financial Account) 

 
 Source: CSO various issues 

 According to figure (10), there are six particular accounts in 

Summary of State Budget issued by the Central Statistic Organization mainly 

the Current Account, Capital Account and Financial Account. The nature and 

definition over these accounts are different. The Capital Account, one of the 

main accounts, in Myanmar faces Deficit. In the Account, budget deficits 

increased from the years of 2003-2004 to 2008-2009. And it increase 

tremendously from the years of 2012-2013 to 2015-2016.  

During the fiscal year of 2012-2013, the budget surpluses occurred 

in the Current Account because Myanmar received international assistance 

as a reward for having successfully held the Multi-party Democratic General 

Election in 2010.  However, in Current Account, Budget Surpluses 

significantly decreased in the year 2015-2016 while Budget Deficit 

dramatically increased in the Capital Account. 
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Figure (11) Capital Accounts Balance of SAOs, SEEs and DCs 

 
Source: CSO Various Issues 

 As shown above figure (11) in according to CSO statistics, Budget 

deficit mainly occurs in Capital Account. To study the three main particular 

accounts namely SAOs, SEEs and DCs is crucial. According to in this study, 

budget deficits mainly occur in capital account of SAOs. The meaning of 

capital account can be described that the government expenses too much in 

building infrastructure, maintenance in existing infrastructures and office 

costs that lead to budget deficit in capital account.  

  

2. Literature Review on Previous Evidences  

Hondroyiannis and Papapetrou (1994) used bivariate 

cointegratedsystems to test the relationship between the government budget 

deficit and inflation by using annual data for Greece for the period 1960-

2002. The Error Correction Model (ECM) points out that an increase of 

budget deficit results in an increase of the inflation rate. 

Metin (1998) analysed the inflationary process in Turkey covering 

the period from 1950 -1988, using a general framework of sectoral 

relationships. He examined the relationship between the public sector deficit 

and inflation using single-equation model for inflation. He found that budget 

deficits significantly affect inflation in Turkey. 
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Darrat (2000) used an ECM to investigate that high budget deficits 

and inflationary consequences in Greece over the period 1957 – 1993. 

Empirical results found that deficit variable cause positive and statistically 

significant impact upon inflation in Greece. 

 S. O. Oladipo and T. O. Akinbobola (2011) investigated on Budget 

Deficit and Inflation in Nigeria: A Causal Relationship. This study provided 

empirical evidence on budget deficit operation in stimulating economic 

growth through inflation in Nigeria. Secondary data were used in this study. 

Granger Causality pair wise test was conducted in determining the causal 

relationship among the variables. The result showed those budget deficits 

haveeffects on inflation directly and indirectly through fluctuations in 

exchange rate in the Nigerian economy. 

Erkam and Cetinkaya (2014) investigated the causality between 

budget deficits and inflation rate. Granger-causality tests are employed on 

monthly budget deficit and inflation data of Turkey which covers two sub-

periods namely, 1987 – 2003 and 2005 – 2013. The results showed that 

positive significant causality running from budget deficits to inflation rate 

during the high inflation period (1987- 2003). But this causal link disappears 

during the low inflation period (2005-2013). 

Oseni I. O and Ohunmuyiwa, M.S (2016) examined the direction of 

causality between fiscal policy and inflation volatility in Nigeria for the 

periods 1981 to 2014. This study used secondary quarterly time series data 

on fiscal deficit and consumer price index (measure of inflation rate). The 

data collected was analyzed using the Pairwise Granger Causality Test. This 

study showed that there is bi-directional causality between fiscal deficit and 

inflation volatility. 
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Table (2) Summary of Literature Reviews 

Author Country Methods Major Finding 

Hondroyiannis 

and Papapetrou 

(1994) 

Greece Error Correction 

Model(ECM) 

An increase of budget 

deficit results an 

increase of the 

inflation rate. 

Metin (1998) Turkey Single-equation 

model 

Budget deficit 

significantly effects 

on inflation. 

Darrat (2000) Greece Error Correction 

Model (ECM) 

Deficit variable cause 

positive and 

statistically 

significant impact 

upon inflation. 

S. O. Oladipo 

and  

T. O. 

Akinbobola 

(2011) 

Nigeria Granger Causality Budget deficits have 

effects on inflation 

directly and 

indirectly. 

Erkam and 

Cetinkaya 

Turkey Granger Causality  Positive significant 

causality running 

from budget deficits 

to inflation rate 

during the high 

inflation period 

Oseni I. O and 

Ogunmuyiwa, 

M. S (2016)  

Nigeria Granger Causality There is bi-directional 

causality between 

fiscal deficit and 

inflation volatility. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY  

This paper investigates the relationship between inflation and 

budget deficit from 1986 to 2016 in Myanmar. The following time series 

econometric techniques are applied, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit 

root test, Cointegration test and Granger Causality test. 
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3.1 Summary of Empirical Analysis  

 Summary of Empirical Analysis are as follows; 

1- Unit Root Test 

2- Cointegration test (OLS Estimation) 

3- Granger Causality Test 

The assumption of the model is that variables are stationary at first 

difference. Inflation (INF) and Budget Deficit (BD) are tested whether 

stationary or not. The result is not stationary and then the residual should be 

tested that stationary or not. If the residual ADF test is greater than critical 

value, residual is stationary. So we can use this model. Regression of a non-

stationary time series on another non-stationary time series may cause a 

spurious regression or non-sense regression. A spurious model is not 

desirable. 

The ADF test is conducted first to know the data stationary property. 

After testing for the stationary of each variable, the author used the Ordinary 

Least Square estimation and residual test is investigated based cointegration 

test. We need to use here Engle-Granger critical values for unit root testing. 

Engle-Granger 5 percent and 10 percent critical values are -3.34 and -3.04 

respectively. The cointegration equation can be described as following; 

 

INF= 𝜷𝟎 + 𝜷𝟏BD+𝝁 (eq.1) 

 

 (BD) refers to budget deficit, (INF) refers to inflation,𝛽0 is constant, 

𝛽1 is coefficient of BD and 𝜇 is error term. If the residual of the equation1 is 

found to be stationary, we can accept the model. It also means that variables 

in the equation 1 such as (BD) and (INF) are co-integrated or they have long 

run relationship between them. In other words, equation1 is a long run model. 

The symptom of a spurious regression is R-square value would be greater 

than Durbin Watson statistics. A finding of the cointegration means that even 

though the variables are non-stationary, they have a long-run equilibrium, or 

in other words, the set of variables never drift apart in the long term. 

 The last test is Granger causality and the purpose is to examine the 

causality between inflation and budget deficit using time series data. In this 

test, optimal lags are determined, furthermore, the objective of lags selection 

being to trace the relationship between the changes of present year and 

previous years.  
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4. Empirical Results and Discussion 

Summary of empirical results are as follows; 

1- Unit Root Testing all variables and they are stationary at 1st 

difference  

2- Ordinary Least Square Estimation (OLS) showed long run 

negative co-integration between two variables. 

3- Granger Causality Test showed that budget deficit cause 

inflation. In contrast, inflation does not cause budget deficit. 

Table 3. Unit Root Test (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) 

Note: Model (1) = Intercept, Model (2) = Trend and Intercept and Model (3) = None of trend 

and intercept. I (0) = level and I(1) = first difference. BD = budget deficit and INF = inflation, 

DR = Decision Rule *All variables are selected under 5 percent critical value. Neither positive 

nor negative sign include in decision process.  

Variables Level Model 

Critical 

values 

(CV) 

ADF 

 

Results 

5 % 
T-

Statistic 
P value 

DR 

BD 

I(0) 

Model 

(1) 

-2.998064 -1.140953 0.6812 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

Model 

(2) 

-3.622033 -1.431521 0.8233 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

Model 

(3) 

-1.956406 -1.153535 0.2191 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

I (1) 

Model 

(1) 

-2.991878 -0.802304 0.8004 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

Model 

(2) 

-3.603202* -

6.583043* 

0.0001* T>CV Stationary 

Model 

(3) 

-1.955681 -0.380381 0.5365 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

INF 

I(0) 

Model 

(1) 

-2.976263 -0.705597 0.8289 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

Model 

(2) 

-3.574244 -5.185272 0.0012 T>CV Stationary 

Model 

(3) 

-1.953858 -0.847551 0.3395 T<CV Not 

Stationary 

I (1) 

Model 

(1) 

-2.976263 -8.006794 0.0000 T>CV Stationary 

Model 

(2) 

-3.587527* -

8.062618* 

0.0000* T>CV Stationary 

Model 

(3) 

-1.953858 -8.088477 0.0000 T>CV Stationary 
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 According to the results (table 3) of Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit 

root test (ADF test) for budget deficit variable, Trace-statistics (T-statistics) 

value is greater than critical value, therefore, the variable is stationary at first 

difference [I(1)] in model 2, meaning budget deficit data has trend and 

intercept.   

 For inflation variable, all the T-statistics values are greater than all 

the critical values and the variable is stationary at first difference [I(1)] in all 

model, it is expressed that variable has trend and intercept. 

 The meaning of stationary variable is that there is trend and intercept 

in data. Stationary means there is no unit root (or) unit root means non 

stationary. Nonstationary refers to data is no long-run association among time 

period. The decision rule for the unit root test is that when the T-statistics 

value is greater than critical value, the variables are stationary. Therefore, 

both variables are integrated at first difference. 

 

Table 4. Result of Least Squares (NLS and ARMA)  

Dependent Variable: INF 

Method: Least Squares 

Date: 04/29/18   Time: 13:15 

Sample: 1986 2016 

Included observations: 31 

     
     

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     

C 24.03327 2.787015 8.623300 0.0000 

BD -9.46E-06 3.23E-06 -2.928936 0.0066 

     
     

R-squared 0.228286     Mean dependent var 19.35007 

Adjusted R-squared 0.201675     S.D. dependent var 14.22475 

S.E. of regression 12.70968     Akaike info criterion 7.984945 

Sum squared resid 4684.539     Schwarz criterion 8.077460 

Log likelihood -121.7666     Hannan-Quinn criter. 8.015103 

F-statistic 8.578664    Durbin-Watson stat 1.710418 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.006561    

     
     

 According to the Ordinary Least Squares OLS regression results 

(table 4), the independent variable which is budget deficit (BD) is less than 5 

percent, meaning that the variable is significant in explaining the dependent 
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variable of inflation (INF). Moreover, according to the decision rule, the 

value of R- squared should be less than in Durbin-Watson statistics. In 

addition, if probability value (p-value) is less than 5 percent, the variable will 

be significant to explain the dependent variable. It indicates that the model is 

nonspurious or nonsense model. Therefore, the conclusion is that the 

variables which are budget deficit (BD) and inflation (INF) are co-integrated 

in the long run. But as the coefficient of the budget deficit showed negative 

sign, it means that there is negative relationship between the two variables. 

 

 

Table 5. Result of Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test on 

Residuals 

Null Hypothesis: U has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant   

Lag Length: 1 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=7) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -6.578351  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -3.679322  

 5% level  -2.967767  

 10% level  -2.622989  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

 

The study defined null hypothesis is residuals has unit root; the 

contrary alternative hypothesis is residuals does not has unit root. 

 According to the ADF unit root test for residuals (table 5), 

probability value (P-value = 0.0000) is less than 5% and critical value of 

Engle and Granger 10% is (-3.04) and it is less than the critical value of t-

statistics (-6.578351). Therefore, the model can be concluded as a 

nonspurious or nonsense model, according to the decision rule which is p-

value is less than 5% and t-statistics value is greater than Engle and Granger 

critical value. Therefore, both variables are co-integrated in long run.  

 

4.1 Granger Causality Test 

The study-defined null hypothesis is budget deficit does not cause 

inflation and inflation does not cause budget deficit. Vice versa, alternative 

hypothesis is budget deficit does cause inflation and inflation does cause 

budget deficit. According to table (5), the probability value (p-value) is less 
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than 5%. So the deciding rule is that if the probability value is less than 5%, 

we can reject null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. The 

results showed that variables have unidirectional relation, meaning that 

budget deficit does cause inflation but inflation does not cause budget deficit. 

 

Table 6. Granger Causality Tests 

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests 

Date: 04/29/18   Time: 13:36 

Sample: 1986 2016  

Null Hypothesis Observation F-

Statistic 

Probability Lag 

BD does not Granger 

Cause INF 
29 

9.17035 0.0011 

2 
INF does not Granger 

Cause BD 
0.30928 0.7369 

BD does not Granger 

Cause INF 
28 

10.3692 0.0002 

3 
INF does not Granger 

Cause BD 
0.28602 0.8349 

BD does not Granger 

Cause INF 
27 

5.02425 0.0257 

4 
INF does not Granger 

Cause BD 
0.26929 0.8939 

BD does not Granger 

Cause INF 
26 

5.52897 0.0044 

5 
INF does not Granger 

Cause BD 
0.25001 0.9333 

 

In the Granger Causality, the optimal lags are tested to find the robust 

causality among the variables. The author attempts to select various optimal 

lags, those two to five years. The results of the probability are same when the 

lags are two to five maximum. Moreover, P value is still less than 5 percent 

during two to five years. It means that optimal lags can be selected from two 

to five lags for with significant causality. In economic explanation, budget 

deficit does cause inflation within five years.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Findings  

As mentioned above, inflation can be caused by variables other than 

budget deficits such as exchange rate and broad money. It is not sure inflation 

will decrease even if the budget deficit is low because of other variables.  

In this study, there is seen to be long run co-integration between 

inflation and budget deficit and according to the Granger Causality Test, 

budget deficits cause inflation in Myanmar. In the real economy, budget 

deficit can affect inflation in the long run. 

Inflation is not always caused by budget deficit; it can be caused by 

other factors. According to the Olivera-Tanzi effect, not only budget deficit 

through its impact on money and expectations produces inflationary pressure, 

but also high inflation itself has a feedback effect pushing up budget deficit.  

Also expectations play big role in controlling inflation rate with 

different age groups having different expectations on change in inflation rate 

according to their lifelong experiences (U.Malmendier & S.Nagel, 2016). 

Therefore, the policy makers should manage the budget deficit and inflation 

not only to come under the control, but also to create appropriate policy 

environment.  

 When inflation rates of the states and regions are compared, the 

highest inflation rate is seen occurring in Chin and Rakhine states. Therefore, 

the government should take into account this issue in making appropriate 

inflation-combatting policy and implementation.   

 

5.2 Policy Recommendations  

CBM is trying to reduce inflation rate through absorption of money, 

using treasury bills and bonds in the market to reach its target. But it has not 

been enough to control the inflation rate. CBM thus needs to reform role of 

treasury bills and bonds to control inflation as monetary tool.   

CBM should change monetary rules and system to collect diverse 

information for making right decisions, such as inflation-targeting.  

CBM should change the period year of board of directors to make it 

different from the government period year to prevent political intervention 

and become more independent.  

Another requirement is an announcement by the Minister of Planning 

and Finance and the Governor of CBM to negotiate and make public a Policy 

Targets Agreement (PTA), to reduce the inflation expectations of the public.  
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National League for Democracy (NLD) government started to change 

the centralized budget allocation system to a system of decentralization, with 

head to states and regions. That might reduce budget expenditures, reducing 

the budget deficit and improving effectiveness of the expenditure of budget. 

It is important to build good budget allocation system because of facing 

complexity of statistic data between union government, states and regional 

governments.  

Deficit occurs in capital account of SAOs in Myanmar. On the other 

hand, the government should expend the revenue appropriately, effectively 

and correctly and plan to increase the income of as well.  

Final point is that to adopt the inflation-targeting policy, there is need to 

reconcile the real economy9 and statistical economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 Real economy includes formal and informal sectors. 
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APPROACHING LOCAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS IN 

MYANMAR  

DWEL JA & THUREIN LWIN  

Abstract 

The importance of local governing institution has been a key in 

accelerating development and promoting democracy in Myanmar. Such 

administration of local government institutions may require decentralization 

in the lower levels such as in the second and third tiers. Myanmar has local 

administration institutions rather than local government institutions because 

in some institutions representatives are appointed while others are partially 

elected by the local people. This paper aims to study the existing 

administration institutions in Myanmar and their functions, thereby learning 

about municipal administration, especially of the Yangon City Development 

Committee. But it does not cover the whole context of the public 

administration mechanism driven by the General Administration 

Department at all levels and public service operation carried out some by 

municipal administration at all regions and states as well. The study will 

finally recommendation for strengthening the existing institutions.  

1. Introduction  

As Myanmar recently has been gradually moving towards 

democracy and development, the role of local government institutions are 

important not only for establishing democracy and but accelerating the 

speed of development. The term Local Government Institutions itself 

denotes that the popular participation and involvement in steering the 

governance at the local level is crucial for socio-economic conditions. The 

local government institutions are the layer closes to the daily life of 

ordinary people. As mentioned, people at the local level are more interested 

in how their local government institutions are serving them and collecting 

from them as well than what other tiers of governments, namely regional 

and central governments are doing for them at the far level. 

With the political transition in Myanmar in 2010, the then former-

president U Thein Sein introduced democracy during his chair at president 

office from 2011 to 2016. During his presidency, he lifted off many strict 

variables enabling openings for economic investments and reforms for 
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municipal administration. Thus the economic conditions in Myanmar had 

developed to some extent developed and the linkage between democracy 

and development been intertwined in Myanmar. Through the landslide 

victory of National League for Democracy led by Nobel Laureate Daw 

Aung San Suu Kyi, the people of Myanmar placed a great hope on the 

shoulder of NLD- led government. As the globe depicts Daw Aung San Suu 

Kyi as an icon of democracy, almost everyone expects materialization of 

significant political transition towards democracy and better development.  

2. Method of the Study 

 This paper utilizes the descriptive method based on secondary data 

collected from news, research articles, government websites, existing laws 

and regulations. 

3. Local Government Institutions in Myanmar  

During democratization process, the local government institutions 

have to invite the people for active participation in changing social and 

economic conditions. The people can effect some controls over their local 

affairs which are affected by the central government policies. Additionally 

local government bodies are very important for the pace of development 

because it represents the microscopic interests of local welfare.  

 In Myanmar, one may find local administration rather than local 

governance institution. The division of administration can be categorized 

into five levels; the village, township, district, state (or) region and central 

government. Local administration begins with the village tract level and 

ends up at the district level.  

3.1 Village Level Local Administration  

The administrators at the village level can now be elected by the 

local people but still need approval from the township level administrator. 

The main functions village administration units have are to collect the 

government loan in locality, to report the land registrations, demographics 

and take care for village social security. But it cannot be fully mentioned as 

local government because the village administrators are provided with some 

subsidies but not salaried whether by the local people or the township 

administration. Surprisingly, the township administrators can dismiss the 

village administrators in terms of abuse-of-power, incompetence and 
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corruptions charges. Thus we can say its limited authority is not balanced 

with its electoral process.  

3.2 Township Level Local Administration  

  Another two levels, township and district level local 

administration, are the most powerful public administration agents between 

the state and the people. The township/district administrators are appointed 

by the General Administration Department which is a department under the 

Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA); unfortunately which is one of the three 

ministries totally controlled by the Commander in Chief. Thus local 

administration itself does not denote for local governance as long as local 

people cannot elect their government officials. Even though the township 

administrators have wide range of authority in such fields of data collection/ 

aggregation, supervising village administration, managing land, local 

dispute resolution and collecting different types of taxes, they serve rather 

as representatives of the central government or the agent of its mother 

ministry than representative of local people.  

3.3 Municipal Administration  

Fortunately, the public service sector has been engaged with the 

municipal administration despite the fact that the township and district 

levels administration cannot be mentioned as the third tier of government or 

local government. As Myanmar’s transition encourages the involvement of 

people in local governance the municipal authority has significant features 

such as having some elected local people representatives, independence 

from the central government, standing with its local revenue and possessing 

ability and availability to provide fundamental services.  

Meanwhile the municipal administration has some limitations even 

though it is the most important part in steering the public administration in 

Myanmar. Its constraints include its authority given electoral process and 

structure. However it has constraints on authority or interventions of higher 

level governments, the municipal administration has approximately and 

almost fully authority in implementing its functions on grass-root level. 

This article emphasizes on the municipal administration particularly 

Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC). The reason for selection of 

the YCDC for study will be given later. 
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The state/regional municipal ministers under the respective state 

and regional government have authority in some degree to exercise power 

in implementing its functions for rural and urban development. Meanwhile 

they are responsible to state or region prime ministers. Under the municipal 

minister, there are two committees for municipal administration at the 

township levels. The first one is the municipal committee that is partially 

elected by the local people and another one is municipal office which is run 

by the central government officials. As the committee-office is the only 

sample of decentralization in public administration and public service 

management, it still has to collaborate with many ministries from the central 

government. 

3.4 YCDC or Local Administration Unit   

Significantly different from other municipal administration, the 

Yangon and Mandalay municipal administration or the Yangon City 

Development Committee (YCDC) and Mandalay City Development 

Committee (MCDC) have special forms of decentralized administration 

system. After prescribed the law for YCDC and MCDC in 2013-2014. 

These are some elected officials in the leading committee. For instance, 

there are 9 members in YCDC in which 4 are elected by election process. 

At this time, Chairman of YCDC is appointed and serves as not only 

municipal minister for Yangon region under Yangon Region Government 

but also Mayor of Yangon.  

As sampled, this article will further investigate the functions, role 

and freedom of authority of YCDC because Yangon, the former capital of 

Myanmar, is now the commercial city of development in Myanmar and 

there are over 10000 staffs under YCDC. With vast investments to Yangon 

and its broader scope has become compulsory for development and 

democracy. And its tax collection and services provided to public processes 

will be specified as following.   

a.  Revenue of YCDC 

In accordance with law, the YCDC has to stand with its own revenue 

under the supervision of Yangon region government. If the revenue is about 

to be supplied, the YCDC may ask grants and loans from the Yangon region 

government under its law. The committee is responsible for its revenue and 

can establish the revenue as following.  
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1. Tax and fee levied and fines 

2. Revenue obtained from providing services, rental fee, service fee and 

selling materials, 

3. Fee levied from running vehicles on the committee-owned roads, 

4. License fee and business registration fee, 

5. Revenue gained from capital goods and money, 

6. Grants from government, 

7. Revenue and profits by investing funds, 

8. Share of income tax conferred by other departments within the 

committee area with the accordance of income tax law, 

9. Revenue gained from grants of other departments and fee from 

making contracts for non-moveable materials, 

10. Grants from Myanmar port authority’s annual total income as 

defined, 

11.  Internal and external assistance such as materials and money and  

12.  Revenue or foreign currency gained from leasing land and 

renting buildings. 

Additionally the committee can levy the following tax under the law.  

1. In order to meet the features of a city, the committee can levy tax 

and collect fee to maximize its functions in such area as city and 

housing development planning and municipal tasks  

2. With the existing law, the committee can levy tax for land and 

buildings 

3. If the machine and machine-related materials is used, the 

committee can include and levy tax. 

4. If the services fee is levied, the income and expenditures shall be 

balanced and  

5. The committee can levy the tax which is 5 percent of total annual 

income of the Myanmar’s port authority.  
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With given authority in collecting tax, the municipal administration 

also has vast tasks such as providing social services and managing business 

operations in its defined area.  Social service include city planning, water 

distribution, building public park and swimming pool and giving license for 

construction, while functions to manage the business operation include in 

managing municipal-owned markets, private markets, small business 

operations, hotels, restaurants and so   on.  

While learning public administration, the municipal committee has 

less control form the central level and can exercise its authority more freely 

as the other township level administration units. For instance, the township 

administrators may have to report to many upper levels but the township 

level municipal committee may make decisions freely. Furthermore, the 

municipal committee may collect new tax without contrasting the existing 

laws.  

4. Conclusion  

In conclusion, it would be reasonable for the committee to collect the 

carbon tax while the environment faces pollution due to over-importing 

vehicles in U Thein Sein-led government era. In addition, the committee 

faces some circumstances such as its expenses in collecting tax being 

sometimes higher than the revenue collected. The committee would better 

implement E-Government which could reduce unnecessary expenses, 

overload of its staffs. Apart from that, E-Government could save time and 

be good and transparent for the local people. Contemporary Myanmar’s 

consumption-density on mobile phones has become dramatically increased, 

thus providing services via online could benefit both the people and 

services-providers and in steering local government institutions as well.    

Despite limited authority and poor structural features as of local 

governments, the municipal units in Myanmar still have enough authority in 

providing public services and managing business operations at the local, 

township and district level as well. Before establishing new local 

institutions, strengthening the existing local institution such as municipal 

units could be a good example of decentralization in administration and a 

first step to move forward development and democracy in Myanmar.  
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က ်ိနစ္ာထက္္ ်ိိုေသာ ဒဏ္ရာ  

(ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသ၏ ျဖစရ္္က္်ိို ေ႔႔႔ာျ ျာ္း) 

သရူ်ိန႔္ြျ ္

စာတမာ္း က ်ာ္း 

ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ၏ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ား ျ္ပတ္ြျ္ားထိုတ္ကိုန္တြျ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတမွ 

ရရွ်ိေျြမွာ ထျ္သေ႔ာက္ မမ ာားျ္ာားေ္ေပ။ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝမႈရွ်ိေသာ 

တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္မ ာား ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားေစရနေ္႔႔႔ာရာတြျ္ သီ ်ိိုရီမ ာား ရ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ 

ၾကြယ္ဝမႈာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရား ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားမႈသပ္ ဆက္စ္္႔ က္ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႕ေသာ္ 

 ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား  ာားေကာျ္ားမႈမႈ၊ ဘ႑ာေရားေျဖေ႔ ာ႔မႈ ာွျ္႔ ေကာျ္ားမြန္ေသာ 

ဘတ္ဂ တ္ စနစ္တပ္ေဆာက္ာ်ိိုျမ္သွာ  မွန္တကယ္တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္ ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားာ်ိိုျ္မပ ္ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ 

ဤေ႔႔႔ာမႈတြျ ္က  ျ္ျ္ပ္နယရ္ွ်ိ ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသ၏ ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ား႔ို္္ျန္ားက်ိို ေ႔႔႔ာ 

ထာားသပ္ေပ။ သယ ဇာတ  ြြဲေဝျ ျ္ားသပ္  ျျ်ိမ္ား  မ္ားေရားျဖစစ္်္တြျ္ မွ ေျ သေဘာ 

တရာားဆီသ်ိို႕ေရာက္ေ ာျ ္ မေျဖရျွ္ာ်ိိုျေ္သားေသာ  ဓ်ိက  က္  ြဲျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ 

 ေကာျ္ားဆ ိုား ေျဖရျွ္ားရန ္ နပ္ား႔မ္ားတစ္ ိုမွ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတမ ွ ရေျြက်ိို 

မွီ ်ိိုေနၾကေသာ  ျ္ပ္နယာ္ွျ္႔ ေဒသတ်ိို႕သပ ္ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ စီား္ြာားေရားက်ိို စ်ိိုက္္ ်ိ ားေရားမႈ၊ 

ထိုတ္႔ို္္ေရားမႈ၊ ကိုန္သြယ္ေရား စေသာ စီား္ြာားေရားက႑မ ာားျဖျ္႔  စာားထ်ိိုားရန္ 

ၾက်ိ ားစာားဖ်ိို႕႔်ိိုသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ ျ္ျ ္  ေရားၾကီားေသာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား၏ ရေျြမ ာားက်ိို 

္ြျ္႔႔ျ္ားျမျ္သာမႈ တ်ိိုားတက္ေ ာျ္ ႔ို္္ျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ ၎တ်ိို႔ ္ြျ္႔႔ျ္ားျမျ္သာမႈရွ်ိျ ျ္ားသပ္ 

္ဋ်ိ္ကၡျဖစ္မႈမ ာားက်ိို ေ႔ ာ႔  ာ်ိိုျ္သ႔်ိိုမႈ၊ ္ဋ်ိ္ကၡျဖစ္မႈမ ာားမွ႔ြဲ ကာကြယ္ာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။ 

၁ေပ။ န်ိဒ နာ္း 

ကမၻာ႔ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားတြျ ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ္႔ စစ္မက္ျဖစ္္ြာား 

ေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားတြျ ္ ာဖရ်ိကရွ်ိ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားက  မ ာားစို ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ေဘာဂေေဒ္ပာရွျ ္

ဂ ်ိ ားဆက္စတစ္ဂ႔စ္ (Joseph Stiglitz, 2012)က သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ 

ာို်ိျ္ျ မ ာား ေ္အေပၚ ေ ာက္္  တ်ိိုျ္ား မွတ္  က္ျ္ ထာား္ သပ္ေပ။ “္ ိုမွန ္ာားျဖျ္႔ သဘာဝသ 

ယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားသပ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတမၾကြယ္ေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားထက္ 

္်ိိုဆျ္ားရြဲသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႔ရသပ္ေပ။ ၎ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားမွာ ေမွ ာ္မွန္ား  က္မ ာားာွျ္႔ ေျ္ာျ္ားျ္နျ္ဖစ္္ျဖစ္၍ 

တ်ိိုားတက္မႈောွားေကြားသ႔်ိိုမႈ၊ မပီမွ မႈ႔ြဲ ္်ိိုမ်ိိုၾကီားမာားသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႔ရသပ္ေပ။ သဘာဝသ 
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ယ ဇာတမ ာား ေ္အေပၚ   ြန္ၾကီားမာားစြာ ေဆာျ္ေစျ ျ္ားက႔ပ္ား ၎တ်ိို႕က်ိို ္ေ္ ာက္ေ ာျ္ 

မ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္ေ္မႈ၊ ဆ်ိို႔်ိိုသပ္မွာ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတမ ွဝျ္ေျြ ဓ်ိက ရရွ်ိေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားသပ ္

္ပာေရားမႈ၊ က န္ားမာေရားေစာျ္႔ေရွာက္မႈမႈ၊ ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈာွျ္႔  ြြဲေဝျဖန႕္ျဖ ားမႈမ ာားတြျ္ 

သ ိုားာ်ိိုျ္သပ္ေပ။” 

“On average, resource-rich countries have been more poorly than countries 

without resources. They have grown more slowly, and with greater inequality 

– just the opposite of what one would expect. After all, taxing natural 

resources at high rates would not cause them to disappear, which means that 

countries whose major source of revenue are natural resources and can use 

them to finance in education, healthcare, development and redistribution”. 

(Joseph Stiglitz, 2012) 

သဘာဝသ ဇာတက်ိို မွီ ်ိိုျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ္႔ ျ္ပ္တြျ္ားစစ္က်ိို ္်ိိုမ်ိို ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေစေသာ ္ ိုစ  

၄မ ်ိ ားရွ်ိသပ္ဟို ္ ေမာကၡ မ်ိိုက္ကယ ္ရ်ိို႕စ ္ (Michael Ross, 2002) ကေျ္ာ ြဲ႔သပ္ေပ။ (၁) 

ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ၏ စီား္ြာားေရား စြမ္ားေဆာျာ္်ိိုျမ္ႈက်ိို ထ်ိ ်ိိုက္ေစသပ္ေပ။ (၂)  စ်ိိုားရက်ိို ္်ိိုမ်ိို ာားနပ္ား 

ေစသပ္မႈ၊ ္်ိိုမ်ိို  ဂတ်ိ႔်ိိုက္စာားမႈျဖစ္ေစသပ္မႈ၊ တာဝန္  မႈက်ိို ေ႔ ာ႕နပ္ားေစသပ္ေပ။ (၃) 

သယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ျ္ပ္နယ္မ ာားတြျ္  ေနထ်ိိုျ္သူမ ာားက ၎တ်ိို႔ျ္ပ္နယ္က်ိို 

မွီ ်ိိုမႈကျ္ားေသာ(႔ြတ္႔္္ေသာ)  ျ္ပ္နယ္ ္ ိုစ ျဖစ္႔ာရန ္ မက္႔ ိုား (Incentive) 

ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေစသပ္ေပ။ (၄) ္ိုန္ကနထ္ၾကြမႈမ ာား(္ဋ်္ိ ကၡမ ာား)က်ိို ေျြေၾကားေထာက္္ မႈမ ာား 

ျဖစ္႔ာေစသပ္ ဟိုဆ်ိို ြဲ႔သပ္ေပ။  

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတာွျ္႔ ္တ္သက္ေသာ ေမာ္ဒယ္ (Model) ၃ ို ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။  

(က) ဒတ္ဒစီ ေမာ္ဒယ္ (Dutch Disease Model)  

( ) ရမ္႕စီကျ္ား ေမာ္ဒယ္ (Rent-seeking Model) ာွျ္႔  

(ဂ)  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ား ေမာ္ဒယ္ (Institutions Model) တ်ိို႕ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

(က) ဒတဒ္စ ီေမာ္ဒယ ္(Dutch Disease Model)  

ဒတ္ဒစီ ေမာ္ဒယ္ (Dutch Disease Model)က်ိို ္ ေမာကၡဆက့္္နွျ့္္ 

္ ေမာကၡဝ နာ (Sachs & Warner, 1995) တ်ိို႕က ၁၉၉၅ ိုာွစ္တြျ္ သဘာဝသယ  
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ဇာတၾကြယ္၀ျ ျ္ား နွျ့္္ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈတ်ိို႔သပ္  ာိုတ္႔ကၡဏာ ဆက္စ္္ေ 

နသပ္က်ိို  တပ္ျ္  ြဲ႔ၾကသပ္ေပ။ သေဘာသဘာဝ ရ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝျ ျ္ား 

သပ္ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈာွျ္႔ ဆက္စ္္ေနသပ္ေပ။  

 ဆ်ိို္  ေမာ္ဒယ္က်ိို သ ိုားမ ်ိ ား ြြဲျ ာား္ျဖစ္၍ ေ႔႕႔ာ္ သပ္ေပ။ (၁) ကိုန္သြယ္မႈရွ်ိေသာ 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတက႑(a tradable natural resources sector)မႈ၊ (၂) ကိုန္သြယ္မႈ 

ျ္ ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာစက္မႈက႑ (a tradable manufacturing sector) ာွျ္႔ (၃) 

ကိုန္သြယ္မႈမရ်ိွေသာက႑(a non-traded sector)တ်ိို႔ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ႔ို္္သာားာွျ္႔ 

 ရျ္ား ာွီားက်ိို  သ ိုားျ္ ေသာ က႑၂ ိုမွာ ကိုန္သြယ္ထိုတ္႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ က႑ာွျ္႔ 

ကိုန္မသြယ္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ က႑တ်ိို႕ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ေယဘိုယ  ာားျဖျ္႔ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ 

ၾကြယ္ဝမႈ ရွ်ိေသာ စီား္ြာားေရား ေဆာက္   ိုမ ာား၏ ဝျ္ေျြတ်ိိုားတက္မႈသပ္  

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ေတြ႕ရွ်ိမႈ  ေ္အေပၚတြျ ္ မွီ ်ိိုေနသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ေၾကာျ္႔ ဤသပ္က 

ဝယ္႔်ိို ာား ္်ိို႔ွ  မႈ ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေစျ္ီား ကိုန္မသြယ္မရွ်ိေသာ ေစ ားကြက္ရွ်ိ ကိုန္္စၥပ္ားမ ာား္  

ေစ ားတက္႔ာေစေ႔့္ရွ်ိသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ ျ္ျ ္ ္ ေမာကၡ ဆက့္္ ာွျ္႔ ဝ နာ 

(Sachs & Warner, 1997) တ်ိို႕၏ ေ႔႔႔ာမႈတြျ ္သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ 

ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားတြျ ္ ကိုန္သြယ္မႈ မရွ်ိေသာ ကိုန္္စၥပ္ားမ ာား ေစ ားာႈန္ားျမျ္႔မာားမႈ ရွ်ိသပ္က်ိို 

ေတြ႕ရွ်ိ ြဲ႔သပ္ေပ။ ျ္ပ္တြျ္ားရွ်ိ ေစ ားာႈန္ားျမျ္႔မာားသပ္႔ သြျ္ား ာားစိုမ ာားက်ိို  သ ိုားျ္ ရေသာ 

စက္မႈက႑သပ္  ၎တ်ိို႔၏ ထိုတ္ကိုန္မ ာားက်ိို ာ်ိိုျ္ျ တကာေစ ားကြက္တြျ္ ေရာျ္ား  သပ္႔ 

     ယွ်္ျ္်ိ ျ္ာ်ိိုျ္စြမ္ား မရွ်ိေတာ႕ေ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ေၾကာျ္႔ စက္မႈက႑ ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားမႈ ေဆာျ္ရြက္  က္မ ာား 

မေ ာျ္ျမျ္ေတာ႔ေ္ေပ။      ္္ ာားျဖျ္႔  သဘာဝသယ ဇာတၾကြယ္ဝေသာ တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္မ ာား 

တြျ္ သြျ္ား ာားစိုမ ာား ေစ ားာႈန္း ႀကးျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ ္်ိို႕ကိုန္ျမျ္႔တျ္မႈ မ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ျ္ားတ်ိို႔ေၾကာျ္႔ 

္်ိို႕ကိုန္်ီားစာားေ္ား တ်ိိုားတက္မႈ (Export-led growth) က်ိို ေ ာျ္ျမျ္မႈရရွ်ိေ ာျ ္

မေဆာျ္ရြက္ာ်ိိုျ္ေ္ေပ။  

 ဒတ္ဒစီေမာ္ဒယ္(Dutch Disease Model) ၏ ယူဆ  က္သပ္ 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝမႈာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရား ႔ို္္ေဆာျ္ာ်ိိုျ္မႈတ်ိိုားတက္ျ ျ္ားတ်ိို႔၏ၾကာားတြျ္ 

ဆက္စ္္မႈသပ္  ာိုတ္႔ကၡဏာေဆာျ္ေသာ  ေျ  ေနရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႔ေသာ ္

ထ်ိိုယူဆ  က္တြျ္  ာားနပ္ား  က္ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ေၾကာျ္႕ ဤေမာ္ဒယ္မွာေနာ္ေဝားာ်ိိုျ္ျ မႈ၊ 

ေဘာ့္စဝ နာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ာွျ္႔ ၾသစေတ ား႔ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ တ်ိို႕၏  ေျ  ေနက်ိို မေျဖရျွ္ားာ်ိိုျ္ေ္ေပ။  ဆ်ိို္  

ေမာ္ဒယ္၏  ာားနပ္ား  က္မွာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားတ်ိို႔၏  ာားနပ္ားမႈာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရား 

 ေဆာက္   ို ဖြြဲ႔စပ္ား္ ို ကြာျ ာားမႈတ်ိို႕က်ိို ထပ္႕သြျ္ား မစ်္ားစာားထာားေ္ေပ။   
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( ) ရမ့္္စကီျာ္းေမာ္ဒယ ္(The Rent-seeking model)  

ရမ့္္စီကျ္ားေမာ္ဒယ္ (The Rent-seeking model)သပ္ ဒတ္ဒစီ 

ေမာ္ဒယ္(Dutch Disease model) ာွျ္႔ ာ်ိႈျ္ားယွ်္္ က  ာဏာရွ်ိေသာ  ို္္စိုမ ာားမႈ၊ 

 ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားတ်ိို႔၏ မူေဘာျမ္ ာားက်ိို ္်ိိုမ်ိို  ထူားျ္ ေ႔႕႔ာထာားျ ျာ္း ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ Lane 

& Tornell (1999) ႔်ိန္ားာွျ္႔ေတာ္နယ္႔္တ်ိို႕က စီား္ြာားေရားန်ိမ္႕က ရျ ျ္ား ေၾကာျ္ားသပ္ 

ထိုတ္႔ို္္မႈက႑ က   ႕ျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ့္္ဟို Dutch Disease Model ကယူဆထာားျ ျ္ားထက္ 

မပီမွ ေသာ  ြြဲေဝမႈမ ာားေၾကာျ္႔ဟို ဆ်ိိုသပ္ေပ။ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ ရွျ္ား႔ျ္ား  က္ ရ သယ ဇာတ 

ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာား်ား၌ သဘာဝ ရ ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေနေသာ သယ ဇာတ က ်ိန္စာ(Resource 

Curse) သပ္  ြြဲေဝမႈ မပီမွ ျ ျ္ား  (Distributive Struggle in resource abundant 

countries) ာွျ့္္ ထ်ိို ရာက်ိို ကာကြယ္ေနေသာ  ာဏာရွ်ိ  ို္္စိုမ ာားေၾကာျ္႔ ဟိုဆ်ိိုသပ္ေပ။  

ဒတ္ဒစီေမာ္ဒယ္ (Dutch Disease Model)တြျ္ စီား္ြာားေရား က႑မ ာား မကြြဲျ္ာားေ္ေပ။ 

ရမ့္္စီကျ္ားေမာ္ဒယ္ (Rent-seeking model) တြျ္မႈ စီား္ြာားေရား  သ်ိိုျ္ား ဝ်ိိုျ္ားက်ိို ၂မ ်ိ ားသာ 

 ြြဲျ ာားထာားသပ္ေပ။ (၁) တရာားဝျ္ စြမ္ားေဆာျ္ရပျ္္ပ့္္ဝေသာက႑ (formal efficient 

sector) ာွျ္႔ (၂) တရာားမဝျ ္စြမ္ားေဆာျ္ရပ္နပ္ားေသာက႑ (informal less efficient 

sector) ဟူ္ျဖစ္၍ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

  ြန္စပ္ားၾက္္ျ ျ္ားသပ္  ာဏာရွ်ိေသာ  ို္္စိုမ ာားရြဲ႕ ဘ႑ာေရား ႔ႊြဲေျ္ာျ္ား 

မႈမ ာားက်ိို တရာားဝျ္သ်ိာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ  ရျ္ား ျမစ္ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  ဆ်ိို္   ို္္စိုမ ာားသပ္ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ 

 က ်ိ ား ျမတ္မ ာား တြက္   ြန္ေကာက္  ျ ျ္ားမ ွ ကာကြယ္ရန္ ေမွာျ္ ်ိိုက႑မ ာား( 

shadow sector)တြျ္  ြြဲေဝျဖန္႕ျဖ ားထာားေ႔႔ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုကြဲ႔သ်ိို႔  ာဏာရွ်ိေသာ 

 ို္္စိုမ ာား၏ ဝျ္ေျြတ်ိိုားတက္ျ ျ္ားသပ္ တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္်ား၌ ဝျ္ေျြသ ိုားစြြဲမႈျမျ္႔တက္႔ာေသာ္ 

႔ပ္ား စီား္ြာားေရား တ်ိိုားတက္မႈ ောွားေကြားမပ္ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

႔်ိန္ားာွျ္႔ ေတာ္နယ္႔္ ၁၉၉၉ ( Lane & Tornell, 1999)က ဘ႑ာေရား သ ိုားစြြဲမႈ 

ျမျ္႔တက္ျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ ဆ်ိိုားရြာားေသာ စီား္ြာားေရား စြမ္ားေဆာျ္မႈက်ိို ေ်ိိုရာစီားတီားသက္ ေရာက္မႈ 

(Voracity effect) ဟူ္ျဖစ္၍ ဆ်ိို ြဲ႔သပ္ေပ။  ဆ်ိိ္ု  သက္ေရာက္မႈဆ်ိိုသပ္မွာ တရာားဝျ္က႑ 

မ ာား၏ ျ္န္ရ  က္တ်ိိုားတက္ေစရန္  စ်ိိုားရမွ ၎၏ ႔ို္္္်ိိုျ္ ြျ္႔က်ိို  သ ိုားျ္ ္ျဖစ္၍ ဘ႑ာေျြမ ာား 

က်ိို သ ိုားစြြဲျ ျ္ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  ဆ်ိို္  သက္ေရာက္မႈသပ္ ဝျ္ေျြတ်ိိုားေစျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုား 

တက္မႈက်ိို  ာိုတ္႔ကၡဏာသေဘာ ဆက္စ္္မႈရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ ဆ်ိို႔်ိိုသပ္မွာ ဝျ္ေျြတ်ိိုား႔ာ 

ေသာ္႔ပ္ား စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈ ရရွ်ိမပ ္ မဟိုတ္ေ္ေပ။  ျ ာားတစ္ဖက္တြျ္ စီား္ြာားေရား 
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တ်ိိုားတက္မႈရရွ်ိေသာ္႔ပ္ား ဝျ္ေျြ တ်ိိုားတက္႔ာမပ္မဟိုတ္ေ္ေပ။ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ေတာ္  စ်ိိုားရက 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတမွ ဝျ္ေျြ ရရွ်ိေသာ ္ ိုစ သပ္  ာဏာရွ်ိ ို္စ္ိုမ ာား ႔ြယ္ကူစြာ 

ဝျ္ေျြရရွ်ိာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ ဘတ္ဂ တ္စနစ္္ ိုစ ျဖစေ္စသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုေၾကာျ္႔ တ  တရ တြျ္ 

ျ္ပ္သူမ ာား တြက္ သက္သာေ  ာျ္  ်ိေရား(Welfare) ာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈတ်ိို႔ မရွ်ိဘြဲ 

ဝျ္ေျြမ ာားမွာ  ေ႔ ႔ြျ္႔ဆ ိုားရ ႈားမႈမ ာား ရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။  

 ထက္္  ရမ့္္စီကျ္ားေမာ္ဒယ္ (Rent-Seeking model) မွာ သဘာဝသယ  

ဇာတ က ်ိန္စာျဖစ္မႈက်ိို ရွျ္ားျ္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ္႔ပ္ား ၎ေမာ္ဒယ္၏ ျ္ နာမွာ  ဖြြဲ႔ စပ္ားမ ာား 

(Institutions)  ေ္အေပၚတြျ ္မွီတပ္စ်္ားစာားမႈျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

(ဂ)  ျစ္တကီ  ားရျွာ္းေမာ္ဒယ ္( The institutions Model) 

  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ား ေမာ္ဒယ္ဆ်ိိုသပ္မွာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာားာွျ္႔ ရမ့္္စကီျ္ား က်ိို 

ေ္ ျ္ားစ္ ္သ ိုားသ္္ထာားျ ျ္ားျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ မယ္႔ြန္၂၀၀၆ (Mehlum, 2006) သပ္  ျ္စတီ 

က  ားရွျ္ား ေမာ္ဒယ္က်ိို စတျ္ေဖာ္ထိုတ္ ြဲ႔ျ္ီား ရမ့္္စီကျ္ားာွျ္႔  သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ 

ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားမ ွ  ျ္စတကီ  ားရွျ္ားမ ာားက်ိို  ဓ်ိက ္စ္မွတထ္ာား ေ႔႕႔ာထာား 

ျ ျ္ားျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

 မယ္႔ြန္၏ ရွျ္ားျ္  က္မွာ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝျ ျ္ားသပ္ 

 ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာားက်ိို    ်ိ ႕ေသာ စမ္ားသ္္မႈျဖစ္ေစျ္ီား သယ ဇာတ က ်ိန္စာသပ္ 

ပ ့္ဖ ျ္ားေသာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္မ ာား တပ္ရွ်ိေနေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားတြျ္သာ ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚသပ္ဟို 

ဆ်ိိုသပ္ေပ။ ်္မာ ာားျဖျ္႔ ေနာ္ေဝားာ်ိိုျ္ျ  ( Norway) ာွျ္႔ ေဘာ႔စဝ န ာ်ိိုျ္ျ  (Botswana) 

တ်ိို႔တြျ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈ ရရွ်ိျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ 

 ဂတ်ိ႔်ိိုက္စာားမႈနပ္ား္ ားျ ျ္ားသပ္  ာားေကာျ္ားေသာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား 

ရွ်ိျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ္႔ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႕ေသာ ္ ပ ့္ဖ ျ္ားေသာ  ျ္စတီားက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား ရွ်ိသပ္႕ 

ာ်ိိုက္ဂ ီရီားယာားာ်ိိုျ္ျ  (Nigeria)မႈ၊ ေီနီဇြြဲ႔ာားာ်ိိုျ္ျ  (Venezuela)မႈ၊ မကၠဆီက်ိိုာ်ိိုျ္ျ  (Mexico)ာွျ္႔ 

ကြန္ဂ်ိိုာ်ိိုျ္ျ  (Congo) ာ်ိိုျ္ျ တ်ိို႔သပ္ ေနာ္ေဝားာ်ိိုျ္ျ ာွျ္႔ ေဘာ႔စဝ န ာ်ိိုျ္ျ တ်ိို႔ာွျ္႔ ာ်ိႈျ္ားယွ်္္ က 

စီား္ြာားေရားစြမ္ားေဆာျ္ရပ ္ ဆ်ိိုားရြာားသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရွ်ိရသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုကြဲ႔သ်ိို႔  ာားနပ္ားေသာ 

 ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာားရွ်ိျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝျ ျ္ားတ်ိို႕သပ္ သယ ဇာတ 

က ်ိန္စာက်ိို ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေစေသာ  ေၾကာျ္ား ရျ္ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

 မယ္႔ြန္ ၂၀၀၆( Mehlum, 2006) ၏ ေ႔႔႔ာမႈတြျ္  ဓ်ိကေတြ႕ရွ်ိ  က္မွာ 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာား၏ စီား္ြာားေရားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈက်ိို ောွားေကြား 
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ေ ာျ္႔ို္္သပ္မွာ  ပ ့္ဖ ျ္ားေသာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ား္ျ္ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ေၾကာျ္႔ ဤေမာ္ 

ဒယ္သပ ္ ဒတ္ဒစ ီ ေမာ္ဒယ္၏ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝမႈာွျ္႔ စီား္ြာားေရား 

႔ို္္ေဆာျ္ာ်ိိုျမ္ႈတ်ိိုားတက္ျ ျ္ားတ်ိို႔၏ ဆက္စ္္မႈသပ္  ာိုတ္႔ကၡဏာ ေဆာျ္ေသာ 

 ေျ  ေနမဟိုတ္ျ ျ္ားက်ိို ျျျ္ားဆ်ိိ္ု  သပ္ေပ။  

 သဘာဝသယ ဇာတသပ္ စီား္ြာားေရားက်ိို တ်ိိုားတက္ေစာ်ိိုျ္သ႔်ိိုမႈ၊ ဆိုတ္ယိုတ ္

ေစာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။  ထက္္   ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားေမာ္ဒယ္ ရ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားတ်ိို႕၏ 

 ရပ္ ေသြားကြာဟျ ျ္ားသပ္သာ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတၾကြယ္ဝေသာာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာား၏ စီား္ြာား 

ေရား ေကာျ္ားျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ ဆ်ိိုားျ ျ္ားက်ိို  ဆ ိုား ျဖတ္ေ္ားာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ  ဓ်ိက  ေၾကာျ္ား ရျ္ား 

ျဖစ္္ သပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႔ေသာ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ  မ ာားစိုတြျ္  ာဏာ 

က်ိိုေဟ်ိိုထ်ိန္ား   ္္မႈမ ာားေသာ  ေျ  ေနရွ်ိျ္ီား  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာားမွာ႔ပ္ား  ာားနပ္ား 

္ သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ ျ္ျ ္ ဆ်ိို္  သဘာဝသယ ဇာတက်ိို မပ္ကြဲ႔သ်ိို႔   မ္ားသာ ၾကြယ္ဝေ ာျ္ 

စီမ  န႕္ ြြဲာ်ိိုျ္မႈ ေ္အေပၚတြျ္႔ပ္ား ကြာဟ  က္ ၾကီားမာား္ သပ္ေပ။  ျ္န္ ႔ွန္ ာားျဖျ္႔ 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ မ ာားတြျ္ေကာျ္ားမြနေ္သာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ား 

မ ာားတစ္ ိုတပ္ား ရွ်ိျ ျ္ားက႔ပ္ား စီား္ြာားေရားစြမ္ားေဆာျ္မႈာွျ္႔ တ်ိိုားတက္မႈ ရရွ်ိေ ာျ ္

ျ္ ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္႔်ိမ္႕မပ္ဟို မဆ်ိို႔်ိိုာ်ိိုျ္ေ္ေပ။  

ဇယာား(၁) သယ ဇာတၾကြယဝ္မႈာွျ္႔ ဆကာ္ြယ္္ျဖစ္၍ ျဖစ္္ ြာားေသာ ျ္ပတ္ြျာ္းစစ္္ ြြဲမ ာား 

(ေ႔႔႔ာ ြဲ႔ေသာ ာ်ိိုျျ္ မ ာား)မႈ၊ ၁၉၉၁မ ွ၂၀၁၀ာွစမ္ ာား 

Country Duration Resources 
Afghanistan 1978 – Present Gems, Opium 
Angola (Cabinda) 1975 - Present Oil 
Myanmar (Burma) 1949 - Present Timber, Tin, Gems, 

Opium 
Colombia (Colombia 
Conflict) 

1964 – Present Oil, Gold, Coca 

Indonesia (Papua 
Conflict)  

1962 – Present Copper, Gold 

Source: Prof. Michael Ross (2002), Natural Resources and Civil War: An overview with 
some Policy Options.  
Note: Author revised the list.  
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၂ေပ။ က  ျျ္္ပန္ယ၏္ ေနာက ္     က ္႔ကမ္ ာား 

က  ျ္ျ္ပ္နယ္သပ ္   ျမစ္ၾကီားနာား  ရ်ိိုျ္မႈ၊ မ်ိိုားပွျ္ား ရ်ိိုျ္မႈ၊ ေန္ားေမာ္ ရ်ိိုျ္ာျွ္႔ 

္ူတာ ်ိို ရ်ိိုျ္ဟူ္ျဖစ္၍  ရ်ိိုျ ္ ေ႔ား ိုျဖျ္႔ ဖြြဲ႔စပ္ားထာားျ္ီားမႈ၊ ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္နွျ့္္ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္ ြြဲ နွစ္ဆယ့္္က်ိိုား 

 ိုရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ ၂၀၁၄ ိုနွစ ္သန္ားေ  ျ္ားစာရျ္ား ရ ႔ူ်ီားေရ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ား (၁၆၈၉၄၄၁)်ီား ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ 

ျမ်ိ ႕ျ္တြျေ္နထ်ိိုျေ္သာ ႔ူ်ီားေရမွာ (၃၆)ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာႈန္ားရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။  သက္ ္်ိိုျ္ား ျ ာား ရ 

 သက္ ၀ာွစ္မ ွ ၁၄ာွစ္ ထ်ိ (၃၀)ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာႈန္ားရွ်ိျ္ီားမႈ၊  ႔ို္္႔ို္္ာို်ိျ္သူ ( သက္ ၁၅ာွစ္မ ွ

၆၄ာွစ္) (၆၆)ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာႈန္ားရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။ သက္ၾကီားရြယ္ ်ိို ( သက္၆၅ာွစ္ာွျ္႔  ထက္) မွာ 

(၄)ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာႈန္ားရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။ 

္ ို (၁)  ရ်ိိုျေ္႔ား ို၏ ႔ူ် ာီးေရစိုစိုေ  ္ျာ္းျ္္ ို 

 

ရျ္ားျမစမ္ႈ၊ ၂၀၁၄  ိုာွစ္  ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ႔ူ် ီားေရာွျ္႔  ်ိမ္ ေၾကာျ္ား ရာ သန္ားေ  ျ္စာရျ္ား (၂၀၁၅)မႈ၊ 

က  ျ္ျ္ပန္ယမ္ႈ၊ သန္ားေ  ျစ္ာရျ္ား စီရျ္  စာ  တြြဲ(၃-က)ေပ။ 

 ထက္္  ္ ို(၁)  ရ က  ျ္ျ္ပ္နယ္၏ ႔ူ်ီားေရသပ္ ဖာားကန္႔ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္တပ္ရွ်ိေသာ 

မ်ိိုားပွျ္ား ရ်ိိုျ္တြျ ္ မ ာားဆ ိုား ျဖစေ္နသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရ္ သပ္ေပ။  
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္ ို(၂) မ်ိိုားပျွာ္း ရ်ိိုျရ္ွ်ိ ျမ်ိ ႕နယ/္ျမ်ိ ႕နယ ္ြြဲမ ာားရွ်ိ ႔ူ် ာီးေရ 

 

ရျ္ားျမစမ္ႈ၊ ၂၀၁၄  ိုာွစ္  ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ႔ူ် ီားေရာွျ္႔  ်ိမ္ ေၾကာျ္ား ရာ သန္ားေ  ျ္စာရျ္ား (၂၀၁၅)မႈ၊ 

က  ျ္ျ္ပန္ယမ္ႈ၊ သန္ားေ  ျစ္ာရျ္ား စီရျ္  စာ  တြြဲ(၃-က)ေပ။ 

 ထက္္  ္ ို(၂)  ရမႈ၊ မ်ိိုားပွျ္ား ရ်ိိုျ္ရွ်ိ ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္ာွျ္႔ ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္ ြြဲမ ာားတြျ္ ဖာားကန္႔ 

ျမ်ိ ႕နယ္သပ္ ႔ူ်ီားေရ (၃၁၂၂၇)်ီားျဖျ္႔  မ ာားဆ ိုား ရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။  

၂၀၁၄ ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ  ႔ူ်ီားေရာွျ္႔  ်ိမ္ ေၾကာျ္ား ရာ သန္ားေ  ျ္ားစာရျ္ား ရ 

စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ား႔ူ်ီားေရ (၁၆၈၉၄၄၁)ေယာက္ ရ်ိွသပ္႔ နက္ ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသရွ်ိ ႔ူ်ီားေရ 

သ ိုားသ်ိန္ားေက ာ္မွာ   မ္ားသာ  ျ္ေသာ ႔ူသာားမ ာား၏ ္ျ္က်ိိုယ္ေီဇက်ိို သက္ေသျ္ေ 

နသူမ ာားဟို ဆ်ိိုာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။ ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ မႈ၊ က  ျ္ျ္ပ္နယ္ရွ်ိ ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသသပ္ ကမာၻတြျ္ 

ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ား ထြက္ဆ ိုားေနရာ တစ္ ိုျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ သဘာ၀ သ ယ ဇာတမွ ရရွ်ိေသာ 

၀ျ္ေျြက်ိိုသာ  ာားက်ိိုားေနရသပ္႕ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ  တြက္မႈ၊ ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ားေရာျ္ား  မႈမ ွ ရရွ်ိ႔ာ 

သပ္႔ ၀ျ္ေျြသပ္  ဓ်ိက တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္၏ ဝျ္ေျြရ႔မ္ားတစ္ ိုဟို ဆ်ိိုန်ိိုျ္သပ္ေပ။  ဆ်ိို္  

သ ယ ဇာတေ္ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာေဒသပ ္ျ္ နာေ္ ျ္ားမ ာားစြာက်ိို ရျ္ဆ်ိိုျ္ေနရသပ္ေပ။ 

၃ေပ။ စိုစိုေ္ ျာ္း ျ္ပတ္ြျာ္းထိုတက္ိုနတ္ြျ္္  ဝျေ္သာ သတ  က႑ 

 ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ၏ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ား ျ္ပ္တြျ္ားထိုတ္ကိုန္(ဂ ီဒီ္ီ)တြျ္ သတ  က႑မွ ဝျ္ေျြ 

သပ္ ထျ္သေ႔ာက္ မမ ာားျ္ာားေ္ေပ။ ျမနမ္ာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ၏ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ားျ္ပ္တြျ္ား 

ထိုတ္ကိုန္တန္ဖ်ိိုားမွာ၂၀၁၆-၂၀၁၇ ိုာွစ္တြျ ္ ၇၉၇၂၀၈၉၇.၉ က ္္သန္ားေ္ ျ္ားျဖစ္ျ္ီား 

သတ က႑၏ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ားျ္ပ္တြျ္ားထိုတ္ကိုန္တန္ဖ်ိိုားတြျ္ ္ ဝျ္မႈမွာ ၈၃၅၂၇၉.၅ 

က ္္သန္ားေ္ ျ္ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ၎တန္ဖ်ိိုားာွစ္ ို၏ ကြာဟ  က္မွာ ဂဏန္ား၂႔ ိုား န္႕ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ 
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္ ို(၃) စိုစိုေ္ ျာ္း ျ္ပတ္ြျာ္းထိုတက္ိုနတ္ြျ္္  ဝျသ္ပ႕္ က႑မ ာား 

(ာစွ ္႔ို်ိကေ္စ ားာႈနာ္းမႈ၊ က ္သ္နာ္းေ္ ျာ္း)  

Source: CSO Year Book (2017)  

္ ို(၄)စိုစိုေ္ ျာ္း ျ္ပတ္ြျာ္းထိုတက္ိုန ္ (ာစွ ္႔်ိိုကေ္စ ားာႈနာ္း) ရွ်ိ သတ  တာူး ေဖာ္ 

ေရားက႑တ်ိိုားတကမ္ႈတနဖ္်ိိုား (က ္သ္နာ္းေ္ ျာ္း) 

Source: CSO Year Book (Various Issues) 

သတ  က႑တစ္ ိုတပ္ားက်ိို ၾကပ္႔႔ွ ျ္ တ်ိိုားတက္မႈမ ာားက်ိို ေတြ႕ရေသာ္႔ပ္ား 

 ထက္္  ္ ို ၃တြျ္္ ဝျေ္သာ ဂ ီဒီ္ီတြျ ္္ ဝျ္ေသာ  ျ ာားက႑မ ာားာွျ္႔ ာ်ိႈျ္ားယွ်္္ က 

သ်ိသ်ိသာသာ ေ႔ ာ႔နပ္ား႔ က္ရွ်ိသပ္က်ိိုေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။  
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၄ေပ။ ဖာားကန႕္ေဒသ၏ ျဖစရ္္က္်ိို ေ႔႔႔ာျ ျာ္း 1 

ဖာားကန္႕ေဒသသပ ္ ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ ရွ်ိ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ေ္ ၾကြယ္ဝေသာ  

ေဒသမ ာားတြျ္ ထျ္ရွာားေက ာ္ၾကာားေသာ ေဒသတစ္ ိုျဖစ္္  သပ္ေပ။ ၎ေဒသထြက္ 

ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ားမ ာားက်ိို  ဓ်ိက ဝယ္ယူသူမွာ တရိုတ္ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ျဖစ္္ သပ္ေပ။  

၄.၁ေပ။ ေရမေဆား ႔ိ္ု သ္မာားမ ာား၏  နာ္းက႑2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ေရမေဆား ႔ို္္သမာားမ ာားထြဲတြျ္ မ်ိမ်ိတ်ိို႔ ရ္္ေဒသ်ား၌ မ်ိသာားစိုက်ိို ေ႔ာက္ျွ 

ေအ ာင္ မရ  ေဖ ြႏိုငာင္  မသ း်ား၊ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ျ ာားတြျ္  ႔ို္္႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ  ေျ  ေနမရွ်ိသူမ ာားမႈ၊ 

႔ို္္က်ိိုျ္စာားေသာက္ာ်ိိုျေ္သာ တတ္္ပာ မတတ္သူမ ာားမႈ၊ ဘြြဲ႕ရရ်ိွသမူ ာားမႈ၊  မ ်ိ ားသမီား 

 နပ္ားစိုာွျ္႔  သက္၁၈ာွစ္ေ ာက္ ကေ႔ားမ ာား ထ်ိ  ရြယ္စ ိုမႈ၊  ႔ႊာစ ို ္ ဝျ္သပ္က်ိို 

ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။ ၎တ်ိို႕သပ္ ဖာားကန္႕ေဒသသ်ိို႕ ေျ္ာျ္ားေရြ႕႔ာရျ ျ္ား၏  ဓ်ိက ေ 

ၾကာျ္ား ရျ္ားမွာ မူ႔ေနရ္ေ္ဒသတြျ္ မ်ိသာားစို ာား ေ႔ာက္ျွ ာျ္ ႔ို္္က်ိိုျ္ရွာေဖြ 

မေကြ ားာ်ိိုျ္ေသာေၾကာျ္႕ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုသ်ိို႔ ဆျ္ားရြဲျ ျ္ားမ ွ   မ္ားသာျ ျာ္းဆီသ်ိို႔ ႔ ျ္ျမနစ္ြာ 

ကူားေျ္ာျ္ားန်ိွျ္ေသာ ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ားရွာေဖြျ ျ္ား႔ို္္ျန္ားမွာ ၎တ်ိို႕ တြက္  ၾကီားမာား 

ဆ ိုားေသာမက္႔ ိုား္ျ္ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ ျ္ျ ္ စာရျ္ားရ်ိွ   က္ ႔က္မ ာား ရ  သက္ 

၂၄ာွစ္ေ ာက္ ႔ူျယ္်ီားေရသပ္ စိုစိုေ္ ျ္ား ႔ူ်ီားေရ၏ (၂၈)ရာ ်ိိုျာ္ႈန္ားရွ်ိသပ္က်ိို 

ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။ ဤ   က္မွာ ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ တြျ ္ ျ္ပ္္သ်ိို႔ သြာားေရာက္ ႔ို္္႔ို္္ 

ေနၾကေသာ ႔ူ်ီားေရာွျ္႔ ဖာားကန္႕ကြဲ႔သ်ိို႕ေသာ ေနရာမ ်ိ ားတြျ္ ႔ူျယ္႔ို္္သာားမ ာား 

စိုျ္  ေနျ ျ္ားသပ္ ျ္ပ္တြျ္ားတြျ ္ ႔ို္္ က်ိိုျ္ ရွာား္ ားျ ျ္ားမႈ၊  ႔ို္္ က်ိိုျ္   ြျ္႔ ႔မ္ား 

နပ္ား္ ားျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ ႔ို္္ျန္ားမ ာား၏ ႔်ိို ္္  က္ာွျ္႔ ျ္ပ္႔စ ိုေသာ ႔ို္္သာား ျ္ ာားမရွ်ိျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ 

မ်ိသာားစိုတစ္ ို ရ္္တပ္ာ်ိိုျ္ေ႔ာက္ေသာ ဝျ္ေျြမရွ်ိျ ျ္ားတ်ိို႔ေၾကာျ္႔ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ဤကြဲ႔သ်ိို႕ 

ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ တြျ ္ ႔ူျယ္႔ို္္သာားမ ာား မ ာားျ္ာားျ ျ္ားသပ္ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ  တြက္  က ်ိ ားရွ်ိစြာ 

 သ ိုား  ာ်ိိုျ္္ က ေကာျ္ားမြန္ေသာရ႔ဒ္က်ိိုျဖစ္ေစဖ္ီားမႈ၊  သ ိုားမ  ာ်ိိုျ္္ က ထ်ိို႔ူျယ္်ီား 

                                                      
1 ဤစာတမ္ားတြျ ္ ္ ရွ်ိေသာ ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသ၏    က္ ႔က္မ ာားမွာ က်ိိုယတ္်ိိုျ္ၾက  ေတြ႕ ြဲ႔ေသာ 
 ေတြ႕ ၾက  မ ာားက်ိို  ေျ   ္ျဖစ္၍ ေရားသာားထာားျ ျ္ား ျဖစ္္ သပ္ေပ။  
2 ေ အေပၚ ေ၀အေပၚ ရေမွာ္ထြဲတြျ္ ေနၾကာသူမ ာားက်ိို ေမွာ္ၾကာမႈ၊ ေက ာကသ္ယေ္္ားသူမ ာားက်ိို ေဂ ာ္ကီမႈ၊ 

ေက ာက္ဝယသ္ူေ ားက်ိို ေ႔ာ္္န ္စသပ္ျဖျ္႔ ေ အေပၚဆ်ိိုၾကသပေ္ပ။ 
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ေရသပ္ သက္ၾကီား္်ိိုျ္ားသ်ိို႕ ေျ္ာျ္ား႔ြဲသြာားေသာ   ်ိန္တြျ္ တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ ္တြက္ ၀နင္ထငတင္ 

၀နင္ ႏိုငးျဖဖင္ သင္္။ ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား  မ ာားစိုသပ္ ဖာားကန္႔ေဒသသ်ိို႔ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ 

ေဆြမ ်ိ ားမ ာားာွျ္႔ သူျယ္  ျ္ားမ်ိတ္ေဆြတ်ိို႕၏  ကူ ပီျဖျ္႔ ေရာက္ရွ်ိ႔ာျ ျ္ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ 

ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားသပ္ ၁၂႔ရာသီ၏ မ်ိိုားရာသီကာ႔ ျဖစ္ေသာ ေမ႔မႈ၊ ဇြန္႔ာွျ္႔ 

ဂ  ႔်ိိုျ္႔မ ာားမွ ႔ြြဲ္ျဖစ္၍ က န္သပ္႔႔မ ာားတြျ္ ေက ာက္ရွာၾကသပ္ေပ။  

ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားသပ္  ႔ြန္စြန္႕စာား္ျဖစ္၍  ႔ို္္႔ို္္ၾကရသူမ ာား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ 

ေက ာက္ရွ်ိာ်ိိုျ္သပ္႔ မပ္သပ္႔ ေနရာမဆ်ိို ေတာျ္ကမ္ား္ ားေ္အေပၚတြျ္ျဖစ္ေစမႈ၊  ေျ မ ်ိိုျ ္

ေသာ ေျမစာ္ ိုေ္အေပၚတြျ ္ျဖစ္ေစမႈ၊ ေ္ေ္ ျ္ားမ ာားစြာ ျမျ့္္ေသာ ေတာျ္ေစာျ္ားေ္အေပၚတြျ ္ျဖစ္ေစ  

ေက ာက္ရွာၾကသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ တြက္  ကာ ကြယ္္စၥပ္ားမ ာား ျဖစ္ စစ္ဖ်ိန္ ္ (္ြ်ိ ျ္႔ဖ်ိန္)္ 

က်ိိုသာ  ဓ်ိကထာား စီားၾကသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ ေျဖဆ်ိိုမႈ ရ ၎တ်ိို႕ တြက္ 

ေက ာက္ရွာရာ်ား၌  ာ ရယ္  မ ာားဆ ိုားျဖစ္ေစေသာ က်ိစၥ(၃) ိုမ ာားမွာ ေျမစာ္ ိုျ္်ိ က ျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ 

ေက ာက္တ ိုား႔်ိ္မ္႕က မႈေၾကာျ္႔ ထ်ိ ်ိိုက္ျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ ေဒသဆ်ိိုျ္ရာ စစ္တ္္မႈ၊ ရြဲတ်ိို႔ာွျ္႔ 

္ဋ်ိ္ကၡျဖစ္္ြာားျ ျ္ား တ်ိို႕ ျဖစ္ၾကသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႔ တြက္ ေျမစာ္ ို ျ္်ိ က မႈမ ာားေ႔ ာ႕က ေစရန္ 

ကိုမၼဏီမ ာားက်ိို ေျမစာ္ ိုမ ာားက်ိို ေ႔ွကာားထစ္မ ာား ျ္ ႔ို္္ေ္ားရန္မႈ၊ ေျမစာ္ ိုမ ာားေရ 

မ၀္္ေစရနေ္ျမာျ္ားေဖာ္ေ္ားျ ျ္ားာွျ္႔ ေျမစာ္ ိုက်ိို  ျမျ္႔ၾကီား မ္ ိုရန္ ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား 

မ ာားက  ၾက ျ္ ၾကသပ္ေပ။  

ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား  မ ာားစိုသပ ္ ဆ်ိိုျ္ကယ္ျဖျ္႔ သြာား႔ာၾကျ္ီား က်ိိုယ္္်ိိုျ္ ်ိမ္တြျ္ 

ေနထ်ိိုျ္ၾကသူ မ ာား္ သပ္ေပ။ ဤေနရာတြျ ္က်ိိုယ္္်ိိုျ္ ်ိမ္ဆ်ိိုသပ္မွာ မ်ိမ်ိစရ်ိတျ္ဖျ့္္  ်ိမ္မႈ၊ 

 ေဆာျ္ ေဆာက္႔ို္္ေနထ်ိိုျၾ္ကျ ျ္ားျဖစ္ဖ္ီား ၄ျ္ားတ်ိို႔က်ိို က်ိိုယ္္်ိိုျ္ ်ိမ္ဟိုသတ္မွတ္ကာ 

 မ ာား ာားျဖျ္႔ ဂရန္မရွ်ိေ္ေပ။  

၎တ်ိို႕၏ ေျဖဆ်ိို  က္မ ာား ရ ၂၀၁၇ ိုာွစ္ကာ႔်ား၌ ကိုမၼဏီမ ာားာွျ္႔ေရမေဆားသမာားမ ာား 

္ဋ်ိ္ကၡ ျဖစ္္ ြာားမႈမ ာား ္်ိိုမ်ိိုမ ာားျ္ာား႔ာသပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႔ေသာ ္ ၂၀၁၆ကာ႔ ေက ာ္တြျ္ 

ကိုမၼဏီ႔ို္္ကြက္မ ာား်ား၌ ေရမေဆားသမာားမ ာား ာား ေက ာက္ရွာ ြျ္႔ျ္ ေသာေၾကာျ္႔ 

ေက ာက္ရွာရသပ္မွာ္်ိိုမ်ိို႔ြတ္႔္႔္ာျ ျ္ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  ကိုမၸဏီ႔ို္္ကြက္မ ာားထြဲသ်ိို႔ 

၀ျ္ေရာကေ္က ာက္ရွာေဖြရေသာ ္ ိုစ မွာ ကိုမၼဏီမ ာားမွ ၎တို်ိ႕႔ို္္ကြက္ တြျ္ား 

ေက ာက္ရွာမႈ ရ္္နာားေသာ   ်ိန ္္ ိုမွန္ ာားျဖျ္႔ ပေန ၄နာရမီ ွမနက ္၉နာရီထ်ိျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ 

 ကယ္္ျဖစ္၍ ေရမေဆားသမာားမ ာားသပ္ ကိုမၸဏီ ႔ို္္ကြက္ တြျ္ား ေက ာက္ေတြ႔္ က 

ကိုမၸဏီ  ႔ို္္  ်ိန္ျ္န္မစမွ ီ ထ်ိိုေက ာက္က်ိို ကိုမၸဏီ႔ို္္ကြက္ တြျ္ားမွ    ်ိန္မွီ 

ထိုတ္ရမပ္ျဖစျ္္ီား    ်ိန္မွီ မထိုတ္ာ်ိိုျ္ ြဲ႕္ က ကိုမၸဏီ ္်ိိုျ္ေက ာက္  ျဖစ ္သ်ိမ္ားဆပ္ား 
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သပ္ဟို သ်ိရ္ သပ္ေပ။ ကိုမၸဏီ ႔ို္္ကြက္ တြျ္ား ရရွ်ိေသာ ေက ာက္မွာ  ေ႔ား  ်ိန္မ ာား 

႔ွ ျ္ ေဂ ာ္ကီေ အေပၚ ေက ာက္သယ္ေ္ားသူမ ာား(ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာား) က်ိို ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာနူ္ား 

 ြြဲေဝေ္ားရျ္ီား    ်ိန္မွီ ကိုမၸဏီ ႔ို္္ကြက္ တြျ္ားမွ ထိုတ္ယူရေ႔႕ရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။  

ဖာားကန္႔ရွ်ိေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားသပ္ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ၏ ေနရာေဒသေ္ ျ္ားစို မ႔ွာေသာ တ်ိိုျ္ားရျ္ား 

သာားေ္ ျ္ားစ ို ျဖစၾ္ကေသာ္႔ပ္ား  ဖက္ဖက္မွ ဖ်ိာွ်ိ္္မႈမ ာားေၾကာျ္႔    ျ္ား  ျ္ား စပ္ား 

႔ ိုားပပီြတ္မႈရွ်ိၾကသပ္ေပ။  

၄.၂ေပ။ ေက ာကရ္႔ ွျ ္ ြြဲေ္ားရ္ ို 

ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားတစ္ေယာက္ ေက ာက္ရ႔ွ ျ္ေ႔ာ္္န္က်ိို ၅၀ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာူန္ား ြြဲ 

ေ္ားရသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုမွတစ္ဆျ္႕ မ်ိမ်ိ ို္္စို ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားက်ိို  ေရ တြက္ ႔်ိိုက္ 

 ြြဲေ္ားရသပ္ေပ။ 

်္မာ - ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား တစ္ေယာက္သပ္ သ်ိန္ား ၁၀၀တန ္ေက ာက္တစ္႔ ိုားရ္ က 

သ်ိန္ား၅၀က်ိို ေ႔ာ္္န္ ာား ေ္ားရသပ္ေပ။ မ်ိမ်ိ ို္္စိုတြျ ္ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား ၅ေယာက္ရွ်ိ္ က 

တစ္ေယာက္က်ိို ၁၀ သ်ိန္ားျ္န္ ြြဲေ္ားရသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ေၾကာျ္႔ ၎ ို္္စို တြျ္ားရ်ိွ ေရမေဆား 

႔ို္္သာားတစ္ေယာက္႔ွ ျ္ ၁၀သ်ိနာ္း န္႕ရရွ်္ိ  သပ္ေပ။ 

ေ႔ာ္္န္မ ာားသပ္ ေက ာက္၏  ရပ္ ေသြားက်ိို ေရမေဆား႔ို္သ္ာားမ ာားထက္ ၾကပ့္ 

တတ္သမူႈ၊ နာား႔ပ္သူ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ေၾကာျ္႔ ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာား  မ ာားစိုသပ္ 

ေက ာက္ရွာျ ျ္ားသက္သက္သာျဖစ႔္ာျ္ီား ေက ာက္၏ တန္ဖ်ိိုားက်ိို မ န္႕မနွ္ားာ်ိိုျေ္္ေပ။ 

ထ်ိို႔ၾကာျ့္ ၎တ်ိို႕ ရသမွ ေက ာက္မ ာားက်ိို ေ႔ာ္္န္က်ိို  ္္ၾကသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုသ်ိို႕  ္္ရသပ့္ 

 တြက္  ဆ်ိို္ ေက ာက္၏  ေရာျ္ားဝယ္ျဖစေ္သာ  မွန္ေစ ားာႈန္ားက်ိို မသ်ိာ်ိိုျ္ေ္ေပ။  မွန္ 

 ေရာျ္ား ဝယ္ျဖစ ္ြဲ႔သပ္႔ ေစ ားာႈန္ားက်ိို မသ်ိျ ျ္ားသပ္ ၎တ်ိို ႔ တြက ္  ြြဲေဝမႈေဝစို 

ေ႔သ ့နပ္ားာ်ိိုျ္သပ္ေပ။  

 ထ်ိို႕ေၾကာျ္႔  စ်ိိုားရ ေနျဖျ္႔ ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားက်ိို တရာား၀ျ ္မတွ္္ ိုတျ္   မြဲ႔႔ို္္ 

ေ္ားသျ့္  ကး ထ်ိိုမွတ္္ ိုတျ္ရရွ်ိရန ္ ေက ာက္၏တန္ားဖ်ိိုားက်ိို သ်ိရ်ိွေစန်ိိုျ္ေသာမႈ၊ ေက ာက ္

၏ ရပ္ ေသြားက်ိို  ကြဲျဖတ္န်ိိုျေ္သာသျ္တန္ားမ ာားျဖျ္႔ ေထာက္္ ေ္ား္ က ေရမေဆား 

႔ို္္သာားမ ာား၏ နစ္နာမႈမ ာားက်ိို ကာကြယ္ာ်ိိုျ္မပ္ျဖစ္သ႔်ိို  မူ၀ ဒ ရေသာ္႔ပ္ားေကာျ္ားမႈ၊ 

ေဒသ၏ ဖြ ျဖ်ိ ားတ်ိိုားတက္မႈ ရေသာ္႔ပ္ားေကာျ္ား  ေကာျ္ ထပ္ေဖာ္ရန ္႔်ိို ္္သပ္႔ 

   က္ ႔က္မ ာား႔ပ္ားေကာျ္ား ရရွ်ိ႔ာမပ ္ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  
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၄.၃ေပ။ သေူ ား (သ်ိို႕မဟိုတ)္ ေ႔ာ္္န၏္   နာ္းက႑ 

 မ ာား ာားျဖျ္႔ ေရမေဆား႔ို္သ္ာားမ ာားသပ္ ဆျ္ားရြဲေသာေၾကာျ င့္ ဖာားကန္႔တြျ္ 

စာားမႈ၊ဝတ္မႈ၊ေနေရား ေျ္႔ပ္ေစရနေ္႔ာ္္န္ဆီတြျ ္  ႔ို္္႔ို္္ရသပ္ေပ။ ေ႔ာ္္န္မ ာားက 

ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာား ေနထ်ိိုျ္ရန္  ်ိမ္ေ္ားသပ္ေပ။ စာားန္္ရ်ိကၡာေထာက္္ ေ္ားသပ္ေပ။ 

 ဓ်ိက    က္မွာ  ဆ်ိို္  ေ႔ာ္္န္မ ာားသပ္ ေရမေဆား႔ို္သ္ာားမ ာား ေက ာက္မ 

ရသပ္တ်ိိုျ ္ ေထာက္္ မႈမ ာား ျ္ ထာားေသာေၾကာျ့္္ ေ႔ာ္္န္မ ာား၏   န္ားက႑မွာ 

 ႔ြန္ၾကီားသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရွ်ိရသပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုသို်ိ႕ ေ႔ာ္္န္ားမ ာားက ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာားက်ိို 

ေထာက္္ ရသပ္႕ တြက္ ေရမေဆား႔ို္္သာားမ ာား ေက ာက္ရသပ္႕   တြျ္ ေ႔ာ္္န္ား 

 ာား ၅၀ရာ ်ိိုျ္ာနူ္ား  ြြဲေ္ားရသပ္ေပ။ ဤ   က္သပ္ ေရမေဆား႔ို္သ္ာားမ ာား၏ ဘ၀က်ိို 

ေျ္ာျ္ား႔ြဲမႈ မျဖစေ္စေသာ  ဟန္႕ တာား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႔ေသာ္  ျ ာားတစ္ဖက္တြျ ္

ထ်ိိုကြဲ႔သ်ိို ႔  ြြဲေ၀မေ္ား  ျ္္ က က်ိိုယ္႕စရ်ိတ္ျဖျ္႔က်ိိုယ္ ေက ာက္ရွာရန္မွာ ေရမေဆား႔ို 

္္သာားမ ာား တြက္ ျဖစ္ာ်ိိုျ္ေ  နပာ္းေသာ  ေျ  ေနျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိို႕ ျ္ျ ္ ဖာားကန္ ႔ 

ေဒသသပ ္ ျ ာားေဒသမ ာားာွျ္႔ ာ်ိႈျ္ားယွ်္႔ွ ျ္ ကိုန္္စၥပ္ားာွျ္႔ ၀န္ေဆာျ္မႈေစ ားာႈန္ားမ ာားမွာ 

သ်ိသ်ိသာသာ မ ာားျ္ာားသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။  

၄.၄ေပ။ ေက ာကတ္ာူးေဖာ္ေရား ကိုမၸဏမီ ာား၏   နာ္းက႑ 

ေက ာက္တူားေဖာ္ေရား ကိုမၸဏီမ ာားသပ ္  ဖြြဲ႕ စပ္ား ာား႔ ိုားာွျ္႔ ဖာားကန္ ႔ရွ်ိျ္ပ္သူမ ာား 

 တြက္ ေဟ်ိို  က္မ ကြဲ႔သ်ိို႕ျဖစ္႔ာသပ္ေပ။ ႔မ္ားေဖာက္ျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ တ တာားေဆာက္ျ ျ္ားမွ စ 

က်ိစၥေတာ္ေတာ္မ ာားမ ာားတြျ္  ဖြြဲ႕ စပ္ားမ ာားသပ္ ကိုမၸဏီမ ာားဆီမွ ္်ိိုက္ဆ ေတာျ္ား 

ေလ့ရ်ိွသပ္ေပ။  

၄.၅ေပ။ သယ ဇာတ ြြဲေ၀မႈ  နာ္းက႑ 

သယ ဇာတ ြြဲေဝမႈမႈ၊  ျ္ပ္တြျ္ားစစာ္ွျ္႔ ျျ်ိမ္ား  မ္ားေရား မရရ်ိွမႈဟာ ေက ာက္တူား 

ေဖာ္ေရား႔ို္္ျန္ားမ ာားက်ိို ထ်ိ ်ိိုက္ေစသ႔်ိိုမႈ၊  ာားေ္ားရာ႔ပ္ား ေရာက္သပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရွ်ိ 

ရ္ သပ္ေပ။ တ္္မေတာ္သပ္ ဖာားကန္႕ေဒသတြျ ္႔ ိုျ   မူရွ်ိေစရန ္တာ၀န္ယူရေသာ  ဓ်ိက 

 ဖြြဲ႕ စပ္ားျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  ျ ာားတစဖ္က္တြျ္႔ပ္ား က  ျ္႔ြတ္ေျမာက္ေရား ဖြြဲ႕ Kachin 

Independence Army (KIA/KIO) ာွျ္႔ Arakan Army (AA) ကြဲ႔သ်ိို႔ေသာ 

တ်ိိုျ္ားရျ္ားသာား႔က္နက္က်ိိုျ္တ္္ဖြြဲ႕မ ာား၏   န္ားက႑သပ္ ေက ာက္တူားေဖာ္ေရား 

႔ို္္ျန္ားာွျ္႔ တ်ိိုက္ရ်ိိုက္ဆက္စ္္ေန္ သပ္ေပ။   
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သယ ဇာတ  ြြဲေဝျ ျ္ားသပ္  ျျ်ိမ္ား  မ္ားေရားျဖစ္စ်္တြျ္ မွ ေျ သေဘာတရာားဆီ 

သ်ိို႕ေရာက္ေ ာျ ္ မေျဖရွျ္ားာ်ိိုျေ္သားေသာ  ဓ်ိက  က္  ြဲျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုမွ ေျ  

 ေျ  ေနသ်ိို႔ မေရာက္ ျ္ကာ႔တြျ္္ျ ္ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ကိုန္ဆ ိုားာ်ိိုျ္သ႔်ိိုမႈ၊ 

သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ မကိုန္ဆ ိုား ျ္ မွ ေ    ေျ  ေနသ်ိို႔ ေရာက္ေ ာျ္ ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။ 

တစ္ျ ာားတစ္ဖက္တြျ္႔ြဲ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ ကိုန္ဆ ိုားျ ျ္ားက မ ွေ   ေျ  ေနက်ိို 

ေရာက္ရွ်ိာ်ိိုျ္သပ္ေပ။ မပ္သ်ိို႕္ျ္ျဖစေ္စ ျ္ပ္သူမ ာား တြက္ မပ္သပ္႔  ေျ  ေနက 

 ေကာျ္ားဆ ိုား ျဖစ္သပ္က်ိို စ်္ားစာားၾကဖ်ိို႕ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

 ေကာျ္ားဆ ိုား ေျဖရျွ္ားရန ္ နပ္ား႔မ္ားတစ္ ိုမ ွ သဘာ၀သယ ဇာတမွ ရေျြက်ိို 

မွီ ်ိိုေနၾကေသာ ျ္ပ္နယ္ာွျ္႔ ေဒသတ်ိို႕သပ္ ၎တ်ိို႕၏ စီား္ြာားေရားက်ိို စ်ိိုက္္ ်ိ ားေရားမႈ၊ 

ထိုတ္႔ို္္ေရားမႈ၊ ကိုန္သြယ္ေရား စေသာ စီား္ြာားေရားက႑မ ာားျဖျ္႔  စာားထ်ိိုားရန္ ၾက်ိ ားစာားဖ်ိို ႔ 

႔်ိိုသပ္ေပ။  ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ားက်ိို တရိုတ္ျ္ပ္မ ွ ဓ်ိက ၀ယ္ယူေသာေၾကာျ္႔ တရိုတ္ာ်ိိုျ္ျ သပ္ 

ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ေရား ရေသာ္႔ပ္ားေကာျ္ားမႈ၊ စီား္ြာားေရား ရေသာ္႔ပ္ားေကာျ္ား ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ား 

က႑တြျ္ သက္ေရာက္မူရွ်ိသပ္ေပ။ 

၄.၆ေပ။ မာူးယစေ္ဆား၀ ားာွျ္႔ ေ႔ာျာ္းကစာား ာ ရယ ္

 ေရမေဆားသမာားမ ာား၏ဘ၀က်ိို ထ္မ္ က ်ိန္ဇာသျ္႔ေစေသာ ျ္သနာမွာ မူားယစ္ 

ေဆား၀ ား ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုျ္သနာ၏  စမွာ မူားယစ္ေဆားဝ ားက်ိို ႔ြယ္ကူစြာ ဝယ္ယူ္ျဖစ္၍ ရျ ျ္ား 

ေၾကာျ္႔ ျဖစ္သပ္ေပ။  

 ထက္္   ေၾကာျ္ား   က္မ ာားက်ိို ေထာက္ရႈ္ က ျမနမ္ာာ်ိိုျ္ျ တြျ ္

ၾက  ေတြ႕ေနရေသာ သဘာဝသယ ဇာတၾကြယ္ဝမႈာွျ္႔ ္ဋ်္ိ ကၡျဖစမ္ႈမ ာားသပ္ 

ဆက္စ္္႔ က္ရွ်ိသပ္က်ိို ေတြ႕ရသပ္ေပ။ သ်ိို႔ေသာ္ မ်ိမ်ိတ်ိို႕ ာ်ိိုျ္ျ ရွ်ိ  ဆ်ိို္  ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ား 

႔ို္္ျန္ားက်ိို ေကာျ္ားမြန္ေသာ ေျ္ာျ္ား႔ြဲမႈ ျဖစ္ေ္အေပၚေစရန ္သက္ဆ်ိိုျ္ေသာ  ဖြြဲ႔ စပ္ားမ ာား 

မ ွ ေနာက္မက ေစဘြဲ ေဆာျ္ရြက္ရန္မွာ  ေရားၾကီား္ သပ္ေပ။ ဤသပ္မွာ ႔ူနာတစ္်ီား 

သပ္ ေရာဂ ေ္ ာက္ကျ္ားာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ ေဆားက်ိို    ်ိန္မွီမေသာက္ဘြဲ မ်ိမ်ိက်ိိုယ္က်ိို ဒဏ္ရာရ္ျဖစ္၍ 

ေသေစျ ျ္ားသပ္ ၎ ေ္အေပၚတြျ္ ရွ်ိေသာ က ်ိန္စာထက္ ္်ိို္ျဖစ္၍  ာ ာရယ္မ ာားသပ္႔ သေဘာ 

္ျ ္ျဖစ္္  သပ္ေပ။  
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၅ေပ။ န်ိဂ ိုား 

(က)  ေရားၾကီားေသာ  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား၏ ရေျြမ ာားက်ိို ္ြျ္႔႔ျ္ားျမျ္သာမႈ 

ရ်ိွေ ာျ္ျ္ ႔ို္ျ္ ျ္ားျဖျ့္္ ္ဋ်ိ္ကၡျဖစ္မႈမ ာားက်ိို ေ႔ ာ႔  ာ်ိိုျ္သ႔်ိိုမႈ၊ ္ဋ်္ိ ကၡျဖစမ္ႈမ ာားမွ႔ြဲ 

ကာကြယ္ာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။ 

( ) ဖက္ဒရယ ္ ျ္ပ္ေထာျ္စိုက်ိို ေ ာျ္ျမျ္စြာ တပ္ေဆာက္ာ်ိိုျ္ရန ္ ျ္ပ္ေထာျစ္ို 

 စ်ိိုားရာွျ္႔ ျ္ပ္နယ/္တ်ိိုျ္ားေဒသၾကာီး စ်ိိုားရမ ာား ၾကာား သျ္႔ေ႔ ာ္မွ တေသာ ဘ႑ာေရား 

 ြြဲေဝမႈ စနစ ္ ျဖစရ္န ္ ႔်ိို ္္သပ္ေပ။ ထ်ိိုကြဲ႔သ်ိို႔ မျ္ ႔ို္္ာ်ိိုျ္္  က သဘာဝသယ ဇာတ 

ၾကြယ္ဝမႈသပ္ ႔က္နက္က်ိိုျ္ ္ဋ်ိ္ကၡမ ာားက်ိို  ာားေ္ားရာေရာက္ျ ျ္ားမ ်ိ ားျဖစ္ေစသပ္ေပ။ 

 ဆ်ိို္    က္သပ္ ႔က္နက္က်ိိုျ္တ်ိိုက္္ြြဲမ ာားက်ိို ေ႔ ာ႕  ာ်ိိုျ္သပ္႔တ်ိိုျ္ သဘာဝသ 

ယ ဇာတ ရွ်ိျ ျ္ားက္ျ ္ေနာက္ေၾကာျ္ားျ္နျ္ ျ္ားမ ာားက်ိို ျဖစေ္္အေပၚေစာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။  

(ဂ) ေက ာက္ရွာေဖြေရာျ္ားဝယျ္ ျ္ား႔ို္္ျန္ားက်ိို တရာားဝျ္ သ်ိ မွတ္ျ္ ္ျဖစ္၍ တရာားဝျ္ 

သယ္ယူ္်ိို႔ေဆာျ္ာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ ႔မ္ားေၾကာျ္ားမ ာားမႈ၊ တရာားဝျ ္ဘ႑ာေရား ႔ႊြဲေျ္ာျ္ားမႈမ ာားာွျ္႔ 

တရာားဝျ ္ ရွာေဖြေရာျ္ား  မႈျ္ ျ ျ္ားသပ္ ၎႔ို္္ျန္ားက်ိို ထ်ိန္ား   ္္ရန္္်ိိုမ်ိို ႔ြယ္ကူသ႔်ိို 

တ်ိိုျ္ားျ္ပ္၏ ်စၥာမႈ၊ ္စၥပ္ားမ ာား တရာားမဝျ္စီားထြက္မႈမ ာားမ ွ ကာကြယ္ာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။ 

ဆ်ိို႔်ိိုသပ္မွာ ျမန္မာာ်ိိုျ္ျ မႈ၊ က  ျ္ျ္ပ္နယ္ရွ်ိ ဖာားကန္႕ေဒသမ ွထြက္ရွ်ိေသာ ေက ာက္စ်ိမ္ 

ားမ ာားက်ိို တရာားဝျ ္ ရွာေဖြေရာျ္ား   ြျ္႔မႈ၊ တရာားဝျ္ဘ႑ာေရား႔ႊြဲေျ္ာျ္ား ြျ္႔ာွျ္႔ တရာားဝျ္ 

သယ္ေဆာျ္ ြျ္႔ရွ်ိျ ျ္ားသပ္ ာ်ိိုျျ္ ေတာ္ တြက္  က ်ိ ားရွ်ိေသာ ျ္ ျ္ျ္ေျ္ာျ္ား႔ြဲ 

မႈျဖစေ္္အေပၚေစာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။  

(ဃ)  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား  ာားေကာျ္ားျ ျ္ားတစ္ ိုတပ္ားက ျ္ နာ ာား႔ ိုားက်ိို 

မေျဖရွျ္ားာ်ိိုျ္ေသာ္႔ပ္ား  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား  ာားေကာျ္ားျ ျ္ားေၾကာျ္႔ ျ္ နာမ ာားက်ိို 

ေ႔ ာ႕  ာ်ိိုျ္မပ္ဆ်ိို္ က  ျ္စတီက  ားရွျ္ားမ ာား  ာားေကာျ္ားေ ာျ ္ျ္ ႔ို္္သျ္႕္ သပ္ေပ။  

(ျ) နပ္ား္ပာမ ာား တ်ိိုားတက္႔ာျ ျ္ားသပ္  စ်ိိုားရ၏ ႔ို္္က်ိိုျ္ာ်ိိုျ္မႈက်ိို တို်ိားတက္ေစေသာ 

ေၾကာျ္႔ ္ဋ်ိ္ကၡျဖစ္္ြာားေနေသာ  ေနရာေဒသမ ာားတြျ ္ နပ္ား္ပာ ကူ ပီမ ာားျဖျ္႔ 

   ်ိ ႕ေသာ   က္  ြဲ တာား ဆီားမ ာားက်ိို ေက ာ္႔ႊာားာ်ိိုျ္ဖြယ္ရွ်ိ္ သပ္ေပ။ ်္မာ - 

ရ ိုား႔ို္္ျန္ားမ ာား တြက္ ႔်ိို ္္ေသာ စာရြက္စာတမ္ားမ ာားက်ိို  ျ္တာနက္မွ တဆျ္႔ 

႔ို္္ေဆာျ္ျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ ဘ႑ာေရား႔ႊြဲေျ္ာျ္ားမႈမ ာားမႈ၊  ျ္တာနက္မွ တဆျ္႔ တရာားဝျ္ေရာျ္ား 

ဝယ္မႈမ ာား ျ္ ႔ို္္ေ္ားျ ျ္ားမႈ၊ တရာားဝျ္ မွတ္္ ိုတျ္ျ ျ္ား က်ိစၥမ ာား ေဆာျ္ရြက္ေ္ားျ ျ္ား 

စသပ္  က္  ြဲမ ာားက်ိို နပ္ား္ပာ ကူ ပီျဖျ္႔ ေက ာ္႔ႊာားာ်ိိုျ္္ သပ္ေပ။  
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အစုိ  းရ၏  ေငြမ   ကိ ုတိ ုျမ ငင္ျ ငင   ငင္  ြြဲေ၀ အသု  ျပ ျ ငင  

(  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ျ စင ပင) 

ေျပျငမိင ေက  ငက်ာ္၊ ဆညင  ငင ေအ ငင 

 

စ တမင အက ်င  

 

 ္ ုေ ္  မမသျင အစို   (ျပျငည္ငအစို  )အေညျ ငင္  ေငြ (Revenue) 

မ   ကုိတို ျမ ငင္ေဆ ငင ြကငျ ငင   ငင္  ြြဲေ၀ အသု  ျပ ျ ငင ကိ ု အထ  ျပ ေ ္  တငငျပ ထ   

သျင။ အထ  သျ ငင္  ျပျငေထ ငငစုအစုို  က်ာ္၊ တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္ငမ   းရ၏ အစို  အ 

ၾက    ေငြမ    ြြဲေ၀ျ ငင က်ာ္၊ သဘ ၀အ ငင အျမစငမ   မ     ိေသ  အက ိ  ျမတငမ    

 ြြဲေ၀ျ ငင ဆိုငင  ကစိိသျင ျမညငမ  ိုငငင တြငင ဒက  ေတြတြ႕  ေသ  ျပ ည မ   ထြဲမ  

တစင ုျ စငသျင။ သို႔ေသ င ဤေ ္  မမသျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ျ စင ပငကို သ ုပင ြြဲေ ္ 

  တငငထ  ျပထ  ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၀၈  ု  စင  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု  အေျ   ် ပေ မ   ျပျငည္င  ငင္ 

တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ  အစို  အ ြြဲ႔အ   ေပ ထ  ေသ  အ ြငင္အေ  မ   ကုိ အသု  ျပ ဳ၍ 

ျပျငည္ငးရ၏  ေငြမ    အထ  သျ ငင္ အထ  သျ င္င ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ     ေစ ညင 

မျငကြဲ္သုိ႔ ုပငေဆ ငင ိုငငမျငကုိ အဒက ျပ တငငျပထ  သျင။ ္ ုေ ္  မမတြငင  ျပျငည္င 

းရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ    ြ တြ႕ျ ိ    ေစ ညင သဘ ၀အ ငင အျမစငမ   က်ာ္၊  ုပငသ  အ ငင အ  ႀ မ   က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၀၈ 

 ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု  အေျ   မ  ေပ ထ  ေသ  အ ြငင္အေ  မ     ငင္ အငငစတႀ က     ငင ဆိုငင   

စြမင ေဆ ငင ျငမ    စသျ္င အေျ   အေၾက ငင အ  ကငမ    (Giving factors) ကိ ု

သ ုပင ြြဲ   တြငင အသု  ျပ ထ  သျင။  

၁။ည ိါညင   

ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏  ေငြက်ာ္၊ အသု  စ ိတငမ   ကုိ အညႀ ဆု  က  မ   အ ိုကင 

ေ  ငျပ မျငဆုိပါက   စငက   အမ   စုတြငင  ေငြထကင သု  ေငြပမ ာဏ ပိုမ     ကင  ိ 

သျင။ တစငညျင အ  ျ ငင္   စငစ်င ဘတငဂ ကင ုိ ေငြျပမမမ     ငင္  ငငဆိုငငေည သျင။ 

ေအ ကငေ  ငျပပါ ပု  (၁) သျင အစို  းရ၏  ေငြက်ာ္၊ သု  ေငြမ   ကုိ ေ  ငျပထ  ေသ  ပု ျ စငသျင။ 

၂၀၀၀  ု  စငမ  ၂၀၁၆  ု  စငအထိ အစို  းရ၏  ေငြက်ာ္၊ သု  ေငြ မ   တြငင ၂၀၁၂-၂၀၁၃ 

mailto:inyaeconomicjournal@gmail.com
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ဘ႑ ေ    စငမ   ြြဲဳ၍ က ညင  စငမ   တြငင  ေငြထကင အသု  စ ိတငမ   က ပိုမိုမ   ျပ   

  ကင  ိသျင။  

ပု  (၁)  အစိ ု းရ၏ ဘတငဂ ကငအည စင   ပင 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (CSO, 2017), Summary of the State Budget 

ကိညင ဂာဏညင မ   အ  အစို  းရ၏ အသု  စ ိတငသျင  ေငြထကင   စငတိုငင  
ပိုသု    ကင  ိသျင။ ထို႔ေၾက ငင္ ဘ႑ ေ   ိုေငြျပမမမ   သျင   စငတိုငင ဒက  ေတြတြ႕ေည ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ 
အဆိုပါ ဘ႑ ေ   ိုေငြကုိ ပု စ အမ ိ  မ ိ  ျ ငင္ ျ ျင္ဆျင  ြဲ္သျင။  

္ ငငစစငအုပင   ပငေ  က  မ   တြငင အစို  အေညျ ငင္  ိုေငြျပ ဘတငဂ ကငမ    
ကိ ုျ ျင္ဆျင  ညင ေငြစကက မ    ထုတငေ၀ျ ငင မ     ုပငေဆ ငင ြဲ္သျင (MDRI-CESD and 
IGC, June 2015)။  ိုေငြျပ ဘတငဂ ကငမ   ကုိ ေငြစကက မ   း႐ိိုကင  ပိငထုတင ေ၀ျ ငင ျ ငင္ 
ေျ   ငင  ြဲ္မမမ   သျင စႀ ပြ  ေ  ကို အက ဘကငသုိ႔ ်ႀ တျငေစ ြဲ္သျင္အျပငငက်ာ္၊ 
အဆိုပါက  တြငင ပု ေသေငြ ြဲ  င္ မညင မ   ျ ငင္  ုပငေဆ ငင ြဲျ္ ငင ေၾက ငင္ ျင  
စႀ ပြ  ေ  ကိ ု ပိုမိုည မက ညင ျ စငေစ ြဲ္သျင။ ထို႔အျပငင  ိုေငြျပ ဘတငဂ ကငမ   ကုိ 
ျပညင ျငက မိေစ ညငအတြကင  ိုငငင တက ေငြေၾက အ ြြဲတြ႕ အစျင မ   မ  ေ   ေငြမ   ကုိ 
 ျင   ကင   ္  ြဲ္သျင။ ၂၀၁၇ ု  စငက်ာ္၊ က   တငေၾကြ ျမႀ စႀမ  ညင႔ ြြဲမမ မဟ ဗ  ဟ အ  
ျမညငမ  ုိငငသျင ျပျငပေၾကြ ျမႀ  အေမ ိကညငေ ဒ   (၉၁၄၈.၈) သညင   ငင္ ျပျငတြငင  
ေၾကြ ျမႀ  (၁၈၀၂၀) က ပင ဘႀ ႀ္  အေၾကြ တငင  ကင  ိသျင (စႀမ ကိညင   ငင္ 
ဘ႑ ေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည, ဇြညင က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၇  ု စင)။ ေအ ကငေ  ငျပပါ ဇ္  အ  
အျပျငျပျငဆုိငင  အ ြြဲတြ႕မ   သို႔ ျပညင ျငေပ  မျင္ ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ ျပျငပေၾကြ ျမႀ  
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 ကငက ညငသျင တစင  စငထကငတစင  စင တို   သျငကုိ ျမငငေတြတြ႕ မျငျ စငသျင။   စင ိုငငင  
အစို  အၾက   ေ   ေငြ  ကငက ညငမ   အေညျ ငင္က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၆  ု  စင  ငင္  မိငင ္ ်ငပါက ၂၀၁၇ 
 ု  စငတြငငေပ  မျင္ ပမ ာဏသျင ေ   ္ညျင သြ  သျင။ ျမညငမ  ုိငငင အေညျ ငင္ 
ျပျငပေၾကြ ျမႀ အမ   ဆု  ေပ  ညင က ညင  ိသျင္  ိုငငင မ   တး႐ိုတင ိုငငင ျ စငသျင။ 

ဇ္   (၁) အစိ ု းရ၏ ျပျငပေၾကြ ျမႀ  ကငက ညငအေျ အေည (၂၀၁၇   ု စငက်ာ္၊ မတင  ၃၁ 
 ကငေည႔) 

ျပျငပေၾကြ ျမႀ  
၃၁-၃-
၂၀၁၅ 

၃၁-၃-
၂၀၁၆ 

၃၁-၃-၂၀၁၇ 

၁ အျပျငျပျငဆိငုင   
အ ြြဲတြ႕အစျင မ    

၁၃၀၃.၉ ၁၃၇၅.၆ ၁၄၅၅.၀ 

 - ေအ ႀဘႀ ၅၁၆.၇ ၅၂၄.၁ ၅၂၂.၈ 
 - အုိငင ႀေအ ၇၇၀.၃ ၈၃၆.၈ ၉၁၆.၈ 
 - အျ    ၁၆.၉ ၁၄.၇ ၁၅.၄ 
     
၂   စင ိငုငင အစိ ု ၾက  ေ   ေငြ ၇၅၃၄.၂ ၈၁၅၄.၇ ၇၆၉၃.၈ 

 ပြဲ စငက ပငအ ြြဲတြ႕၀ငင ိငုငင မ       

 - ဂ ပညင ၁၇၁၄.၆ ၁၉၈၈.၄ ၂၁၃၂.၄ 

 - ဂ  မညႀ ၇၁၁.၉ ၇၄၅.၅ ၆၉၂.၇ 

 - အျ    ၆၃၈.၈ ၆၇၂.၁ ၆၂၈.၂ 

 ပြဲ စငက ပငအ ြြဲတြ႕၀ငငမဟတုငေသ  
 ိငုငင  

   

 - တး႐ိုတင ၃၉၇၂.၃ ၄၃၁၂.၃ ၃၈၇၅.၅ 

 - အျ    ၄၉၆.၆ ၄၃၆.၄ ၃၆၅.၀ 

စစုေုပါငင  (၁+၂) အေမ ကိညင ေ ဒ   
(သညင )  

၈၈၃၈.၁ ၉၅၃၀.၃ ၉၁၄၈.၈ 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (စႀမ ကိညင   ငင္ ဘ႑ ေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည, ဇြညင က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၇ ု  စင) 

ျပျငတြငင ေၾကြ ျမႀ မ   ကုိ ဘ႑ ေ    စငအ ိုကင  မိငင ္ ်ငပါက တစင  စငထကင 
တစင  စင တို   သျငကုိ ေအ ကငေ  ငျပပါ ဇ္   (၂) တြငငျမငငေတြတြ႕ မျငျ စငသျင။ 
ဆို ိုသျငမ   အစို  အေညျ ငင္ ၎းရ၏ ေငြတုိကင ကငမ တငမ   က်ာ္၊ ေငြတုိကငစ    ပငမ    
စသျငတို႔ကုိ တစင  စငထကငတစင  စင တို ျမ ငင္ေ  ငင     ျ ငင   ကိုဆုိ ိုသျင။ 
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ဇ္   (၂) အစိ ု းရ၏ ျပျငတြငင ေၾကြ ျမႀ  ကငက ညငအေျ အေည (၂၀၁၇   ု စငက်ာ္၊ မတင  ၃၁ 
 ကငေည႔) 

ျပျငတြငင ေၾကြ ျမႀ  ၃၁-၃-
၂၀၁၅ 

၃၁-၃-
၂၀၁၆ 

၃၁-၃-
၂၀၁၇ 

၁ ေငြတုိကငစ    ပငမ       

 - ေ   စညစငမတိုငငမႀ ၂၉၀၀.၆ ၂၆၁၄.၈ ၂၁၈၄.၄ 

 - ေ   စညစငျ ငင္ ေ  ငင   ျ ငင  - - ၁၂၀၁.၆ 

၂ 
ေငြတုိကင ကငမ တငေ   စညစငျ ငင္ 
ေ  ငင   ျ ငင  

၁၀၇.၈ ၆၆၄.၈ ၉၇၅.၈ 

၃ ဗဟိုဘာဏငသို႔ေ  ငင   ျ ငင  ၉၄၇၉.၀ ၁၂၄၄၄.၉ ၁၃၆၅၈.၂ 

စစုေုပါငင  (၁+၂+၃) က ပင (ဘႀ ႀ္  ) ၁၂၄၈၇.၄ ၁၅၇၂၄.၅ ၁၈၀၂၀.၀ 
 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (စႀမ ကိညင   ငင္ ဘ႑ ေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည, ဇြညင က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၇ ု  စင) 

ထို႔အျပငင အစို  းရ၏ အ ြညငေက ကင  မမမ     ိသျင္ ပမ ာဏမ   သျင ၂၀၀၅ 
 ု  စငမ  ၂၀၁၅  ု  စငထ ိတျ ျင ျ ျင  တို ျမ ငင္  ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ ဘ႑ ေ    စငတြငင 
အညျင င္ငက  ဆငင သြ  သျင။ ကိညင ဂာဏညင အ  ျ ငင္ ၂၀၁၄-၂၀၁၅ ဘ႑ ေ    စငတြငင 
(၆၅၁၇၉၄၈.၂) က ပငမႀ ႀ  ္ အ ြညငေငြ   ိ ြဲ္ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ ဘ႑ ေ    စငတြငင 
(၆၃၁၄၆၉၇.၆) က ပငမႀ ႀ  ္ ေက ကင     ိ ြဲ္သျင။ အ ြညငေက ကင      ိမမသျင ၂၀၁၅-
၂၀၁၆ ဘ႑ ေ    စငထကငစ    ငင (၂၀၃၂၅၀.၆) က ပငမႀ ႀ  ္ထိ ေ   ္က သြ   သျင။  

ပု  (၂) ျပျငေထ ငငစအုစိ ု းရ၏ အ ြညငေက ကင     မိမ 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (CSO, 2017), Receipts Taxes  
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ထို႔အျပငင တိုငင ျပျငအတြငင   ျငပတငေငြပမ ာဏသျင ၂၀၁၂  ု  စငမ  ၂၀၁၅  ု  စငထ ိ
သိသိ သ သ တို ျမ ငင္ ြဲ္သျင။ ၂၀၁၆  ု  စငတြငင ေငြေၾက ပမ ာဏ ျမငင္တကင  မမသျင 
ပမ ာဏ အညျင င္င သ   ိသျင။ ပု  (၃) တြငင ေ  ငျပ  ကငအ  ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆  ု  စငးရ၏ 
 ျငပတငမမ ေငြေၾက ပမ ာဏအတို အေ   ္မ   သိသ ေသ  ပမ ာဏ မဟုတင ေပ။ 
အဘ င္ေၾက ငင္ဆိုေသ  ၂၀၁၅   စငကုညင အေထြေထြေ ြ ေက ကငပြြဲ အျပႀ တြငင 
တကင  ေသ  အစို  သစငးရ၏ အုပင   ပငမမက  ျ စငသျင။ ထို႔အျပငင အဆိုပါ က  တြငင 
စႀ ပြ ေ  မ ၀ါ  (၁၂)   ကင ထုတငျပညင ိုငင ညင ဒကိ  စ  ေသ  က  မ   ျ စငသျင။ (၁၂) 
  ကငပါေသ  စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ ကိ ု ၂၀၁၆  ု  စင ဇ  ိုငင တြငင ထုတငျပညင ြဲ္သျင။ 
ထိုက  မ   သျင အစို  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲ က  က်ာ္၊ မ ၀ါ  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲ 
က  မ   ျ စငေသ ေၾက ငင္ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ုပငငညင   ငငမ   အေညျ ငင္   ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမျပ  ုပင ညင 
ေစ ငင္ၾကျင္ က  မ   ျ စင ြဲ္သ ိုက်ာ္၊ ၀ညငဒကႀ း ညမ   အေညျ ငင္ မ ၀ါ အသစငမ    ကို 
ေ  င မျငျ စငေသ ေၾက ငင္  ျင္ပတငေငြေၾက  ပမ ာဏမ   မ   မ   စြ  ေျပ ငင  ြဲျ 
 ငင မ  ိေပ။ အစို  သစငတကင  ိညငတြငင ္ ငင  ိ ြဲေ္သ  စႀ ပြ  ေ  တို တကငမမ ကိညင ဂာဏညင  
မ   သျင ေ   ္က သြ  မမမ     ိသ ိုက်ာ္၊  ပငတညင႔ေညေသ  ကိညင ဂာဏညင  မ    ျင   ိသျင။ 
ထိုက  သျင ်ႀ သညိင စိညငအစို    ကငထကင စႀ ပြ  ေ  တို တကငမမမ     ငင္  ိမငင ္ ်ငပါက 
သိသ ျမငငသ ေသ  တို တကငမမမ  ိဟု ဆို မျငျ စငသျင။ သို႔ေသ င ျင  အစို  သစင 
(သမၼတ ်ႀ ထငငေက  ငအစို  အ ြြဲတြ႕)  ကငထကငသျင ၂၀၁၇ အကုညငအထိ ၂   စငတ  
သကငတမင   ိသျင အတြကင စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲမ   းရ၏ သကငေ  ကငမမကို 
သိသ ျမငငသ စြ  ျမငငေတြတြ႕ ုိငငမျင မဟုတငေပ။ သို႔ေသ င အျ   ေသ  စႀ ပြ  ေ   
ကိညင   ငငမ   ျ စငသျင္ အ ြညငေက ကင     ိမမက်ာ္၊ အသု  စ ိတင စသျငတို႔သျင ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ 
ဘ႑ ေ    စငတြငင သိသိသ သ  ေျပ ငင  ြဲမမမ     ိသျင။  

ပု  (၃)  ေငြေၾက ပမ ာဏ 
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၂။ ေည ကင   အေၾက ငင အ ငင  

သမၼတ ်ႀ သိညင စိညင ကငထကင တုိငင ျပျငးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ သျင စုစုေပါငင  
အ  ကင (၄)   ကငပါ၀ငငသျင။ အဆိုပါ မ ၀ါ  (၄)   ကငကုိ ျ   ငု တငငျပ မျငဆုိပါက 
စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ကိ ု အေျ   သျင္ စႀ ပြ  ေ  က်ာ္၊ တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျင ည္ငမ    အ  ိ  က  
မ  တစြ  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  က်ာ္၊ က႑အသႀ သႀ  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ   ညင  ငင္ စ  ငင အငင  ကိညင ဂ ာဏညငမ    
တိက မ ညငကညငေ  ျ စငသျင  (ျပျငေထ ငငစု ုတငေတ င်ပေ , ၂၀၁၅)။  

သမၼတ ်ႀ ထငငေက  င တကင  ျပႀ ေည ကငပိုငင တြငင အ  ကင (၁၂) ပါေသ  
စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ ကိ ုျပငငဆငငထုတငျပညင ြဲ္သျင။ ၂၀၁၆  ု  စင ဇ  ိုငင  တြငင ထုတငျပညင ြဲေ္သ  
်ႀ ထငငေက  ငအစို  းရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ  (၁၂)   ကငသျင အမ ိ  သ   ငငၾက  ေစေ္  ကို 
်ႀ တျငဳ၍ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  မမကိ ု    ိေအ ငင ဒက ေဆ ငငသျင္ မ ၀ါ ျ စငသျင။ ထို႔အျပငင 
တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္င   ိတိုငင  ငင သ  မ   အၾက   မ  တေသ  ဓည ြြဲေ၀မမ     ိေအ ငင 
 ျင ြ င္သျင္မ ၀ါ  ျင ျ စငသျင (စႀ ပြ  ေ    ငင္က  သညင ေ  ငင ၀္ငေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ ်ႀ သညင ျမငင္, 
၂၀၁၆)။  

ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ ဘ႑ ေ  မ ၀ါ ေအ ကငတြငင   ိေသ  အ ြညငမ ၀ါ   ငင္ 
အသု  စ ိတငမ ၀ါ မ    ကိုေ ္    တြငင ေငြေၾက ေ  ငင ပြမမကို ထိညင သိမင  ညငက်ာ္၊ 
ျပျငတြငင စ  သု  မမက်ာ္၊  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမ  ငင္ စုေဆ ငင မမတို႔ကို အ ြညငေက ကငစညစငျ ငင္ 
ထိညင ျိ ေပ  ညငက်ာ္၊ ၀ငငေငြ ြြဲေ၀မမ မ  တေစ ညင  ငင္ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ   တို တကငမမကို အေထ ကငအ 
က ျပ  ညင အဓိက ကိုငငတြ္ ငမျငျ စငျပႀ က်ာ္၊ အသု  စ ိတငမ ၀ါ တြငင ပျ ေ  က်ာ္၊ က ညငမ ေ    ငင္ 
  မမက ကြ င္ေစ ငင္ေ   ကငေ   အသု  စ ိတငမ   ကုိ ဆကင ကငတို ျမ ငင္သု  စြြဲ ညငက်ာ္၊ 
ျပျငသ   ထု  ကငငငင  အက ိ  ျပ  ိုငငသျင္ အသု  စ ိတငမ   ကုိ ်ႀ စ  ေပ  သု  စြြဲ ညငက်ာ္၊ 
 ကငတေ   မ ိုအပငေသ သျင္ စႀမ ကိညင မ   ကုိ ေ ုတြ႕ဆိုငငထ   ညငက်ာ္၊ ပစိျင ၀္င  ္ 
မမမ   ကိ ု စညစငတက စိစစင ေဆ ငင ြကင ညငက်ာ္၊ ျပျငပအက အျႀ  ငင္ ျပျငပေ   ေငြမ   ကုိ 
စိစစင ္  ညငက်ာ္၊ ေက   ကငေ သ ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  က်ာ္၊    ပငစစငမႀ    ိေ  က်ာ္၊ ေသ ကငသု  ေ   ငင္ 
စိုကငပ ိ  ေ   ု ေ  ကငစြ     ိေ   တို႔အတြကင တို ျမ ငင္သု  စြြဲ ညင  ုပငေဆ ငငမျငျ စငသျင။ 
ေ  ငျပပါ ေ  ဆြြဲထ  ေသ  မ ၀ါ မ   အ  အသု  စ ိတငသု  စြြဲမမမ   သျင တို ျမ ငင္သု  စြြဲသြ   
 ညငသ   ိသျင။ ျပျငတြငင စ  သု  မမက်ာ္၊ ျပျငသ မ   းရ၏ စုေဆ ငင မမက်ာ္၊  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမကို 
အ ြညငစညစငျ ငင္ ထိညင ျ ိမျငဟု ဆိုေသ င ျင က်ာ္၊  ကင  ိ အ ြညငေက ကင  မမ ္ ၱ   မ    
အ  ေက ငင မမမ  ိသ ုိက်ာ္၊ အစို  အေညျ ငင္ အ ြညငေက ကင  မမကို ပိုငင ိငုငစြ  ုပငေဆ ငင ိုငင 
မမမ  ိေသ ေပ။ အဘ င္ေၾက ငင္ဆိုေသ  ထိပငပိုငင အ ာဏ   ိအသုိငင အ၀ိုငင  (တိုကငကြညင)   ငင္ 
စပငဆကငေသ  စႀ ပြ  ေ   ုပငငညင မ   က်ာ္၊ ပိုငငဆိုငငမမမ   ကုိ ကိုငငတြ္ ငစစငေဆ  ုိငငသျင္ 
အေျ အေညမ   ိေသ ဟုဆုိ  မျငျ စငသျင။ 
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တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ျပျငည္ငအစို  မ   အေညျ ငင္ မိမိေ သးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  တို တကငမမကို 
 ုပငေဆ ငင   တြငင ၂၀၀၈  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ းရ၏ ေပ ထ    ကငေအ ကငတြငင 
စ်င စ   မျငျ  စငသျင။  

ျပျငည္င  ငင္တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ အစို  အ ြြဲတြ႕အေညျ ငင္ မိမိတို႔းရ၏ ျပျငည္င  ငင္တို 
ငင ေ သဒကႀ မ   တြငင အ ြညငအ မ   ကုိ  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ ပါ အ ြငင္အေ  အတိုငင  
ေက ကင္  ြငင္  ိသျင။  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု  အေျ   ်ပေ  ဇ္   ၅ းရ၏ ေပ ထ    ကငအ  
တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္ငမ   သျင အ ြညင ၁၉ မ ိ  ကို ေက ကင   ြငင္  ိသျင။ 
ေ္ ဘု္ အ  ျ ငင္ မိမိ ေ သတြငင  ိေသ  ထုတင ုပငမမ  ငင္၀ညငေဆ ငငမမ  ုပငငညင မ    
အေပဒတြငင ေက ကင   ုိငငသျင္ အ ြညငအမ ိ  အစ  မ    ျ စငသျင။  ေ သမ ထြကင  ိသျင္ 
တြငင ထြကငက်ာ္၊ သ  ္ဇ တစသျင္ သေဘ ၀အ ငင အျမစငမ   အေပဒတြငင အ ြညငေက ကင   
 ြငင္မ  ိေပ။ အဆုိပါ က႑ကိ ု ျပျငေထ ငငစုအစို  အ ြြဲတြ႕မ  တိုကငး႐ိိုကငကုိငငတြ္ ငသျင။ 
 ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု  အေျ   ် ပေ  ဇ္   (၂) က်ာ္၊ စြမင အငငက်ာ္၊    ပငစစငက်ာ္၊ သတ    ငင္ သစငေတ က႑အ  
တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ အစို  အ ြြဲတြ႕သျင ေက  ကငမ ကင တည  ျ တငေတ ကငျ ငင က်ာ္၊ ေသြ ျ ငင  
စသျင္ သဘ ၀တြငင ထြကင  ငင္ ပတငသကငျပႀ   ုပငပိုငင ြငင္သ   ိသျင (ျပျငေထ ငငစု 
ျမညငမ  ုိငငင ေတ င, ၂၀၀၈)။ 
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ဇ္   (၃) ၂၀၀၈  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ် ပေ က်ာ္၊ ဇ္  (၅)တြငငေ  ငျပ  ကငအ  တိငုင ေ သဒကႀ  
သို႔မဟတုင ျပျငည္ငမ   က ေက ကင   မျင္ အ ြညငအ မ    

 

 ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ အ  တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ျပျငည္ငအစို  မ   သျင 
အထကငေ  ငျပပါ အ ြညငအမ ိ  အစ  မ   ကုိ ေက ကင္  ြငင္  ိသျင။ သို႔ေသ င ၎တုိ႔ 
အေညျ ငင္ သဘ ၀သ  ္ဇ တမ     ငင္ သကငဆိုငငေသ အ ြညငမ   ကုိ ေက ကင္  ြငင္မ  ိေပ။ 
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 ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ သျင အ ြညငေက ကင  ျ ငင  ဆိုငင   တ ၀ညင၀တၱ   မ   ကုိ 
  ငင  ငင စြ ေ  ငျပထ  ေသ င ျင   ညငပု ေငြသု  စြြဲျ ငင အပိုငင ကိ ု   ငင  ငင စြ  ေ  ငျပ 
ထ  ျ ငင မ  ေိပ (Giles Dickenson-Jones, S Kanay De, and Andrea Smurra, 
စကငတငငဘ  ၂၀၁၅)။  

ပု  (၄)တိငုင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္ငမ   းရ၏  ေငြမ    (၂၀၁၂-၂၀၁၆ 
ဘ႑ ေ    စင) 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ (CSO, 2017) 

အထကငေ  ငျပပါ ပု  (၄) အ  တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ မ     ငင္ျပျငည္ငမ   းရ၏  ေငြမ   ကုိ 
 ိမငင ္ ်ငေ  ငျပ  တြငင  ညငကုညငတိုငင ေ သဒကႀ သျင အျ   တုိငင  ေ  
သဒကႀ   ငင္ျပျငည္ငမ   းရ၏  ေငြမ   ထကင   စငအ ိုကငတို  ျမ ငင္  ကင  ိသျင။ ေ  ငျပပါ 
ပု တြငင  ညငကုညငတိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ မ ၱေ  တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ းရ၏  ေငြသျင အမ   ဆု   
ျ စငသျင။ ၂၀၁၄-၂၀၁၅ ဘ႑ ေ   စငတြငင ျပျငည္င  င္င တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ မ   းရ၏ 
 ေငြမ   သျင ္ ငင  စငမ     ငင္  မိငင ္ ်ငပါက တို ျမ ငင္  သျငကုိ ေတြတြ႕ သျင။ 
သိသိသ သ ေျပ ငင  ြဲမမသျင က  ငငျပျငည္ငးရ၏  ေငြမ   တြငင ျမငင ေတြတြ႕ ုိငငသျင။ 
က  ငငျပျငည္ငးရ၏  ေငြမ   သျင ၂၀၁၂-၂၀၁၃ ဘ႑ ေ    စင  ငင္ ၂၀၁၃-၂၀၁၄ 
 ု  စငတြငင သိသ ျမငငသ ေသ  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲမ ိ ေပ။ သို႔ေသ င ၂၀၁၄-၂၀၁၅ ုည စင၌ 
 ေငြမ   သျငသိသိသ သ  ျမငင္တကငသြ  ျပႀ  ၂၀၁ ၅-၂၀၁၆ ဘ႑ ေ  ည စင၌  ေငြမ    
သျင က ဆငင သြ  ေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ သျင။  အျ   တုိငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ 
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ျပျငည္ငမ   တြငင ျင  အ   သ႑ညင တ ျႀေသ  ်ႀ တျငမမ   ိေညသျင။ အဆိုပါ  ေငြ 
သိသိသ သ ေ   ္က သြ  ျ ငင သျင  ိုငငင ေ  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲမ   ျ စငသျင္ ၂၀၁၅ 
အေထြေထြေ ြ ေက ကငပြြဲ  ငင္ အစို  အေျပ ငင အ ြဲးရ၏ သကငေ  ကငမမမ   ေၾက ငင္  ျင   
ျ စင ိငုငေပသျင။ 

ထို႔ေၾက ငင္ ၂၀၀၈  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ းရ၏ တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ မ     ငင္ 
ျပျငည္ငအစို  မ   ကို ေပ ထ  ေသ  အ ြငင္အေ  မ   သျင ေ သဆုိငင  အစို  ၌ 
၎တုိ႔ေ သးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  တို  တကင ညငအတြကင ျပျငေထ ငငစ ု အစို  းရ၏ 
 ညငပု ေငြပ ပို မမကိ ု မ ႀ ုိေည သျင။ တညျင အ  ျ ငင္ ဘ႑ ေ  ဆိုငင  ကိစိမ   ျ စငသျင္ 
အ ြညငေက ကင  ျ ငင က်ာ္၊  ေငြမ   ကို မိမိေ သအတြကင အျပျင္အ၀သု  စြြဲ ြငင္ 
မ  ိျ ငင စသျငျ ငင္ ဗဟုိ   ပငကိုငငမမမ   ကုိ ျမငငေတြတြ႕ မျငျ စငသျင။ ထို႔ေၾက ငင္ 
တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္ငအစို  မ   သျင  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ် ပေ  မျပငငဆငင ိုငင 
ေသ သဳ၍ မိမိေ သးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  မမကိ ု  ုပငေဆ ငင  ၌  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ းရ၏ 
ေပ ထ    ကငမ    ေအ ကငတြငင မိမိေ သးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  အ  သ   ကငမ   ကုိ အဓိကအ   
ထ  ဳ၍  ုပငေဆ ငင မျင ျ စငသျင။ အဆိုပါညျင  မင သျင  ကငေတြတြ႕က ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ေ သးရ၏ 
စႀ ပြ  ေ    ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  တို တတငမမကို က  တိုတြငင ( ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ် ပေ  မျပငငဆငင ိုငင 
ေသ သျင္ က  အထိ) ျမငငေတြတြ႕ ိုငငမ ျငျ စငသျင။  

၃။   ငင ျပျငည္င (ျ စင ပငမ   ေ  ္ ျ ငင ) 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငသျင ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ အေည ကငေျမ ကငဘကငအျ မင တြငင 
တျင  ိျပႀ က်ာ္၊ အိ ၵိ္ ိုငငင   ငင္ ဘဂၤ   ေ   င ိုငငင   ငင္ ည္ငညမိတင  ငင  ထိစပင  ကင  ိသျင။ 
  ငင ျပျငည္ငသျင  း႐ိိုငင (၃) ည္ငက်ာ္၊ ျမိ တြ႕ည္င စုစုေပါငင  (၉) ျမိ တြ႕  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ထ  သျင။  း႐ိိုငင 
(၃)  ုမ   ဟ   ါ   ိုငငက်ာ္၊   မင  း႐ိိုငင  ငင္ မငင တပင း႐ိုိငငတုိ႔ျ စငၾကသျင။ ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအ  ျ ငင္ 
ဟ   ါ ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ ထညငတ ညငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊   မင ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ တႀ တိညငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ တြညင ဇညငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ 
မငင တပငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ မတ ပႀျမိ တြ႕ည္ငက်ာ္၊ ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္င  ငင္ ပ ကင၀ျမိ တြ႕ 
ည္ငတုိ႔ျ စငၾကသျင။   ငင ျပျငည္ငသျင ေတ ငငတညင မ   ထ ထပငျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ေျမျပညင႔ညျင ပါ သျင္ 
ျပျငည္ငတစင ျု စငသျင။   ငင ျပျငည္ငသျင   ်ႀ ေ အ  ျ ငင္ ၅သိညင  (၅၀၄၁၂၁) 
ေက  င  ိသျင (ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ ၂၀၁၇)။1  

 

                                                           
1 ၂၀၁၄  ု  စငတြငင ေက ကင္   ြဲ္ေသ  သညင ေ ါငငစ  ငင အ    ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏   ်ႀ ေ သျင ၄ 
သိညင ေက  င (၄၇၈၈၀၁)   ိ ြဲသ္ျင။ 
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ပု  (၅)    ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏   ် ႀ ေ ျပပု  

 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင) 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏   ်ႀ ေ  တို တကငမမ ပု သ႑ညငကိုေ ္  မျငဆုိပါက (၁၄) 
  စင ေအ ကင သကငအုပငစုပမ ာဏသျင သကင ကငအုပငစု (တစငညျင အ  ျ ငင္ 
အ ုပင ုပငညုိငငစြမင   ေိသ  အသကငအုပငစု) ပမ ာဏ  ငင္ ကြ ျ     ကငဒကႀ မ မမ မ  ိ 
ေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ မျငျ စငသျင။ သ မ ညငအ  ျ ငင္  ုပငသ  အငငအ  စုအတြငင သို႔ 
ေ  ကင  ိ  ျ ငင မ  ေိသ သျင္ (၁၅)   စငေအ ကငအသကငအုပငစုသျင ထုတင ုပင ိုငငစြမင  
  ိေသ  အသကငအုပငစု  ငင္ ကြ ျ   မမ မ  ိျ ငင သျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ က    ျငတုိ  
တကငမမတြငင အ တငအ ြဲ  ိမျငျ စငေပ ိမ္ငမျင။ 

ဇ္   (၃)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ အသကငအပိငုင အျ   အ ိကုင   ် ႀ ေ     ိငုင မညင  

အသကငအပိုငင အျ   အ ိုကင   ်ႀ ေ     ိုငင မညင  
ကေ  ်ႀ ေ  (အသကင ၀-၁၄   စင) ၄၀.၀% 
အ ုပင ုပင ိုငငသ ်ႀ ေ  (အသကင ၁၅-၆၄) ၅၅.၂% 
သကငဒကႀ  ြ င္အုိ်ႀ ေ  (အသကင ၆၅   စင  ငင္ အထကင) ၄.၈% 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင) 

ထို႔အျပငင   ငင ျပျငည္င၌ အသကင (၁၅)   စငမ  (၄၉)   စငအတြငင   ိ 
အမ ိ  သမႀ တစင်ႀ းရ၏ စုစုေပါငင  ကေ  ေမြ  မညင မ   (၄.၃၇) ်ႀ  မညင ျ စငသျင။ ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ 
စုစုေပါငင ကေ  ေမြ  မညင  (၂.၃) ်ႀ  မညင   ငင္  ိမငင ္ ်င   ငင ေမြ  မညင ပိုမိုျမငင္မ  ေၾက ငင  
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ေတြတြ႕  ိ ပါသျင။ တစင ကငတြငင   ငင ျပျငည္ငတြငင  ငါ   စငေအ ကငကေ  ေသ မညင မ   
အ  ငငေမြ ကေ   (၁၀၀၀)    ငင (၉၀) ်ႀ  မညင   ျိပႀ  ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ ငါ   စငေအ ကငကေ 
  ေသ မညင  (၇၂) ်ႀ  မညင   ငင္  ိမငင ္ ်င   ငင ေသ မညင ပိမုိုျမငင္မ ေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕   ိ ပါသျင 
(ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင)။ 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  သျင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ    ငင္ ေမြ ျမ ေ   ုပငငညင ျ စငသျင။ 
အိမငေထ ငငစုမ   သျင တစင ိငုငတစငပိုငငစိုကငပ ိ  ေ    ငင္ ေမြ ျမ ေ   ုပငငညင မ    
 ုပငကိုငငၾကသျင။ ထို႔အျပငင သကင ကငပိုငင   ုပငသ  မ   သျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ျပငငပသို႔ 
ေ ြတြ႕ေျပ ငင  ုပငသ  မ   အျ စင ထြကင ြ   ကင  ိသျင။   ငင ျပျငည္င  ိ တစင်ႀ   ငင းရ၏ 
တစင ကင၀ငငေငြသျင က ပင ၁၀၀၀   ငင္ က ပင ၁၅၀၀ ၾက  တြငင   ိသျင (သညင  ိုငင ငင က်ာ္၊ 
ေဇ ငဂြညင , ၂၀၁၅)။   ငင ျပျငည္ငတြငင အဓိက စိုကငပ ိ  သျင္သႀ    မ   မ   စပါ က်ာ္၊ ေျမပြဲက်ာ္၊   မင က်ာ္၊ 
ေညၾက က်ာ္၊ မတငပြဲတုိ႔ျ စငၾကသျင။ ထို႔ အျပငင  ကင ကငက်ာ္၊ ပညင သႀ က်ာ္၊ သစငေတ ငသႀ က်ာ္၊  ိေမၼ ငသႀ  
စသျင္ သႀ    မ   ကုိ ျင  စိုကငပ ိ  ၾကသျင။ ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြ အုပင   ပငေ  မ   ်ႀ  
စႀ း ညးရ၏ ေ သဆုိငင   အ  ကငအ ကငမ   အ  စိုကငပ ိ  ဧက2  ငင္  ိပငသိမင ဧကသျင 
မ   စြ  ကြြဲျပ    ကင  ိသျင။ အဘ င္ေၾက ငင္ဆိုေသ င အဆိုပါသႀ    မ   းရ၏ ေစ  ကြကငမ   
၀္င ုိအ   ိုငငမ မမမ  ိေပ။ ထို႔အျပငင အ  ိ တြ႕သႀ    မ   မ   ၀္င ုိအ    ိေသ င ျင  
 မင ပညင ဆကငသြ္ ငေ   မေက ငင ေသ ေၾက ငင္  ေစ  ကြကငအတြငင သို႔ အ  ိညငမ ႀ 
မေ  ကင ိငုငျ ငင မ     ငင္ ျင  ဒက  ေတြတြ႕ေည သျင။ ထို႔ေၾက ငင္ စိုကငပ ိ  ဧကည ငင္ 
 ိပငသိမင ဧကသျင ကြြဲျပ    ကင  ိသျင။   ငင ျပျငည္ငတစင ု ု  အေညျ ငင္ ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ 
 ု  စင တြငင စိုကငဧက (၉၃၄၉၇)    ိြဲ္ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ၀မင စ    ု မမ ၅၈.၀၇    ုိငင မညင   ိသျင ြဲ္သျင။ 
၂၀၁၅  ု  စင သဘ ၀ေဘ   ာဏင   ျပႀ ေည ကင ၂၀၁၆-၂၀၁၇  ု  စငတြငင စိုကငဧက (၈၂၇၈၉) 
အထိ က ဆငင    ြဲ္ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ၀မင စ    ု မမ (၅၀.၅၉)    ိုငင မညင အထိ 
က ဆငင  ြဲ္ေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ သျင။   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ အဓိက၀ငငေငြ သျင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  က 
႑ျ စငသျင။ သို႔ေသ င အထကငေ  ငျပပါ သဘ ၀ေဘ အ ၱ ္ငမ    ျ စငပြ  ျပႀ ေည ကငပိုငင  
တြငင ၀မင စ    ု ေ  အတြကင အျ   ေသ  ၀ငငေငြ    ိေ    ုပငငညင မ   ေျပ ငင  ြဲ 
 ုပငကိုငင  သျင။   

  ငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  အ ြြဲတြ႕သျင ျပျငည္င  ေိျမမ   ကုိ အျမြဲတမင  
စိုကငပ ိ   ိုငငသျင ္ စိုကငပ ိ  ေျမမ   အျ စင ေ  ငထုတငျ ငင ျ ငင္ စ  ညပင ိကၡ    ု ေစျပႀ က်ာ္၊ 

                                                           
2 ဤေည  တြငင စိုကငပ ိ  ဧကသျင   စင  ျငသႀ    ပငငမ   ျ စငသျင္ သ ကငသႀ က်ာ္၊ ေထ ပတငသႀ က်ာ္၊ 
 ိေမၼ ငသႀ  စသျငတို႔သျင စိုကငပ ိ  ျပႀ သႀ    မ   မ    စငစ်ငထြကင  မိမကိဆုိ ုိသုျင။   သႀအ ိကုင 
သြငင အ  စုမ   ထျင္သြငင ဳ၍ စိကုငပ ိ   သျင္ သႀ    မ   ျ စငေသ  စပါ က်ာ္၊ ေျမပြဲက်ာ္၊   မင က်ာ္၊ ေညၾက  
စသျငတို႔ကိ ုဆိ ုိုျ ငင မဟတုငေပ။ 
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၀ငငေငြတုိ ပြ    မျငဟ ု  ္ဆ  ကငမ   ျ ငင္   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  ကိ ု
စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ျမငင္တငငျ ငင  မ ၀ါ ျ ငင္ ေ  ငေဆ ငင  ကင  ိသျင။ (  ငင ျပျငည္င 
ေ သ ၱ စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ , ၂၀၁၇)  

ဇ္   (၄)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ျမ ိတြ႕ည္ငမ   တြငင   ေိသ  စိကုငပ  ိ ေျမအမ  ိ အစ    ငင္ ဧကမ    

စိုကငပ ိ   ေျမအမ ိ  အစ   စိုကငဧက 

စိုကငပ ိ  ေျမ ၂၀၆၀၆၃ ဧက 

  ပငေျမ ၄၁၁၆ ဧက 

သစငေတ ေျမ ၂၅၉၅၃၀၆ ဧက 

စိုကငပ ိ   ိုငငေသ  ေျမး႐ိိငုင  ၃၀၉၅၁၂၂ ဧက 

စိုကငပ ိ  ျ ငင မျပ  ုိငငေသ  ေျမး႐ိိုငင  ၃၀၁၂၃၀၃ ဧက 

က   စိုကင ၁၂၅၄၁ ဧက 
 ငင ျမစင ။ ။ (ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ ၂၀၁၇) 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  က႑တြငင အထ  သျ ငင္   သႀအ 
 ုိကငသႀ    စိုကငပ ိ  ေငြအတြကင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ   ဘာဏငမ  ထုတငေ   ေငြ ပမ ာဏမ   
ေအ ကငေ  ငျပပါပု တြငင ေတြတြ႕ျမငင ိုငငသျင။ စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ဘာဏငမ    ငင ျပျငည္ငတြငင 
ထုတငေ   ေငြ  ပမ ာဏသျင ၂၀၁၂-၂၀၁၃ ဘ႑   စငတြငင က ပငသညင ေပါငင  (၂၃၂၀.၅၁) 
ျ စငျပႀ  ၂၀၁၆-၂၀၁၇ ဘ႑   စငတြငင က ပငသညင ေပါငင  (၉၈၄၄.၇၈) အထ ိ
တို ျမ ငင္ထုတငေ    ြဲ္သျင။  

ပု  (၅)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စိကုငပ  ိ ေ  က႑အတြကင စစုေုပါငင ေ   ေငြ* 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (CSO, 2017)က်ာ္၊ * မို   သႀက်ာ္၊ ေဆ ငင   သႀက်ာ္၊ မို ဒကိ   သႀအတြကင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ဘာဏငမ  
ထတုငေ   ေပ ထ  ေသ  စုစေုပါငင ေငြ  ေ   ေငြပမ ာဏျ စငသျင။ 

၂၃၂၀.၅၁
၄၅၆၁.၁

၆၂၇၅.၀၈ ၆၀၈၀.၆၆

၉၈၄၄.၇၈

၀.
၂၀၀၀.
၄၀၀၀.
၆၀၀၀.
၈၀၀၀.
၁၀၀၀၀.
၁၂၀၀၀.

၂၀၁၂-၂၀၁၃ ၂၀၁၃-၂၀၁၄ ၂၀၁၄-၂၀၁၅ ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ ၂၀၁၆-၂၀၁၇

က
 ပ
ငသ
ညင 
ေပ
ါင
င 

ဘ႑   စင
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  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ေက ကငပြဲသႀ    စိုကငပ ိ  မမအေျ အေညတြငင စိုကငပ ိ  ဧကမ    
သျင ၂၀၀၉ ု  စငမ  ၂၀၁၇ ု  စငအတြငင  စိုကငပ ိ  မမ တျ ျင ျ ျင  ေ   ္ညျင   သျငကုိ 
ေတြတြ႕ျမငင သျင။ စိုကငပ ိ   ေျမမ    ေ   ္က သြ  သျင္   စငမ   တြငင စပါ  စိုကငပ ိ  မမက်ာ္၊  ဂ     ငင္ 
ေျပ ငင    စိုကငပ ိ   မမမ    ျင  ေ   ္ၾကသျင ကို ေတြတြ႕ သျင။  

ပု  (၆)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ေက ကငပြဲသႀ    စိကုငပ  ိ မမ အေျ အေည 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ (CSO, 2017) 

  ငင ျပျငည္င   ိ ေက ကငပြဲသႀ    စိကုငပ ိ  မမ အေျ အေညမ   တစငျ ျင ျ ျင  
ေ   ္က   ေသ င ျင  တစင တငတြငင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ဘာဏငမ  ေ   ေငြ   ိ   ိုငင မညင သျင 
တစင  စငထကငတစင  စင တို   ေၾက ငင  ေအ ကငေ  ငျပပါ ပု တြငင ေတြတြ႕ျမငင ိုငငသျင။  

ပု  (၇) တိငုင ေ သဒကႀ က်ာ္၊ ျပျငည္ငအသႀ သႀ းရ၏ ေ   ေငြမ   တြငင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ေ   ေငြ   မိမ 
(စပါ က်ာ္၊ ဂ     ငင္ ေျပ ငင    ) 

 

 ငင ျမစင။ (CSO, 2017) 

၁၃
၈၅
၆၉

၁၃
၈၉
၄၀

၁၀
၇၇
၂၃

၁၀
၇၄
၆၃

၁၀
၁၁
၇၉

၉၃
၃၇
၇

၈၉
၁၂
၅

၈၂
၈၅
၂

၂၁
၆

၂၀
၅

၈၀ ၆၅ ၁၅
၄

၁၃
၁

၆၈
၄

၆၇
၇

၉၁
၆၂
၈

၉၁
၇၁
၉

၇၀
၁၈
၈

၆၉
၄၉
၃

၆၃
၆၁
၈

၅၈
၁၂
၃

၅၄
၈၈
၁

၄၆
၈၄
၂

၀

၅၀၀၀၀

၁၀၀၀၀၀

၁၅၀၀၀၀

ဧက

စပါ ဂ   ေျပ ငင    

၀.၄၂% ၀.၃၉%
၀.၅၄% ၀.၅၆% ၀.၆၀%

၀.၀၀%

၀.၅၀%

၁.၀၀%

  
 ုိင

င မည
င 

ဘ႑   စင
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  ငင ျပျငည္ငတြငင အ ုပင ုပင ိုငငသ ်ႀ ေ  (အသကင ၁၅-၆၄  စင) သျင ၅၅.၂ 
   ုိငင မညင   ိသျင (ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင)။ သို႔ေသ င အဆိုပါ 
အ ုပင ုပင ိုငငသ  ်ႀ ေ သျင   ငင ျပျငည္င တြငင ေညထိုငငေညၾကသ မ   မဟုတငေပ။ 
အဘ င္ေၾက ငင္ဆိုေသ  ေ ြတြ႕ေျပ ငင သြ     သ မ   ျ စငေသ ေၾက ငင္ စ  ငင အ  
  ငင ျပျငည္ငအတြငင   ိေသ င ျင  အမ ညငတက္ငအ  ျ ငင္ ျမညငမ  ုိငငင းရ၏ 
အျ   ေသ ျပျငည္င  ငင္ တိုငင မ   တြငင ေညထိုငငၾကသ ိုက်ာ္၊  ိုငငင ျ   တုိငင ျပ ျငမ    
တြငင ျင  သြ  ေ  ကငအ ုပင ုပငကိုငငေညထိုငငၾကသ မ    ျ စငၾကသျင။  ိုငငင ျ   သုိ႔ 
သြ  ေ  ကငေညထိုငငၾကသျင္ အေ အတြကငသျင   ငင ျပျငည္င   ်ႀ ေ းရ၏ ၁၁ 
   ုိငင မညင   ိသျင (ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင)။  

ဇ္   (၅)  ိငုငင ျ   သို႔ ေ  ကင ိ မမ အေျ အေည (  ငင ျပျငည္င) 

 ုိငငင ျ   သို႔ ေ  ကင  ိမမ 
 ျပျငည္င/ 
 းို႐ိငင 

စုစု
ေပါငင  

ထို
ငင  

မေ  
     

စကၤ
 ပ  

တးု႐ိ
တင 

ဂ ပ
ညင 

ကို ႀ 
္   

အိ 
ိၵ္ 

အေမ ိ
က 

အျ
    

  ငင ျပျငည
ငည္င 

၅၁၅၄
၅ 

၅၈
၈ 

၂၇၀၁
၆ 

၁၆၉
၅ 

၂၀၂ ၄၄ ၇၅ 
၅၈၈
၀ 

၁၂၁၁
၇ 

၃၉၂
၈ 

ဟ   ါ   ုိငင 
၂၀၃၄
၆ 

၉၀ ၈၇၅၈ ၁၉၇ ၁၅ ၁၈ ၄၅ 
၁၆၀
၁ 

၇၀၁၃ 
၂၆၀
၉ 

  မင  းုိ႐ိငင 
၁၅၆၆
၃ 

၁၅
၁ 

၈၀၃၂ 
၁၁၃
၈ 

၈၈ ၂၃ ၂၁ 
၂၉၆
၂ 

၂၇၆၅ ၄၈၃ 

မငင တပင းုိ႐ိ
ုငင 

၁၅၅၃
၆ 

၃၄
၇ 

၁၀၂၂
၆ 

၃၆၀ ၉၉ ၃ ၉ 
၁၃၁
၇ 

၂၃၃၉ ၈၃၆ 

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင) 

အထကငတြငငေ  ငျပထ  ေသ  ဇ္  အ    ငင ျပျငည္ငမ  ေ သ  မ   သျင 
မေ       ုိငငင သို႔ အမ   ဆု  ထြကင  ြ ၾကျပႀ က်ာ္၊  ုတိ္အမ   ဆု  မ   
အေမ ိကညင ိုငငင ျ စငသျင။ တတိ္အေညျ ငင္ အိမငညႀ   ငင  ိုငငင ျ စငေသ  အိ ိၵ္ညိုငငင သို႔ 
သြ  ေ  ကငၾကသျင။ ျပျငပ ုိငငင မ   သုိ႔ ထြကင ြ သျင ္   ်ႀ ေ အေ အတြကငကုိ 
 း႐ိိုငငအ ိုကင မိငင ္ ်ငပါက ဟ   ါ  း႐ိိုငငမ  ျပျငပသို႔ထြကင ြ သျင္ အေ အတြကငပိုမ    
ေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ သျင။ မေ       ိုငငင သို႔ ထြကင ြ သျင ္ အေ အတြကငသျင 
 း႐ိိုငငသု   ု ု  တြငင အမ   ဆု  အေ အတြကငျ စငသျင။  

  ငင ျပျငည္င   ိ အေသ စ    ငင္ အ တငစ   စႀ ပြ  ေ   ုပငငညင မ   သျင 
 ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေသ အေျ အေညတြငင မ  ိေပ။ အေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ညးရ၏ အစႀ ငင  စ အ  
အေသ စ    ငင္ အ တငစ    ုပငငညင မ   သျင ေ   ေငြမ     ု ေ  ကငစြ မ   ျိ ငင က်ာ္၊ 
အေျ   အေဆ ကငအအု မ    ညိမင္က ျ ငင က်ာ္၊ ညျင ပျ အ  ညျင ျ ငင က်ာ္၊ သ င္္ ပို႔ေဆ ငင 
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ေ  စ ိတငမ     င္င မ တငပု တငငေၾက  ျမငင္မ ျ ငင  စသျငတုိ႔ေၾက ငင္ အေသ စ    ငင္ 
အ တငစ   စႀ ပြ  ေ   ုပငငညင မ     ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  မမ မ  ိေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ သျင 
(ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ေမ ၂၀၁၇)။  

  ငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  းရ၏ ေ သ ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  အသု  စ ိတငမ   သျင  ျပျငသ ႔က႑  ငင္ 
ပုဂၢ ိကက႑  စႀ ပြ  ေ  ု ုပငငညင မ   မ  ျပညင ျင   ိသျင္ အ ြညင  ငင္  ေငြမ   ထကင 
ပိုမ   သျင။ အဆိုပါအသု  စ ိတငမ   ကုိ က မိေစ ညင ျပျငေထ ငငစုအစို  းရ၏  ညငပု ေငြ  ငင္ 
ျပျငပ အစို    ငင္  ိုငငင တက  အ ြြဲတြ႕အစျင မ   းရ၏  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ   အက အျႀမ   ကို 
မ ႀ ို  ကင  ိသျင။ 

  ငင ျပျငည္င ုတငေတ ငသျင ၂၀၁၇-၂၀၁၈ ဘ႑ ေ    စငက်ာ္၊ ၂၀ ၁၇  ု  စင 
မတင  ၃၀  ကငေည႔တြငင   ငင ျပျငည္င ေ သ ၱ  စႀမ ကိညင  ်ပေ ကိ ု ျပး ညင  ိုကငသျင။ 
အဆိုပါ ေ သ ၱ  စႀမ ကိညင သျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏   မမစႀ ပြ  ေ   တစင ပင ု  အတြကငက်ာ္၊ 
က႑အ ိုကင တို တကင မျငဆိုသျင္   ငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  းရ၏  ျငမ ညင   ကငကုိ 
အေက ငငအထျငေ  ငျပ ညငျ စငသျင။ အဆိုပါ ေ သ ၱ  စႀမ ကိညင အ    ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ 
စုစုေပါငင  ထုတင ုပငမမ  ငင္ ၀ညငေဆ ငငမမ တညင ို  (ဂ ႀ ႀပႀ) ကိ ု၄    ုိငင မညင  (ပု မ ညငေစ   မညင အ ) 
တို တကင ညင  ျငမ ညင ထ  သျင။  

ဇ္   (၆)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ေမ   ငမ ညင တိ ုတကငမမ မညင ျပ ဇ္   

ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမ မညင  
ျပျငည္ငအဆငင္ 
  ငင ျပျငည္င ၄.၀    ုိငင မညင  
 း႐ိုိငငအဆငင္ 
  မင  း႐ိိုငင ၄.၄    ိုငင မညင  
မငင တပင း႐ိုိငင ၄.၀    ိုငင မညင  
ဟ   ါ  း႐ိိုငင ၃.၆    ိုငင မညင  
ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအဆငင္ 
တႀ တိညငျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၃.၁    ိုငင မညင  
တြညင ဇ ျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၄.၉    ိုငင မညင  
  မင ျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၅.၂    ိုငင မညင  
ထညငတ ညငျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၄.၁    ိုငင မညင  
ဟ   ါ ျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၃.၃    ိုငင မညင  
ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၇.၇    ိုငင မညင  
ပ ကင၀ျမိ ကည္င ၂.၉    ိုငင မညင  
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မတ ပႀျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၃.၈    ိုငင မညင  
မငင တပငျမိ တြ႕ည္င ၃.၇    ိုငင မညင  

 ငင ျမစင။ ။ (  ငင ျပျငည္င ေ သ ၱ စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ , ၂၀၁၇) 

ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမ မညင မ   တြငင  း႐ိိုငငအ ိုကငတို တကငမမ မညင သျင ဒကိႀ မ   
ေသ  ကြ ျ   မမမ   မ   ိ ေသ င ျင က်ာ္၊ ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအဆငင္ ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တ ကငမမ မညင မ   တြငင 
ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမ    ိုငင မညင အျမငင္ဆု  ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ   ကညငပကင ကင ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငျ စငသျင။ 
ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငသျင   ငင ျပျငည္င   ိ အျ   ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ   ကြဲသ္ို႔ စႀ ပြ  ေ  ေ    
ေကြ ေသ  ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငတစင ုျ စငသျင။ ေ သ  အမ   စုသျင စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ကို အဓိက 
 ုပငကိငုငၾကျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငးရ၏ အဓိက ထြကငကုညငမ   ၀်ျ စငသျင။  မင ပညင ဆကငသြ္ ငေ  မ   
အသငင္အတငင္ေက ငင မြညငျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ကုညငသြ္ ငေ  အတြကင ကုညင  မင  တစင ုတျင ကိုသ  
အ  ထ   ျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ထြကင  ိေသ  ၀် ကိ ု မ ၱေ  တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္  ညငကုညငျမိ တြ႕သို႔ 
အမ   ဆု  တငငပုိ႔ေ  ငင      ကင  ိသျင။   ႀ သြ  က႑တြငင ျင  အျ   ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ     ငင္ 
 မိငင ္ ်ငပါက အ   အ    ိေသ  ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငတစင ျု စငသျင။   ႀ သြ  သ မ   ၾက  တြငင 
ထငင    ေသ  ေတ ငငတစင ုျ စငသျင္ ေ ါ   စုမင(ေ ဒ) ၀ိတို ိ္ေတ ငင  ငင္ ညတငမေတ ငင 
အမ ိ  သ  ်္  ်ငပါ၀ငငမမ ေၾက ငင္   ႀ သြ    သ မ   အ   ဆြြဲေဆ ငင  ကင  ိသျင 
(ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည, ဧျပႀက်ာ္၊၂၀၁၇ ) ။ 

ထို႔အျပငင သဘ ၀ပတင၀ညင က ငငထိ ိုကငမမအ  ၂၀၀၉   ု စငတြငင 
ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္င၌  ၾကြကငေဘ အ ၱ  ္င က ေ  ကင ြဲ္ျပႀ ေည ကငပိုငင က်ာ္၊ ဒကႀ မ ေသ  
သဘ ၀ေဘ အ ၱ  ္ငက ေ   ကငမမမ  ိ ြဲေ္ပ။ ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ ည္ငသျင 
  ငင ျပျငည္င   ိ အျ   ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ     ငင္  မိငင ္ ်ငပါက သဘ ၀ေဘ အ ၱ  ္ငထိ ိုကငမမ 
အညျင ဆု  ေသ  ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငတစင ျု စငသျင။ ဆို ုိသျငမ   ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္ငသျင 
အျ   ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ     ငင္  မိငင ္ ်ငပါက စႀ ပြ  ေ   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  တကငမမ ပိုမိအု   အ    ိေသ  
ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ   ထြဲမ  တစင ုျ စငသျင။  
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ဇ္  (၇)   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ က႑အ ိကုင ေမ   ငမ ညင တိ ုတကငမမ မညင ျပဇ္   

စ်င က႑ ေမ   ငမ ညငတို တကငမမ မညင  
၁  င္္  ၂.၈ 
၂ သ  ငါ  ၄.၆ 

၃ သစငေတ  ၁၉၈.၀ 
၄ သတ    ငင္ တြငင ထြကငပစိျင  ၂.၅ 

၅ စကငမမ ကငမမ ၅.၅ 
၆    ပငစစငဓ တငအ   ၅.၁ 

၇ ေဆ ကင ုပငေ   ၀.၉ 
၈ ပို႔ေဆ ငငေ   ၂.၁ 

၉ ဆကငသြ္ ငေ   ၄.၁ 
၁၀ ေငြေ  ေၾက ေ   ၁၅.၉ 

၁၁   မမေ    ငင္ စႀမ  ညင႔ ြြဲေ   ၅.၉ 
၁၂ င    မင    ငင္ အျ   ၀ညငေဆ ငငမမမ    ၅.၃ 

၁၃ ကုညငသြ္ ငမမ ၆.၈ 
 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  အေညျ ငင္ က႑အ ိုကင ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  တို တကငမမကို ေမ   ငမ ညင သတငမ တင   
တြငင သစငေတ  က႑တြငင ၁၉၈    ိုငင မညင တို တကင ညင ေမ   ငမ ညငထ   သျင။ 
သစငေတ က႑ေ မ   ငမ ညင တို  တကငမမ မညင သတငမ တငမမသျင က႑မ   ထြဲ၌ 
ေမ   ငမ ညငတို တကငမမ မညင သတငမ တင  တြငင အျ   က႑မ     ငင္  ိမငင ္ ်ငပါက 
အျမငင္ဆု  ျ စငသျင။ အျ   က႑မ   းရ၏ ေမ   ငမ ညငတို တကငမမ မညင  အမ   ဆု  သျင ၁၆ 
   ုိငင မညင ထကငမပိုေၾက ငင ေတြတြ႕ သျင။  ုတိ္ ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမ မညင  အမ   ဆု   
က႑မ   ေငြေ  ေၾက ေ   က႑ျ စငျပႀ  ၁၅.၉    ုိငင မညင   ိသျင။ ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမအည 
ျင ဆု  ေသ  က႑မ   ေဆ ကင ုပငေ  က႑ျ စငျပႀ က်ာ္၊ ေမ   ငမ ညင တို တကငမမ မညင အ  ၀.၉ 
   ုိငင မညင ျ စငသျင (  ငင ျပျငည္င ေ သ ၱ စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ , ၂၀၁၇)။  

၅။ ညဂို    ငင႔ ေဆြ ေ ြ   ကငမ     

ေ သ ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  အတြကင ်ႀ စ  ေပ  ုပငေဆ ငငမျင္ က႑မ   သျင 
အေျ   အေဆ ကငအု  ြ တြ႕ ျ ိ  ေ  အတြကင အဓိက  ုပငေဆ ငင  ကငမ   ျ စငသျငဟု 
ဆို ိုငငသျင။ အဆိုပါ က႑မ   သျင က    ျင ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင    သျင္ က႑မ    ျ စငသျင။ 
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အဆိုပါ ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမမ   မ  ျပညင ျင   ိမျင္ အက ိ  အျမတငမ   သျင   စငက  
 ၾက   ျငမ သ  ျပညင ျငေပဒေပါကင  မျငျ စငသျင။  

  ငင ျပျငည္ငအတြငင  ိ  အေသ စ    ငင္ အ တငအစ   စကငမမ ုပငငညင မ    
အေညျ ငင္ ျင  ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ  တို တကင မမကိ ု မ   စြ  မေထ ကငပ ္ေပ  ုိငငေပ။ 
ျပျငည္ငအစို  အေညျ ငင္ အဆိုပါ က႑မ   အ ြညငပမ ာဏ မ   စြ  ေမ   င ငင္ဳ၍ မ ေပ။ 

စိုကငပ ိ  ေမြ ျမ ေ  က႑တြငင တစင ိုငငတစငပိုငငစိုကငပ ိ  ၾကျ ငင က်ာ္၊  ကငမမ င္္  
မ   စကငမမ  င္္ သုိ႔ က  ေျပ ငင ိုငင မမမ  ျိ ငင က်ာ္၊ စိုကငပ ိ  ကုညငထုတင ုပငတငငပို႔မမထကင 
၀မင စ    ု ေအ ငငပငင ျပျငည္ငျပငငပမ  တငငသြငင ေည ျ ငင  စသျင္ တို႔ေၾက ငင္ 
စိုကငပ ိ  ထုတင ုပငမမက႑သျင မ   စြ  အ  ေက ငငျ ငင မ  ေိပ။ အ  ိ တြ႕ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငမ   တြငင 
စိုကငပ ိ  ေ  ၌  ိုအပငေသ  စကငက ိ္ မ   ကုိ ပုဂၢ ိကပိုငငအေညျ ငင္ အသု  ျပ  ိုငင 
ျ ငင မ  ိေပ။ 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏   ်ႀ ေ တို တကငမမျပပု အ  အ ုပင ုပင ိုငငစြမင   ိေသ  
သကင ကင အုပငစုသျင ၁၅  စငေအ ကင သကငင္င အုပငစုထကငညျင  
ေညသျငကိုျမငငေတြတြ႕ သျင။ ထို႔အျပငင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ ကေ  ေမြ  ြ  မမ မညင   ငင္ 
ငါ   စငေအ ကင ကေ   ေသဆု  မမ မညင မ   သျင  ိုငငင တစင ု  းရ၏ ေမြ  ြ   မညင က်ာ္၊ 
ငါ   စငကေ  ေသဆု   မညင မ     ငင္  ိမငင ္ ်ငပါက ျမငင္မ   ကင  ိေည  သျင။ အသကင (၁၅-
၆၄) အသကငအုပငစု  ိ ်ႀ ေ  (၁၀၀) တြငင သကငင္င  ငင္ သကငဒကႀ မ ႀ ိုသ  အ  ိ   (၈၁.၀) 
  ိသျငအတြကင မ ႀ ိုသ  မ   ေညသ ဟုဆုိ မျငျ စငသျင။ ထို႔ေၾက ငင္   ငင ျပျငည္င   ိေညဆြဲ 
  မမစႀပြ   ေ   အျြညင မ   သျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  အတြကင အျပ သေဘ  
မေဆ ငငေပ။ ထို႔ေၾက ငင္ သမ း႐ိို က   ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  မမ  ုပငေဆ ငင  ကငထကင ပိုမိုဳ၍ ဗ  ဟ က ေသ  
 ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  ေ  ပု စ ကိ ုေ  ငထုတင မျငျ စငသျင။ 

  ငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  အေညျ ငင္ က    ျင  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမမ   ကုိ ေငြ ု ေငြ 
 ငင ျ ငင္ သု  စြြဲ မျင္အျပငင   ကင  ငင  ကငငငင အက ိ  အျမတငမ   ျပညင ျငေပဒေပါကငမျင္ 
က႑မ   ကုိ ျင  ေ ြ   ္ငဳ၍  ငင   ႀ ျမ   ပင   သငင္ေပသျင။ ေငြ ု  ေငြ ငင အသု  ျပ သျင႔ 
က    ျင ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမမ   သျင ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ အေျ    အေဆ ကငအအု မ   အတြကင 
ပိုမိုေက ငင မြညငေသ  အေျ အေညကိုေ  ကင  ိမျငျ စငေသ င ျင က်ာ္၊ အဆိုပါ က႑မ   ကုိ 
ပုဂၢ ိက-အစို   ပ  ေပါငင ေဆ ငင ြကငသျင္ပု သ႑ညင(Private Public Partnership) ျ ငင္ 
 ုပငကိုငငျ ငင ျ ငင္ ေငြ ု  ေငြ ငင မ   ကုိ က  တို  ြ  တြ႕ျ ိ  မမမ   တြငင ပိုမိုအသု   
ျပ  ုိငငမျငျ စငျပႀ က်ာ္၊  ြ တြ႕ျ ိ  မမကို   ငငျမညငစြ ျမငငေတြတြ႕ မျငျ စငသျင။ ထို႔အျပငင ျပျငတြငင က်ာ္၊ 
ျပျငပ  ငင ညႀ  ျမုပငည  မမမ    တို ျမငင္  ေစ ညငအတြကင  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမ ျမ ငင္တငငေ   
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အစႀအစ်ငမ   ကုိ ျင  ေ  ငေဆ ငငသငင္ေပသျင။ ျပျငည္ငအစို  အေညျ ငင္  ငင   ႀ  
ျမ  ပင   မမမ    ျပျငည္ငအတြငင သို႔ ေ  ကင  ိ  မမကိ ု ေစ ငင္ဆိုငင ျ ငင ထကငက်ာ္၊ 
 ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမမ     ိ  သို႔ သြ ေ  ကငသငင္ေပသျင။  

ျပျငည္ငအစို  အေညျ ငင္ သဘ ၀အ ငင ျမစငမ   ကုိ စႀမ  ညင႔ ြြဲပိုငင ြငင္မ  ိ 
ေသ င ျင   ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ    ် ပေ းရ၏ ဇ္   (၅) တြငငေ  ငျပ  ကငအ   ုပငကိုငင ိုငငသျင္ 
စႀ ပြ  ေ  က႑မ   ကုိ အဓိကထ  ဳ၍ ပိုမို ုပငေဆ ငငျ ငင ျ ငင္ အစို  းရ၏  ေငြမ   ကုိ 
ျမ ငင္တငင ိုငငမျငျ စငသျင။ ျပျငေထ ငငစုအစို  သို႔   စငစ်င ဘတငဂ ကင ေ  ဆြြဲတငငျပ  တြငင 
အက ိ  အျမတငမ    က  တိတုြငင ျပညင ျငေပဒ ုိငငသျင္  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   မမ အမ ိ  အစ  မ   ကုိ 
်ႀ စ  ေပ  စ်ငစ  သငင္ပါသျင။  

ထို႔အျပငင ျပျငည္ငအတြငင    ိ  ုပငငညင မ     ငင္  ုပငသ  မ   အ   
အ ုပငအကိုငငအ ြငင္အ မင ကုိ  ညင တႀ ေပ  ိုငငေသ က်ာ္၊ ပ ္ပို ေပ  ုိငငေသ  က႑မ   တြငင 
ပိုမိုဳ၍  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   သငင္ေပသျင။  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု အေျ   ်ပေ းရ၏ ဇ္   (၅) တြငင 
ေ  ငျပ  ကငအ  တိုငင ေ သဒကႀ   ငင္ ျပျငည္ငအစို  မ    ေက ကင  ပိုငင ြငင္  ိသျင္ 
အ ြညငအမ ိ  အစ  မ   သျင   ငင ျပျငည္င  ိ စႀပြ  ေ  ကို ပ ္ပို ေသ  က႑မ    မဟုတငဟ ု
္ ဆ ိုငငေပသျင။ ဇ္   (၅) းရ၏ ေပ ထ    ကငမ   သျင   ငင ျပျငည္ငအတြကင 
္ ုက  မ   တြငင ျပျငည္ငအစို  အတြကင အ ြညငေငြပမ ာဏ မ   စြ    ုိငင ြ င္မ  ိေပ။ 
အဆိပုါအ  ကငမ   ထြဲမ  ျ စင ိငုင ြ င္  ိေသ  က႑တစင ုမ   ေငြ ေ ေၾက  
ေ  က႑ျ စငသျင။ ျပျငည္ငအတြငင   ျငပတငေငြ သို႔မဟုတင  ငင   ႀ မတျငေငြမ    
ေ   ေပ ျ ငင မ    သျင ျပျငည္ငအတြငင   ိ  ုပငငညင မ    ေက ငင မြညငစြ  ျငပတင   ုိငင 
မျငျ စငျပႀ  အ ုပငအကိုငငအ ြငင္ အ မင မ   ကုိ ျင   ညငတႀ ေပ  ိုငငမျငျ စငသျင။ 
တစင ကငတြငင ကုညငစျငစႀ ဆငင မမကို ပိုမိုျမညငဆညင ေစ ညင  မင ပညင ဆကငသြ္ ငေ   
ကြဲ္သုိ႔ေသ  အေျ    အေဆ ကငအအု မ   တြငင  ငင   ႀ ျမ  ပင   ျ ငင ျ ငင္ ျပျငည္ငးရ၏ စႀ ပြ  ေ   
တို တကငမမကို ေ  ငေဆ ငင  ိုငငမျငျ စငသျင။  
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က  သညင ေ  ငင ၀္ငေ  ), ၀. ်. (၂၀၁၆, ဇ  ိုငင ၂၉). အမ ိ  သ   ငငၾက  ေစ္ ေ   
်ႀ တျငမျင္ NLD အစို   စႀ ပြ  ေ  မ ၀ါ  (၁၂)   ကငထုတငျပညင. VOA. 

  ငင ျပျငည္င ေ သ ၱ စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ . (၂၀၁၇, မတင  ၃၀). ၂၀၁၇-၂၀၁၈ ဘ႑   စင 
  ငင ျပျငည္င ေ သ ၱ စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ . ၂၀၁၇  ု  စငက်ာ္၊   ငင ျပျငည္င ုတငေတ င 
်ပေ အမ တင ၁. ဟ   ါ ,   ငင ျပျငည္င, ျမညငမ  ုိငငင : 
  ငင ျပျငည္င ုတငေတ င ်ပေ အမ တင. 

စႀ ပြ  ေ    ငင္က  သညင ေ  ငင ၀္ငေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ ်ႀ သညင ျမငင္. (၂၀၁၆, ဇ  ိုငင ၂၉). 
အမ ိ   ငငၾက  ေစ္ေ  ်ႀ တျငမျင္ NLD အစို   စႀ ပြ  ေ၇ မ ၀ါ  (၁၂) 
  ကငထုတငျပညင. (သိဂႀၤ ငင , Interviewer) 

စႀမ ကိညင   ငင္ ဘ႑ ေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည. (ဇြညင က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၇ ု  စင). ၂၀၁၇  ု  စငက်ာ္၊ 
က   တငေၾကြ ျမႀ စႀမ  ညင႔ ြြဲမမ မဟ ဗ  ဟ . ေညျပျငေတ င: စႀမ ကိညင   ငင္ 
ဘ႑ ေ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည. 

ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. (ဧျပႀက်ာ္၊၂၀၁၇ ). ကညငပကင ကငျမိ တြ႕ည္င 
ေ သဆုိငင  အ  ကငအ ကငမ   .   ငင ျပျငည္င: 
ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. 

ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. (ေမ ၂၀၁၇).   ငင ျပျငည္ငက်ာ္၊ ေ သဆုိငင   
အ  ကငအ ကငမ   . ျမိ တြ႕ည္ငအေထြေထြအုပင   ပငေ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. 
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ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. (ေမ က်ာ္၊ ၂၀၁၅  ု  စင). ၂၀၁၄  ု  စင ျမညငမ  ုိငငင   ်ႀ ေ   ငင္ 
အိမငအေၾက ငင အ   သညင ေ ါငငစ  ငင .   ၀ငငမမဒကႀ ၾကပငေ    ငင္ 
ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည, ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ်ႀ စႀ း ည. ေညျပျငေတ င: 
  ၀ငငမမဒကႀ ၾကပငေ    ငင္ ျပျငသ ႔အငငအ  ၀ညငဒကႀ း ည. 

ျပျငေထ ငငစ ုျမညငမ  ုိငငင ေတ င. (၂၀၀၈).  ြြဲတြ႕စျင ပု  အေျ   ်ပေ . ေညျပျငေတ င: 
ျပျငေထ ငငစ ုျမညငမ  ုိငငင ေတ င. 

ျပျငေထ ငငစု ုတငေတ င်ပေ . (၂၀၁၅, ဧျပႀ ၉). ၂၀၁၅-၂၀၁၆ ဘ႑   စငက်ာ္၊ 
အမ ိ  သ  စႀမ ကိညင ်ပေ . ျပျငေထ ငငစု ုတငေတ င်ပေ  အမ တင၁၉. 
ေညျပျငေတ င. 

သညင  ိုငင ငင က်ာ္၊ ေဇ ငဂြညင . (၂၀၁၅). ျမညငမ -အိ ိၵ္ ည္ငစပငေ သေ ္  ေ   
( ိုငငင တက  ည္ငညိမိတငေၾက ငင္ ကြြဲျပ  စြ  ေညထိုငငၾကေသ  
မ ိ   ြ င္တ   မ ိ  စုမ   းရ၏ ဆကငဆ ေ   .  ညငကုညင:   မမေ    ုပငငညင   ငင္ 
သုေတသည ဗဟိုး ည ျမညငမ . 

ေ သဆုိငင   ုတငေတ ငမ    အ  ေပ က ျႀေ  အ ြြဲတြ႕. (ေမ ၂၀၁၈).   ငင ျပျငည္င ုတင 
ေတ ငမိတငဆကင.  ညငကုညင: ေ သဆုိငင   ုတငေတ ငမ    
အ  ေပ က ျႀေ  အ ြြဲတြ႕. 
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Business Unit operates demand-led research projects and programs from government and non-

government organization as well as private sectors. The research projects run supported by local 

and international donors. In the research programs, Inya Economics emphasizes and 

implements research-related activities on small and medium enterprise sector. 

We offer research-related consultancy services;  
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(2) Research design  

(3) Questionnaires development  

(4) Data collection 
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(6) Data organizing and analysis  
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More information: 
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